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Abstract

Characterizing and responding to uncertainty in climate change

by

Derek Mark Lemoine

Doctor of Philosophy in Energy and Resources

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Daniel M. Kammen, Chair

The development and analysis of climate policy proposals intertwine with the structure
of knowledge and the possibility for changing it. Key questions concern the long-term in-
teraction between policy, technology, infrastructure, and the earth system, but each of these
components is deeply uncertain. This dissertation advances the description of knowledge
about the climate system, the assessment of economic responses to climatic possibilities,
and the development of policy that positions society to achieve long-term climate goals. It
offers new paths to describing understanding of complex systems and to modeling optimal
management under structural uncertainty.

The first chapter formalizes uncertainty about equilibrium climate change. Its hierar-
chical Bayes framework allows climate models to be incomplete and to share biases, and it
shows how prior beliefs about models’ completeness and independence interact with models’
estimates of feedback strength to determine distributions for temperature change. When
models might share biases, the results of additional models might tell us more about models’
common structure than about the real-world processes they aim to represent. The most
valuable information would then come not from related models but from alternate estimates
that should carry a different set of unobservable biases. The possibility that models are
wrong in common ways limits the degree to which models’ estimates can narrow the prob-
ability distribution for feedback strength, which also limits our ability to rule out extreme
climatic outcomes.

The second chapter empirically estimates a feedback that is especially difficult to model.
Climate-carbon feedbacks (or carbon cycle feedbacks) describe the effect of temperature on
carbon dioxide (CO2). If they are positive, then not only does anthropogenic CO2 cause
warming via the greenhouse effect and earth system feedbacks, but this warming itself in-
creases CO2 and so causes further warming. Previous empirical work estimated a stronger
feedback than did coupled climate-carbon cycle models. However, those empirical estimates
were probably biased upwards while coupled models’ estimates were primarily driven by a
few ill-constrained parameters. This chapter attempts to obtain an unbiased estimate of
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climate-carbon feedback strength by using variations in summer radiation in the Arctic (i.e.,
variations in orbital forcing) to identify the effect of temperature on CO2 in 800 ky ice core
records. It finds a range for climate-carbon feedbacks that is closer to coupled models’ esti-
mates than to previous empirical work. Since climate-carbon feedbacks are probably positive,
temperature change projections tend to underestimate an emission path’s consequences if
they do not allow the carbon cycle to respond to changing temperatures.

The next three chapters assess economic responses to climate change in a policy-optimizing
integrated assessment model, in games with long-lived investments into abatement capital,
and in a cost-effectiveness model with multiple policy options stretching over long time
horizons. The first of these chapters extends a well-known integrated assessment model to
include the possibility of abrupt shifts in the climate system. It also changes the model’s
structure to make the decision-maker aware of uncertainty and of the possibility for learning
over time, and it generalizes the welfare evaluation to reflect that uncertainty about tem-
perature change is qualitatively unlike uncertainty about climate thresholds. It finds that
tipping points can increase the near-term social cost of carbon by more than 50% when
they raise climate sensitivity or make damages more convex. They have less of an effect
when they increase the atmospheric lifetime of CO2 or the quantity of non-CO2 greenhouse
gases. Allowing the policymaker to be differentially averse to consumption fluctuations over
time and over risk increases the near-term social cost of carbon by 150%, with tipping point
possibilities then increasing it by another 50%. The possibility of tipping points is more
important for the social cost of carbon than is the ambiguity attitude the decision-maker
uses in evaluating them.

The second of these climate economics chapters models the optimal emission tax when
firms can adopt low-pollution technology that reduces abatement cost. The regulator antici-
pates this adoption but must set the tax before firms invest. In many cases, a linear emission
tax cannot obtain both socially optimal investment and socially optimal emissions because
the regulator either will set it inefficiently high to stimulate investment or will set it at an ex
post optimal level that obtains inefficiently low investment. The difficulty is that an emission
tax fixes both the incentive to invest and the incentive to abate, but these two goals rarely
align perfectly when investment is lumpy. In contrast, tradable permits policies do not suffer
this tension because the permit price responds automatically to realized investment. A nu-
merical model then considers the ability of the regulator to select not only the level but also
the duration of the tax. It shows that outcomes are still often socially inefficient. Further,
the regulator will occasionally use a longer tax to obtain investment when firms expect their
investments to lower the tax in the next period, but the cost of not being able to adjust the
next period’s tax limits the parameter space in which the longer tax is employed.

The fifth chapter constructs cost-effective dynamic policy portfolios of abatement, re-
search and development (R&D), and negative emission technology deployment in order to
achieve 21st century climate targets. It includes two types of stochastic technological change
in a stylized numerical model and allows each type of technology to respond both to public
R&D and to abatement policies. It compares worlds where negative emission technologies
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are and are not available, and it compares a world where the century’s cumulative net emis-
sions are constrained with a world in which threshold possibilities lead policy to constrain
cumulative net emissions in each year during the century. It finds that R&D options are
valuable and exercised but do not substitute for near-term abatement. The type of R&D
undertaken depends on long-term emission goals because those determine the magnitude of
future abatement. When the cumulative emission constraint is stringent, negative emission
technologies substitute for near-term abatement and affect the type of R&D undertaken, but
if threshold considerations eliminate the freedom to temporarily overshoot emission targets,
negative emission technologies become less valuable. The availability of negative emission
technologies provides a valuable option to partially undo previous emissions, but abatement
also gains option value from increasing future flexibility to forgo reliance on negative emission
technologies if the technology or climate prove problematic in the interim.

The concluding chapter directly connects uncertainty about climate change to uncertainty
about the cost of achieving CO2 targets. It shows how beliefs about technology, tempera-
ture, and damages interact to affect the cost-effectiveness of climate targets. It finds that the
speed with which damages increase at higher temperatures is the most important of these
factors. Both 450 parts per million (ppm) and 550 ppm CO2 targets provide net benefits
for quadratic damage functions that reduce annual output by less than the 1-2% estimated
for 2.5◦C of warming. Cubic damage functions support both CO2 targets even if 2.5◦C of
warming only reduces output by 0.2% or less. More convex damage functions also reduce the
importance of abatement cost uncertainty. significantly increase the range of damage func-
tions that support these targets and decrease the importance of abatement cost uncertainty.
In addition, because extreme feedback outcomes have little effect over the next decades, a
thinner-tailed temperature distribution (resulting from optimistic prior beliefs about climate
models’ independence and biases) supports CO2 targets under slightly less severe damages
than does the thicker-tailed distribution (resulting from skepticism about climate models’
independence and biases). Emission reductions hedge against greater societal sensitivity to
temperature increases while exposing society to the upside of positive technology surprises.

The epistemology of complex systems in an out-of-sample world is a key motif. This
dissertation advances knowledge of climate change and understanding of policy design in
settings with limited ability to predict future changes or responses. Further work should
seek a more unified framework for describing and acting on knowledge of evolving complex
systems.
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Chapter 1

Climate sensitivity distributions

depend on the possibility that models

share biases1

Uncertainty about biases common across models and about unknown and un-
modeled feedbacks is important for the tails of temperature change distributions
and thus for climate risk assessments. This paper develops a hierarchical Bayes
framework that explicitly represents these and other sources of uncertainty. It
then uses models’ estimates of albedo, carbon cycle, cloud, and water vapor-
lapse rate feedbacks to generate posterior probability distributions for feedback
strength and equilibrium temperature change. The posterior distributions are es-
pecially sensitive to prior beliefs about models’ shared structural biases: nonzero
probability of shared bias moves some probability mass towards lower values
for climate sensitivity even as it thickens the distribution’s positive tail. Ob-
taining additional models of these feedbacks would not constrain the posterior
distributions as much as would narrowing prior beliefs about shared biases or,
potentially, obtaining feedback estimates having biases uncorrelated with those
impacting climate models. Carbon dioxide concentrations may need to fall below
current levels in order to maintain only a 10% chance of exceeding official 2◦C
limits on global average temperature change.

1Originally published as:
Lemoine, D.M. 2010. Climate sensitivity distributions depend on the possibility that models share biases.
Journal of Climate 23(16): 4395-4415. doi:10.1175/2010JCLI3503.1
c©American Meteorological Society. Reprinted with permission.
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1.1 Introduction

The possibility of unexpectedly extreme climate change may be crucial for analyses that
aim to operationalize policy targets or evaluate policy options. The tails of the temper-
ature change distributions used in these analyses may therefore have special importance.
For instance, policymakers aiming to avoid dangerous climate change now often focus on
temperature targets such as avoiding 2◦C of warming relative to pre-industrial levels (e.g.,
UNFCCC, 2009; MEF, 2009). Because of the uncertain connection between emission paths
and temperature change, determining the implications for allowable emission paths requires
defining the acceptable chance of missing the temperature targets. With benchmark risk
metrics, allowable emission paths should have less than a 10% chance of overshooting the
target, but such assessments require temperature change distributions that include the types
of uncertainty important for tail probabilities.

The tails of temperature change distributions may also matter for economic assessments
of greenhouse gas (GHG) policies because damages and utility are both nonlinear in tem-
perature change (e.g., Weitzman, 2009). Willingness to pay to reduce the risks of climate
change may therefore be sensitive to the positive tail of the climate sensitivity distribution
(Newbold and Daigneault, 2009). Further, economic assessments may respond to the per-
vasive uncertainty in integrated assessment models of the economy and climate by forgoing
the calculation of optimal emission paths in favor of determining the cost-effective actions
needed to meet exogenous GHG constraints (Ackerman et al., 2009; Lemoine et al., 2011).
These exogenous constraints may be determined by tolerance for climate change risks, which
would again require temperature change distributions with well-characterized tails.

The positive tail of a temperature change distribution may be sensitive to types of un-
certainty often excluded by previous work on temperature change probabilities. Much of
the tail uncertainty is driven not just by uncertainty about the best climate model to use or
about the best way to parameterize a given model but by uncertainty about features common
across models, about our understanding of climate processes, and about how earth system
processes in a future warming world may differ from those in the past periods for which we
have data. After describing previous work and outlining the approach to feedback analysis,
I propose and apply a hierarchical Bayes framework for developing posterior distributions
for feedback factors that explicitly account for uncertainty about model completeness and
shared structural biases. I then show how the implied temperature change distributions
could inform risk assessments, policy targets, and future research into feedback processes.

1.2 Previous approaches to developing distributions for

temperature change

A number of researchers have developed probability distributions for climate sensitivity,
which gives the equilibrium temperature change produced by doubling carbon dioxide (CO2)
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concentrations from their pre-industrial level of approximately 280 ppm.2 Most studies have
reported a most likely value between 2 and 3.5◦C, a 5% lower limit between 1 and 2◦C, and an
uncertain upper limit that often exceeds 6◦C (Knutti and Hegerl, 2008). The current paper
estimates posterior distributions for a parameter that is very similar to climate sensitivity
but differs in allowing the carbon cycle to respond to the changing temperatures induced by
exogenously doubled CO2 concentrations.

Knutti and Hegerl (2008) reviewed the main approaches previous studies have taken to-
wards constraining climate sensitivity: they have varied parameters in general circulation
models and compared the results to climatic observations; they have estimated climate sensi-
tivity from instrumental period data and from the longer, more variable time series available
from paleoclimatic data; and the two studies of Annan and Hargreaves (2006) and Hegerl
et al. (2006) have combined information from several constraints spanning both the instru-
mental and paleoclimatic records. Each of these approaches did not include several sources
of uncertainty that may be important for tail risks because they did not explicitly include the
possibility that models share biases or that past climates may be imperfect proxies for future
climate change. In contrast to many previous studies (see Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007; Knutti
et al., 2010), the proposed hierarchical Bayes methods recognize the possibility of structural
biases shared across models, which limits the information gain from an unbounded increase
in the number of models (compare Berliner and Kim, 2008). This statistical framework also
includes uncertainty about climate models’ completeness and about the similarity of the
present and future higher-GHG world to the worlds represented by past climate observa-
tions.

1.3 Feedback analysis

The total temperature change from an increase in GHG concentrations depends not just on
the direct effect of trapping additional outgoing infrared radiation but also on how the wider
earth system responds to changing temperatures. For instance, temperature-induced changes
in sea ice extent, vegetation, and water vapor content affect temperature by changing the
earth’s reflectivity and its ability to trap outgoing heat. Such changes are feedbacks that may
amplify or diminish the effect of the direct radiative forcing (e.g., Roe, 2009). Because total
temperature change can be highly sensitive to estimates of aggregate feedbacks, relatively
small uncertainty about each feedback can translate into much greater uncertainty about
total temperature change and into a significant possibility of extreme temperature change
(e.g., Roe and Baker, 2007).

Roe (2009) described the framework for linear feedback analysis adopted here. As will
be seen in the appendix, it is important to be clear about the system within which feedbacks
operate, including the subsystem (known as the reference system or open system) to which

2The definition of climate sensitivity is ambiguous with regard to very fast feedbacks and to slow feedbacks
(Knutti and Hegerl, 2008).
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feedbacks return output as input (Stephens, 2005). Feedbacks are only meaningful in relation
to a reference system that defines what happens in the absence of feedbacks. The reference
system in the case of climate change is usually a blackbody planet that responds to a sus-
tained increase in radiative forcing ∆Rf (such as from increased GHG concentrations) by
adjusting its atmospheric radiation balance until it reaches a new equilibrium with a higher
temperature and correspondingly greater outgoing radiation. The change in temperature
for the blackbody planet in response to ∆Rf is ∆T0 = λ0∆Rf for some λ0 determined by
the Stefan-Boltzmann law and atmospheric characteristics. This blackbody representation
does not correspond to actual expectations of temperature change because the earth system
includes processes that affect radiative forcing in the course of responding to temperature
change. The temperature change occurring in the total earth system (or closed system)
depends on how these feedbacks amplify or decrease the reference system’s temperature
change.

Feedbacks can be introduced in at least two equivalent ways (Roe, 2009). First, each
of K feedback processes changes the radiative forcing by an amount proportional to the
temperature change:

∆T = λ0

(
∆Rf +

K∑

k=1

ck∆T

)
(1.1)

In this representation, feedbacks are independent of each other, meaning that feedback i
only affects feedback j via its effect on temperature change. Rearranging, we have:

∆T =
λ0∆Rf

1−
∑K

k=1 λ0ck
=

λ0∆Rf

1−
∑K

k=1 fk
=
λ0∆Rf

1− F
(1.2)

where the feedback factor for feedback k is fk = λ0ck and the aggregate feedback factor F
is the sum of the individual feedback factors: F =

∑K
k=1 fk. The feedback factors affect

temperature change nonlinearly (Figure 1.1). Second, we can use a Taylor series expansion
to describe how temperature would change in response to changes in components of the
earth system. This derivation underlies the estimation of feedback factors from climate
models and from climatic records. Each feedback process k corresponds to a climate field
αk. This climate field changes in response to temperature, and changes in the climate field
affect radiative forcing. Let ∆Rα be the change in radiative forcing due to the temperature-
induced changes in the K climate fields. Then the Taylor series expansion yields:

∆Rα =
dRα

dT
∆T +O(∆T 2) ≈

{
K∑

k=1

[
∂R

∂αk

)

αj,j 6=k

dαk
dT

]}
∆T (1.3)

Equivalently to equation (1.1), we have:

∆T = λ0 (∆Rf +∆Rα) ≈ λ0

{
∆Rf +

K∑

k=1

[
∂R

∂αk

)

αj,j 6=k

dαk
dT

]
∆T

}
(1.4)
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Figure 1.1: Temperature increases nonlinearly in the aggregate feedback factor F , as in
equation (1.2). Shows the increase in temperature in response to doubled CO2 concentrations
(∆Rf = 3.7 W m−2 as in Forster et al., 2007).

Rearranging yields equation (1.2) again, where the feedback factors fk are now defined as
follows:

fk = λ0

{
∂R

∂αk

)

αj,j 6=k

dαk
dT

}
(1.5)

Each fk (and F as well) is a non-dimensional measure that, when positive, can be interpreted
as the fraction of the complete earth system warming due to that particular feedback process.
If F ≥ 1, then feedbacks would be responsible for 100% or more of the complete system
warming, which is a nonsensical result indicating problems with the feedback model due
to misunderstanding the reference system and feedback processes or due to the omission of
countervailing negative feedbacks.

The present application of feedbacks potentially suffers from three complicating features:
timescales, nonlinearities, and interactions. First, feedbacks differ in their effects over differ-
ent timescales and in their speed. Water vapor feedback, for instance, may be negative over
short timescales but positive over longer timescales (Hallegatte et al., 2006). Differences in
speed matter for transient climate change, but this study looks only at equilibrium climate
change. Second, feedbacks are often assumed to be linear, but they are clearly nonlinear
over some sufficiently large range (e.g., Colman et al., 1997; Colman and McAvaney, 2009).
In principle, nonlinearities can be included by deriving feedbacks via a second-order Taylor
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expansion (e.g., Roe, 2009). Third, the crucial assumption from, for instance, equations (1.1)
and (1.3) that feedbacks are independent requires that the only way in which feedback pro-
cesses interact is through surface temperature change. However, water vapor interacts with
the lapse rate, and clouds interact with water vapor, surface albedo, soil moisture, and the
lapse rate (Stephens, 2005; Bony et al., 2006). These interactions can be included by modify-
ing equation (1.3) to allow nonzero cross-partials in a second-order Taylor series expansion of
dRα. Bony et al. (2006) suggested that nonlinearities and interactions may not be significant
for moderate climate change, but because the current paper’s results are meant to repre-
sent the possibility of extreme climate change, nonlinearities and interactions may provide
opportunities for future extensions.

1.4 Methods: Hierarchical Bayes framework

Hierarchical methods use multilevel modeling to connect data to each other and to pa-
rameters of interest through distributions controlled by parameters drawn from their own
distributions. In a Bayesian setting, some distributions are prior distributions reflecting be-
liefs about parameters formed before obtaining data and which are updated in response to
data to form posterior distributions (e.g., Gelman et al., 2004). Hierarchical methods have
been used in the climate science literature to connect data over varying spatial scales (e.g.,
Min and Hense, 2007), to consider optimal superensemble design and the development of
climate forecasts (Berliner and Kim, 2008), and to include the possibility of shared struc-
tural biases in the course of developing a joint distribution for changes in temperature and
precipitation (Tebaldi and Sansó, 2009). In the current model, the different levels of the
hierarchy represent different types of uncertainty affecting estimation of feedback factors.

I define a “study” of a feedback factor to be a single climate model or empirical analysis.
Each study can report more than one value (“observation”) for the feedback factor, whether
because of multiple ways of calculating the feedback factor (e.g., the use of different radiative
kernels within a single climate model) or because of data-driven uncertainty (e.g., standard
errors in empirical estimation). Each study’s observations may cluster around a feedback
value that is offset from the true value as a result of the study’s biases, and each study
may share more biases with some studies and less with others. We can therefore imagine a
hierarchy of groups, with group membership determining how closely related the studies may
be. One convenient framework divides studies into two groups: climate models and empirical
studies that use climatic records. We might expect empirical studies of feedbacks to share
biases if they come from time periods with different conditions than the present (e.g., more
or less extensive land ice sheets), if they share measurement or dating errors, and if past
climatic variability does not perfectly approximate the changes produced by anthropogenic
GHG forcing. Climate models, in turn, also have several possible sources of shared biases
(Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007): common resolution, common parameterizations or unresolved
processes, shared observations used to tune the models, shared grids and numerical methods,
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shared components, and shared creators. Jun et al. (2008) provided evidence from late 20th
century temperature simulations that models do have shared biases and even that models
created by the same institution give more highly correlated output (see also Knutti et al.,
2010). Each study therefore has uncertainty about the estimate it produces and about how
its estimation procedure tends to produce results that differ from the values that will explain
future climate change.

Figure 1.2 illustrates the model as applied in the current paper. Consider feedback factor
fk, out of K feedbacks. Let fK represent all unknown and unmodeled feedbacks, so we have
observations for only those feedbacks fk with k ∈ [1, K − 1]. Define a group j composed of
studies i of feedback factor k such that, conditional on the true value of fk, the group’s study
results Mijk are exchangeable and so can be treated as if they come from a distribution over
which we have prior beliefs (Bernardo and Smith, 1994). Exchangeability in this case means
that all prior information about a study’s outcomes is given by its group membership. I
treat the study results as generated by a process with a normally distributed error term:

Mijk ∼ N(fk + θjk, σ
2
jk) (1.6)

The studies in a group have a mean value that is offset from the true value fk by an unknown
amount θjk that represents the bias common to all members of group j.3,4 Future applications
may specify a higher-level distribution for θjk if groups may share some structural biases.

As described above, each study Mijk in a group may report not just one point estimate
for the feedback factor but either a distribution of values or a set of values. Mijk can then be
interpreted as the study’s actual representation of feedback k, which we only observe with
noise. If standard errors z̃ijk are available for each study observation ẑijk, then assuming
that ẑijk is a normally distributed unbiased estimator of Mijk with df degrees of freedom
yields:

ẑijk ∼ t(Mijk, z̃ijk, df) (1.7)

where t(x, y, z) is a t distribution with location parameter x, scale parameter y, and shape
parameter z. Alternately, as is the case throughout this application, study Mijk may report
several values yhijk. These observations may be combined in lower-level groups used, inter
alia, to inform the parameters forMijk. I assume the within-study observations are normally
distributed with mean Mijk:

yhijk ∼ N(Mijk, φ
2
jk) (1.8)

3As currently implemented, the statistical framework treats all data sources as equally reliable. Tebaldi
and Knutti (2007) and Tebaldi and Sansó (2009) reviewed approaches that have used observational data to
weight climate models in an ensemble or to weight combinations of parameters within a single model, often
assuming that the optimal weighting does not change from the calibration data set to the future. Knutti
et al. (2010) described some of the conceptual difficulties in determining the optimal weighting.

4In representing models as clustering around a common offset from fk, the proposed methods take ad-
vantage of the fact that the most complex models do not sample the range of uncertainty but are calibrated
to give their best estimates (Knutti, 2008; Knutti et al., 2010).
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Figure 1.2: A representation of the statistical model following the conventions for a Win-
BUGS directed acyclic graph (Lunn et al., 2000). The j subscripts are omitted because
the current application only has one group per feedback factor. The solid arrows indicate
stochastic dependence, and the hollow arrows indicate deterministic dependence.
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The intra-study standard deviations φjk are here shared among studies in a group because the
current application’s intra-study variation comes from combining the same three radiative
kernels with a given climate model’s output. In other applications, the within-study standard
deviation could be specific to each study i or could be drawn from a group-level distribution.

This hierarchical approach clearly separates several sources of error or bias: 1) the struc-
tural bias common across groups is the expected value of any higher-level distribution that
may exist for θjk, 2) the structural bias specific to group j is the difference between θjk and
the structural bias common across groups or, if θjk lacks a higher-level distribution, is θjk, 3)
the between-study variation within a group is determined by σjk, 4) the uncertainty within
a particular study’s observations due to limited data, sampling variability, or different ways
of obtaining data is determined by z̃ijk or φjk, and 5) the possibility of omitted feedbacks is
represented by a feedback term fK lacking observations.

Applying Bayes’ Theorem updates prior distributions in response to observations of feed-
back factors to produce posterior distributions for all parameters. Table 1.1 describes the
six sets of priors used for the standard deviations of within-study observations (φjk), the
between-study standard deviations (σjk), the estimated feedback factors (fk), the unknown
feedback factor (fK), and the biases shared between a group’s studies (θjk). Each prior dis-
tribution is independent of all others. Figure 1.3 plots each type of prior distribution used.
Care must be taken in prior selection (e.g., Frame et al., 2005), as flat (uniform) priors on
one type of parameter can contribute more information to another parameter than intended
(Dongen, 2006). Except where varied to assess sensitivity, we use weakly informative priors
that concentrate prior probability mass in the range of the a priori most plausible values (i.e.,
values closer to 0) while still placing significant probability on more extreme values. These
weakly informative priors aim to let even sparse data dominate the posterior distributions
without ruling out extreme values. The use of weakly informative priors can be important
because with small numbers of groups and, possibly, of observations within a group, less in-
formative priors may not be dominated by the data and may produce results that are highly
sensitive to the form of the prior (Kass and Wasserman, 1996; Lambert et al., 2005).5,6 The
specific numerical values for the priors are meant to give reasonable-looking distributions,
and the six sets of priors will help assess the sensitivity of the posterior distributions to the
form of the prior.

Annan and Hargreaves (2011) argued that previous analyses’ use of a uniform prior for
climate sensitivity made their results sensitive to the prior’s upper bound and generally led
to overly pessimistic conclusions about the possibility of extreme temperature change. The
prior distributions on fk and fK imply prior distributions for climate sensitivity that are

5Interestingly, sensitivity to prior beliefs may partially explain the actual diversity of posterior beliefs
about climate change.

6Gelman (2006) explored the choice of priors for between-group variance parameters when group size is
small. For cases with at least 5 groups, he recommended using a uniform reference prior on the standard
deviation, and for cases with fewer groups, he recommended the folded non-central t distribution, of which
the half-Cauchy used here is a special case.
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Figure 1.3: The five types of prior distributions used in this application of the model, as
described in Table 1.1. t(x, y, z) refers to a t distribution with location parameter x, scale
parameter y, and shape parameter z. The t distribution with scale parameter 0.01 is only
used in the learning experiment described in section 7.

far from uniform and that concentrate prior probability in the IPCC’s likely range, yet we
will see that these prior distributions nonetheless can generate posterior distributions with
significant probability of extreme temperature change.7

The two most significant omissions in the proposed statistical model are constraints on
the total system response and the possibility of abrupt changes and threshold effects. First,
observations of, for instance, temperature change and ocean heat capacity may be able to
constrain F directly even though these do not provide information about any particular
feedback process. These observations may therefore be able to constrain the positive tail of
the distribution for ∆T , but they will likely have their own structural biases and are unlikely
to account for the operation of slower feedbacks (Urban and Keller, 2009). Second, concern
about climate change may be driven not just by concern about its ultimate magnitude but
also by concern about its possibly being both abrupt and irreversible (Keller et al., 2008;
Lenton et al., 2008; Solomon et al., 2009). Both abruptness and irreversibility should be
included in a complete risk assessment and should inform near-term abatement decisions.

The posterior distributions were sampled using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods as
implemented in WinBUGS version 1.4.3 (Lunn et al., 2000; Gamerman and Lopes, 2006).

7In addition, the implied prior distributions for climate sensitivity do not differ greatly from one prior
combination to another.
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Table 1.1: The six combinations of prior distributions for model parameters (also see Fig-
ure 1.3). HC(x) is a half-Cauchy distribution with scale parameter x, U(x, y) is a uniform
distribution on (x, y), and t(x, y, z) is a t distribution with location parameter x, scale pa-
rameter y, and shape parameter z.

Prior fk
a,b fK

a,b θk
c φk σk

1 t(0,0.15,2) t(0,0.15,2) t(0,0.05,2) HC(0.1) HC(0.1)
2 U(-0.5,0.5) t(0,0.15,2) t(0,0.05,2) HC(0.1) HC(0.1)
3 t(0,0.15,2) t(0,0.05,2) t(0,0.05,2) HC(0.1) HC(0.1)
4 t(0,0.15,2) t(0,0.05,2) Pr(θjk=0)=1 HC(0.1) HC(0.1)
5 t(0,0.15,2) Pr(fK=0)=1 Pr(θjk=0)=1 HC(0.1) HC(0.1)
6 U(-0.5,0.5) Pr(fK=0)=1 Pr(θjk=0)=1 HC(0.1) HC(0.1)
a The t distributions are censored so that values are observed to be

less than 1.
b F is constrained to be less than 1.
c The t distributions are censored so that values are observed to be

between -0.5 and 0.5.

Each posterior distribution generated one million samples after a burn-in period of one
million samples. The sample size was large enough for multiple chains to converge on the
posterior distributions.

1.5 Data: Models’ estimates of feedbacks

This paper considers four climate change feedbacks for which model estimates are available:
albedo, clouds, water vapor-lapse rate, and carbon cycle. It also considers the sum of all
other feedbacks, including unmodeled and unknown feedbacks. The water vapor and lapse
rate feedbacks can be treated as a combined water vapor-lapse rate feedback because of
their strong negative correlation noted by, among others, Bony et al. (2006), Soden and
Held (2006), and Soden et al. (2008). All calculations in this paper use λ0 = 0.315 K (W
m−2)−1 because Soden et al. (2008) found that λ0 ranges roughly from 0.31 to 0.32 K (W
m−2)−1.

Methods for calculating feedback factors from climate models often rely on representa-
tions like equation (1.5). Soden et al. (2008) elaborated a method that can enable consistent
comparison between models while avoiding biases caused by correlation between climate
fields. Their method decomposes feedbacks into the mean change in the associated climate
field as the climate is perturbed and a radiative kernel that gives the change in radiative
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forcing due to a change in the climate field. The kernel is independent of the general circu-
lation model for which the feedback is calculated and depends only on the control climate.
Soden et al. (2008) used three different radiative kernels to estimate albedo, cloud, and water
vapor-lapse rate feedback factors in each of the climate models from the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report that provided the necessary data.
They updated and improved the earlier analyses of Colman (2003), Winton (2006), and
Soden and Held (2006). Figure 1.4 and Table 1.2 show the data from Soden et al. (2008)
using their model acronyms and converted to the non-dimensional feedback form. As pre-
viously reported (e.g., Bony et al., 2006), variance in cloud feedback estimates is primarily
responsible for the variance in estimates of the aggregate feedback factor

Ideally, observations based on climatic records could supplement these observations from
climate models so as to obtain a group of observations that does not share the structural bi-
ases common across models. However, several hurdles deter inclusion of empirical estimates
in this paper. First, some of the empirical observations have been implicitly accounted for
in model development. Second, it is difficult to compute the partial derivatives in equa-
tion (1.5) in a way that ensures that only one variable is changing (Bony et al., 2006),
climatic variability can create bias in estimations (Spencer and Braswell, 2008), and results
may need to be adjusted to be relevant to the present and future (Yoshimori et al., 2009). In
one illustration of the potential complications, de F. Forster and Collins (2004) and Dessler
et al. (2008) attempted to estimate the water vapor feedback from responses to volcanic and
El Niño forcings, but these forcings may not adequately mimic long-term climate change
(Bony et al., 2006; Dessler et al., 2008) and the data and methods may not match the the
timescales of relevant processes (see Hallegatte et al., 2006). Carefully sorting and improving
the empirical literature could contribute to extending the present paper’s results.

Carbon cycle feedbacks include processes by which temperature changes alter atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, which in turn affect radiative forcing and so temperature. A common
definition of carbon cycle feedbacks includes warming-induced changes in CO2 sources or
sinks but does not include changes in CO2 sources or sinks due directly to changing CO2

concentrations (e.g., Friedlingstein et al., 2006).8 This definition implies that the aggregate
feedback factor F applies to the radiative forcing resulting from the CO2 concentrations
obtained after combining a CO2 emission profile with an offline model of how the carbon cycle
responds to increased CO2 levels, holding climate constant. In other words, the aggregate
feedback factor applies to a CO2 concentration already adjusted for CO2 fertilization and
(non-biologically) changing ocean sinks. Vegetative and oceanic processes can be net sinks
even if the carbon cycle feedback is positive because positive feedback here just means that
the strength of these sinks decreases with warming.

Data for carbon cycle feedbacks come from the 11 models of the Coupled Climate-Carbon
Cycle Model Intercomparison Project (C4MIP), as reported by Friedlingstein et al. (2006)

8More recent work by Gregory et al. (2009) formally separated carbon cycle feedbacks into concentration-
carbon feedbacks and climate-carbon feedbacks.
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and as adjusted by Cadule et al. (2009) for the nonlinearity of radiative forcing as a function of
CO2 levels.

9 However, as shown in the appendix, both analyses implicitly included uncoupled
models’ feedbacks in their reference systems. With regard to the present purposes, they
therefore overestimated carbon cycle feedbacks by including the operation of albedo, water
vapor, lapse rate, and cloud feedbacks in response to carbon cycle feedbacks’ effects on CO2

concentrations. To then obtain an estimate of the aggregate feedback factor F by summing
their estimates of the carbon cycle feedback with estimates of these other feedbacks would
double-count the other feedbacks. The appendix explains how to adapt these carbon cycle
feedback estimates, and Figure 1.4 and Table 1.2 show their adjusted values.

Models’ estimates of carbon cycle feedback factors are notably incomplete because most
only represented changes in photosynthesis, growth, and decomposition. Possibly important
processes largely omitted by the models considered in Friedlingstein et al. (2006) include
permafrost melting, fires, tropical deforestation, and nutrient limitation (Field et al., 2007;
Schuur et al., 2008; Sokolov et al., 2008; Schuur et al., 2009; Tarnocai et al., 2009),10 though
more are including dynamic vegetation that allows for phenomena such as biome shifts and
fires (Field et al., 2007). Further, the models do not fully explore the parameter space for the
processes they do include (Matthews et al., 2007), and their parameterizations probably share
biases. Most models report positive net carbon cycle feedbacks because of “the stimulated
net C release from land ecosystems in response to climate warming” (Luo, 2007: p. 687).
However, while this carbon release is primarily driven by models’ similar representations
of the sensitivity of photosynthesis and respiration to changing temperatures, there is still
much uncertainty about the direction and degree of these responses (Luo, 2007).

The difficulty of modeling the carbon cycle makes estimation from climatic records es-
pecially desirable, but it is also difficult to empirically estimate carbon cycle feedbacks from
past observations because CO2 levels affect temperature even as temperature affects CO2

levels. This results in a system of simultaneous equations, with the noise term in one equa-
tion correlated with the other equation’s dependent variable and so with its own regressor.
Because of this correlation between regressor and noise, ordinary least squares regression
produces inconsistent estimates. Studies by Scheffer et al. (2006) and Torn and Harte (2006)
assumed that there were no significant non-temperature drivers of CO2 concentrations in the
last millennium’s Little Ice Age or in a 250,000 year portion of the Vostok ice core record,
which would avoid asymptotic bias by eliminating the noise term in the regression of CO2

on temperature. However, because even small biases in feedback estimates can have special
significance due to the nonlinearity of temperature change in the aggregate feedback factor
F , this assumption requires further validation. These studies also did not report standard
errors from their regressions, making it difficult to place their results in a probabilistic anal-
ysis. Lemoine (2010b) uses orbital forcing to instrument for temperature change, attempting

9These models provide a transient feedback analysis, not an equilibrium analysis. This is one shared
source of bias when used for estimates of the equilibrium feedback factor.

10Note that the carbon cycle feedback could be defined so that some of these were different feedbacks.
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Figure 1.4: The data used as input to the statistical model (see also Table 1.2), plus a
column showing the sum of the feedback factors for each model. Each feedback factor’s
observations are grouped by the radiative kernel used to calculate them from the indicated
general circulation model. The BMRC kernel is on the left, the GFDL kernel is in the
middle, and the NCAR kernel is on the right. Data are from Soden et al. (2008) and Cadule
et al. (2009), with the latter adjusted as described in the appendix. Model and kernel names
follow Soden et al. (2008).

to obtain unbiased estimates of feedback strength. Properly calibrating this uncertainty is
important because, as shown below, having a group of studies not sharing models’ biases
can greatly affect the posterior distributions for feedback strength and temperature.

One strength of the hierarchical Bayes framework is its ability to assess the importance
of beliefs about unknown and unmodeled feedbacks. Climate models do not include all feed-
backs. Known missing feedbacks include changes in non-CO2 GHGs, in subsea methane hy-
drates, in ocean circulation and biota, in ocean sinks via changing wind regimes, in albedo and
other biophysical feedbacks due to ecosystem responses, and, for transient climate change,
in sea surface temperatures due to hydrological cycle intensification (Gruber et al., 2004;
Archer, 2007; Field et al., 2007; Le Quéré et al., 2007; Williams et al., 2007; Lawrence et al.,
2008; Cadule et al., 2009; Dorrepaal et al., 2009; Zeebe et al., 2009). Furthermore, slow
feedbacks such as land ice sheet dynamics that become significant after decades or centuries
of forcing should be considered in discussions of GHG stabilization targets (Hansen et al.,
2008). The prior on fK should represent uncertainty about the aggregate strength of omitted
feedbacks.
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Table 1.2: The non-dimensional feedback factors calculated from Soden et al. (2008) and
Cadule et al. (2009), as described in the text and in the appendix. Model and kernel names
follow Soden et al. (2008). Figure 1.4 plots these data.

Model Radiative Kernel Albedo Carbon Cycle Cloud WV+Lapse

BMRC 0.14 0.14 0.33
CNRM GFDL 0.10 0.25 0.29

NCAR 0.087 0.20 0.32

BMRC 0.14 0.11 0.36
GFDL CM2 0 GFDL 0.10 0.21 0.32

NCAR 0.089 0.15 0.36

BMRC 0.097 0.15 0.32
GFDL CM2 1 GFDL 0.065 0.26 0.27

NCAR 0.059 0.18 0.32

BMRC 0.11 0.33
GISS AOM GFDL 0.085 0.27

NCAR 0.075 0.32

BMRC 0.032 0.32
GISS EH GFDL 0.022 0.27

NCAR 0.019 0.30

BMRC 0.063 0.12 0.30
GISS ER GFDL 0.047 0.21 0.25

NCAR 0.038 0.15 0.29

BMRC 0.14 0.019 0.36
IMMCM3 GFDL 0.10 0.11 0.33

NCAR 0.087 0.059 0.36

BMRC 0.096 0.012 0.24 0.35
IPSL GFDL 0.069 0.012 0.33 0.31

NCAR 0.061 0.013 0.29 0.33

BMRC 0.14 0.039 0.25 0.31
MIROC MEDRES GFDL 0.097 0.037 0.34 0.28

NCAR 0.084 0.041 0.31 0.30

BMRC 0.13 0.029 0.26 0.31
MPI ECHAM5 GFDL 0.091 0.026 0.37 0.27

NCAR 0.078 0.030 0.32 0.30

Continued on next page
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Table 1.2 – continued from previous page

Model Radiative Kernel Albedo Carbon Cycle Cloud WV+Lapse

BMRC 0.12 -0.016 0.42
MRI GFDL 0.084 0.075 0.38

NCAR 0.073 0.028 0.41

BMRC 0.16 0.011 -0.053 0.36
NCAR CCSM3 GFDL 0.11 0.010 0.056 0.33

NCAR 0.095 0.011 0.0056 0.36

BMRC 0.15 0.042 -0.031 0.36
NCAR PCM1 GFDL 0.11 0.040 0.058 0.34

NCAR 0.088 0.043 0.021 0.36

BMRC 0.095 0.065 0.25 0.33
UKMO HADCM3 GFDL 0.069 0.060 0.34 0.29

NCAR 0.058 0.067 0.29 0.32

1.6 Results: Posterior distributions

Posterior distributions for the albedo, carbon cycle, cloud, and water vapor-lapse rate feed-
backs result from using the data given in Table 1.2 and Figure 1.4 to update each of the six
combinations of prior distributions from Table 1.1 within the hierarchical Bayes framework
shown in Figure 1.2. These posterior distributions combine with the posterior distribution
for the unknown and unmodeled feedbacks fK (which is the same as its prior distribution
in Table 1.1 due to the absence of data) to produce posterior distributions for the aggregate
feedback factor F and for the temperature change ∆T2xCO2 resulting from doubling CO2

concentrations (where the CO2 doubling does not account for carbon cycle feedbacks).11

Figures 1.5 and 1.6 show the posterior distributions resulting from each set of priors.
Figure 1.7 gives the same results in box plot form. Prior combinations 5 and 6 vary the
prior on fk when there is no possibility of shared structural bias, showing that the posterior
for each feedback factor fk is not sensitive to the form of the prior on fk in the certain
absence of shared structural biases. However, comparing prior combinations 1 and 2 shows
that the prior for fk can affect the posterior when there is a nonzero probability of shared
structural bias. Prior combinations 1 and 3 only vary the prior on fK , and the same applies
to prior combinations 4 and 5. Comparing the posterior distributions produced within each

11Doubling CO2 concentrations produces additional radiative forcing ∆Rf of 3.7 W m−2 (Forster et al.,
2007: 140).
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pair of priors shows how the unknown and unmodeled feedbacks fK spread the probability
distribution for temperature change, especially on the high side. Because the prior on fK is
never updated, it is directly combined with the posteriors for the four constrained feedbacks
to obtain the posterior for F , and because the possibility of slightly greater values of net
positive F spreads the temperature change distribution more than does the possibility of
slightly lower values (Roe and Baker, 2007; Hannart et al., 2009), the nonzero priors on fK
thicken the positive tail of the temperature change distribution more than they thicken the
negative tail.

The posterior distributions are sensitive to the possibility that models share biases (com-
pare prior combinations 3 and 4). Possible shared biases have three effects. First, they
increase the spread of the posterior distribution for each fk. The possibility of θjk < 0 makes
relatively high values of fk more probable, and the possibility of θjk > 0 makes relatively
low values of fk more probable. Second, the possibility of shared biases limits the benefit
of additional models because, with only one group of observations per feedback factor, the
available observations can only constrain the sum of the feedback factor and the shared bias
term (fk + θjk). Even with an unbounded number of models, we could never be sure what
portion of their signal is related to the true feedback and what portion is related to shared
biases.

Third, the possibility of shared biases can shift the posterior median for fk towards 0
when the prior distribution for fk has a peak at 0. The posterior distributions for fk and
θjk depend on their prior distributions and on the posterior for fk + θjk (Figure 1.8). When
both priors are t distributions with peaks at 0 (as in prior combinations 1 and 3), both
posteriors move towards the posterior for fk + θjk; however, neither parameter’s posterior
is identical to the posterior for fk + θjk because values with greater prior probability for
one parameter (e.g., fk closer to 0) often imply values with lower prior probability for the
other (e.g., implying θjk farther from 0). For net positive fk + θjk, the posterior for θjk will
peak at a positive value and the posterior for fk will peak at a value less than the peak of
fk+ θjk. In contrast, when the prior on fk is a uniform distribution (as in prior combination
2), the posterior on θjk is approximately the same as its prior because (ignoring effects from
the boundary of the uniform distribution) the posterior on fk can take any form without
sacrificing prior knowledge. Each value for fk has equal prior probability over the range
of the uniform distribution, which allows the posterior for θjk to be completely determined
by its prior knowledge. In order to keep the posterior for θjk in its region of greatest prior
probability, less peaked priors on fk therefore tend to center the posterior for fk on the
posterior for fk + θjk.

From this point forward, prior combination 3 is the base case because it includes the
possibility of shared structural biases, includes the possibility of unmodeled and unknown
feedbacks, and uses a prior on the constrained feedbacks that makes small values the most
likely while allowing the possibility of extreme outcomes. Without clear grounds for favoring
either prior 1 or prior 3’s representation of omitted feedbacks, I use prior 3 only to show that
the following results are not driven by a highly diffuse prior on omitted feedbacks. Prior
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Figure 1.5: Prior distributions (dashed) and posterior distributions (solid) for the four feed-
backs fk (columns) under the 6 combinations of priors (rows). Prior combinations 1 through
3 place positive probability on nonzero shared structural bias, and prior combinations 1
through 4 place positive probability on models being incomplete.
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Figure 1.6: Prior distributions (dashed) and posterior distributions (solid) for the aggregate
feedback factor F and for the temperature change in response to doubled CO2 concentrations
(relative to pre-industrial levels and with the doubling measured before accounting for carbon
cycle feedbacks) under the 6 combinations of priors (rows).
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Figure 1.7: Box plots for the posterior distributions of the individual feedback factors fk and
the aggregate feedback factor F under each of the 6 combinations of priors. The boxes show
the interquartile range and median value, and the whiskers define the adjacent values. The
plot does not show outside values and, for computational convenience, uses only the first
500,000 samples from the distributions in Figures 1.5 and 1.6.
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Figure 1.8: The posterior and prior distributions for the shared bias term (θjk) and feedback
factor (fk) for the albedo feedback. Shows prior combinations 1 and 2, which vary the form
of the prior on fk. With prior combination 2, the prior and posterior for θjk completely
overlap.
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Figure 1.9: Posterior probability distributions for the temperature change in response to dou-
bled CO2 concentrations (relative to pre-industrial levels) for prior combination 3 (which al-
lows nonzero shared bias and omitted feedbacks) and for prior combination 5 (which assumes
models are independent and complete). Also, the distribution from Annan and Hargreaves
(2006) using the combination of three constraints and the distribution from Hegerl et al.
(2006) using all pre-industrial proxies with a prior derived from the instrumental record.

combination 5 provides an important, if unrealistic, reference case because it represents max-
imal confidence in climate models’ completeness and independence. Figure 1.9 compares the
posterior distributions resulting from these two prior combinations with the distributions for
climate change produced by Annan and Hargreaves (2006) and Hegerl et al. (2006) using
multiple constraints from the instrumental and paleoclimatic records. Prior combination 5
generates the most peaked posterior and the posterior with the peak at the greatest tem-
perature change. The other distributions indicate the greatest risk of extreme temperature
change: relative to the results from prior combination 5, they shift probability mass from
moderate temperature change to extreme temperature change. Prior combination 3 carries
this trend the farthest (though still not as far as prior combinations 1 and 2), placing the
most probability mass both on low temperature change and on high temperature change
because the possibility of shared biases makes extreme values of each fk more plausible.

An alternate means of generating probability distributions would identify each model’s
output with a single point estimate that is the mean of the three radiative kernel results
and then treat the models as independent, identically distributed samples from a normally
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distributed population (similar to Roe and Baker, 2007). This method produces results
nearly identical to those with prior combination 5, implying that the weakly informative prior
distributions do not have a noticeable effect in the certain absence of shared structural biases.
Importantly, therefore, the assumption of normally distributed feedbacks is not sufficient to
generate distributions for temperature change with the long positive tail we have come to
expect from past studies, partly because constraining uncertainty about feedbacks has a
greater effect on temperature change distributions than Roe and Baker claimed (Hannart
et al., 2009). If developing a distribution from knowledge of feedbacks, whether or not the
distribution has the customary shape in the positive tail in fact depends strongly on whether
the model includes the possibility of nonzero shared structural bias.

1.7 Discussion

1.7.1 Opportunities for learning

This statistical framework can readily incorporate new information to produce updated pos-
terior distributions. Ignoring the possibility of modeling new feedback processes, we can
learn in at least four ways:

1. By obtaining additional model observations (obtaining yhijk for new i).

2. By obtaining observations that do not share the current observations’ structural biases
(adding a group j with its own Mijk).

3. By decreasing the variance of the prior distribution for shared structural biases (con-
straining the prior for θjk).

4. By decreasing the variance of the prior distribution for unknown and unmodeled feed-
backs (constraining the prior for fK).

Figure 1.10 shows the posterior distributions resulting from prior combination 3 as well as
from each of these four possible ways of learning. I represent obtaining more observations by
including 6 more studies Mijk for each fk, where each new study contains three observations
equal to the mean of the set of real observations. By reinforcing the actual observations’
central tendency, these additional observations should constrain the posterior distribution at
least as well as any other set with the same number of additional observations. I represent
adding a group j by randomly assigning the existing models to one of two groups that are
assumed not to share any structural biases. 10 models end up in a first group and 4 end up in
a second, with each group including 3 models with carbon cycle feedback observations. The
assumption of independence conditional on fk and the similarity of the two groups’ estimates
together imply that the additional group should constrain the posterior distributions as much
as possible given the group assignments. I represent decreasing uncertainty about shared
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Figure 1.10: The posterior probability distribution for the aggregate feedback factor F after
different types of hypothetical learning. The distribution with extra observations is not
visible because it is almost exactly the same as the base case.

biases θjk and about unmodeled and unknown feedbacks fK by replacing their priors with a
t distribution having scale parameter 0.01, which is smaller than the scale parameter of 0.05
used for each in prior combination 3 (see Figure 1.3).

Remarkably, the additional observations do not perceptibly affect the posterior probabil-
ity distribution. Obtaining additional observations of feedback factors from climate models
related to existing ones only affects the posterior distributions if the new estimates differ
from the current ones’ central tendency. The present uncertainty is not driven by a lack of
models. These results cohere with the findings in Figures 1.5 and 1.6 that the prior for fk
does not greatly influence the posterior distributions in the absence of possible shared biases.

Constraining unmodeled and unknown feedbacks does have a noticeable impact, but
the impacts of obtaining an additional group and of constraining shared biases are more
important. Having an additional, conditionally independent group enables each fk to be
constrained via two different fk + θjk terms and so can have a similar, though less stark,
effect to that of the simulated narrowing of prior beliefs about shared biases θjk. The
additional group constrains the posterior distribution for the aggregate feedback factor F
even though each group contains fewer observations than did the original group.12 The

12The effects of a second group depend on how similar its estimates are to those of the first group.
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simulated narrower prior beliefs about shared biases result in the narrowest probability
distribution for the aggregate feedback factor F . Aside from explicitly modeling some of the
currently unmodeled feedbacks (in which case the results would depend on how the newly
modeled feedbacks affect beliefs about remaining unmodeled and unknown feedbacks), the
activities that could most constrain the posterior probability distributions for the aggregate
feedback factor and for temperature change are those that more tightly constrain prior beliefs
about shared structural biases or those that produce observations of feedback factors through
methods that are unlikely to share much structural bias with existing climate models.

1.7.2 Measures of temperature risk

By focusing on factors that drive uncertainty about low-probability temperature change,
the posterior distributions enable assessments of temperature change risks.13 Table 1.3 gives
percentiles and conditional expectations for the aggregate feedback factor F , and Figure 1.11
plots percentile temperature change against CO2 concentrations.

14. The percentile tempera-
ture change resulting from prior combination 3 is similar to those of Annan and Hargreaves
(2006) and Hegerl et al. (2006) up to about the 95th percentile, at which point the value re-
sulting from prior combination 3 increases faster because its posterior distribution has more
weight in its extreme positive tail. Using prior combination 1 would amplify this result by
placing even more weight in the posterior tails. If we believe the models cluster around the
true outcomes and include all relevant processes (as in prior combination 5), then we have
a distribution for climate sensitivity that places overwhelming probability on its being close
to 3◦C and almost no probability on its being greater than 4◦C. However, including these
other sources of uncertainty (as in prior combination 3) dramatically expands the positive
tail so that there is more than a 5% chance that climate sensitivity is greater than 5◦C. The
expected climate sensitivity conditional on being above the 95th percentile is 18◦C, and the
expected climate sensitivity conditional on being above the 75th percentile is still 7◦C. The
temperature risk curves implied by Annan and Hargreaves (2006) and Hegerl et al. (2006)
generally fall between the curves implied by prior combinations 3 and 5.

The CO2 concentration needed to meet a 2◦C target relative to pre-industrial levels
depends strongly on risk tolerance and on prior beliefs about shared model biases and about
model completeness.15 If models are unrealistically assumed to be complete and to lack
shared biases (prior combination 5), then CO2 concentrations could stabilize at 410 ppm

13We could define Temperature-at-Risk (TaR) and Conditional Temperature-at-Risk (CTaR) by analogy
with the Value-at-Risk (VaR) and Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) metrics used to evaluate investment
portfolios or to determine banks’ capital requirements (Artzner et al., 1999; Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000).
VaR measures often use the 90th, 95th, and 99th percentiles (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000).

14Figure 1.11 calculates the temperature change for a CO2 concentration C by using equation (1.2) and
the relation ∆Rf = 5.35 ln( C

C0

), where C0 is the pre-industrial concentration (e.g., Cadule et al., 2009)
15Ultimately, stabilized CO2 concentrations may not be the most helpful way of framing GHG goals (e.g.,

Allen et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2009; Boykoff et al., 2010), but they do give an important sense of the
risks implied by different types of emission pathways.
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(a) From prior combination 3 (b) From prior combination 5

(c) Calculated from Annan and Hargreaves (2006) (d) Calculated from Hegerl et al. (2006)

Figure 1.11: The posterior percentile temperature change relative to pre-industrial levels for
different CO2 concentrations. Percentile temperature change is calculated from Table 1.3
and equation (1.2). Prior combination 3 allows models to be incomplete and to share biases,
and prior combination 5 does not. Also, data from Annan and Hargreaves (2006) and Hegerl
et al. (2006), calculated using equation (1.2).
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Table 1.3: The posterior percentile values for the aggregate feedback factor (Feedback-at-
Risk, or FaR), and the aggregate feedback factor expected conditional on exceeding the
posterior percentile value (Conditional Feedback-at-Risk, or CFaR).

From Prior 3 From Prior 5

Percentile FaR CFaR FaR CFaR

25 0.38 0.58 0.58 0.62
50 0.51 0.64 0.60 0.64
75 0.62 0.72 0.63 0.65
90 0.72 0.80 0.65 0.67
95 0.79 0.86 0.67 0.69
99 0.90 0.94 0.70 0.72

(slightly above present levels) and still have less than a 5% chance of exceeding the 2◦C target.
If, on the other hand, models are believed to possibly have shared biases and omissions (prior
combination 3), then, before accounting for the effects of non-CO2 GHGs or of aerosols, even
stabilizing CO2 concentrations at current levels leaves a 10% chance of exceeding the 2◦C
target. Policymakers’ 2◦C target may therefore support significant near-term abatement and
eventual net negative emissions (Lemoine et al., 2011).

1.8 Conclusion

This paper elaborates an extensible method for combining studies of feedback factors to pro-
duce posterior distributions for aggregate feedbacks and temperature change in response to
stabilized radiative forcing. Assumptions about shared model omissions and shared model
biases are crucial for the positive tails of temperature change distributions and for the sen-
sitivity of CO2 concentration targets to temperature risk tolerance. Beyond obtaining ob-
servations with uncorrelated structural biases for use in constraining posterior distributions,
further work could adopt more complex representations of model dependencies (Jun et al.,
2008), could include total system constraints (Urban and Keller, 2009), could explore al-
ternate types of prior beliefs, and could refine prior beliefs about shared structural biases
and about unknown and unmodeled feedbacks. Further work could also develop tempera-
ture change distributions for planned emission pathways by including uncertainty about the
operation of CO2 sinks in response to changing CO2 concentrations and uncertainty in mon-
itoring negotiated emission allocations. A robust Bayesian approach may help to address
the difficulty in choosing the “right” prior distribution for feedbacks and shared biases (e.g.,
Borsuk and Tomassini, 2005; Tomassini et al., 2007), and this paper’s use of multiple pri-
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ors could complement an ambiguity aversion framework for decision-making (e.g., Klibanoff
et al., 2005, 2009). Finally, to make them more useful for adaptation work and impacts
assessments, these probability distributions should be extended to consider transient climate
change by including uncertainty about heat uptake by oceans, uncertainty about emission
paths, and uncertainty about the timescales over which feedbacks operate (Hall, 2007; Knutti
et al., 2008; Baker and Roe, 2009; Roe, 2009).

1.9 Appendix: Estimating the carbon cycle feedback

factor using coupled climate-carbon cycle models

This appendix explains how to adapt the results of Friedlingstein et al. (2006) and Cadule
et al. (2009) for use in the standard feedback model described in Roe (2009) and in section
3. It shows how their estimated feedback factors differ from fcc, the feedback of interest,
and explains how to combine their reported values with results from Soden et al. (2008) to
estimate fcc.

Let fcc be the carbon cycle feedback and fk be any of the other K− 1 feedbacks. Define:

α ≡ λ0
∂R

∂ lnC

)

xk,1≤k≤K−1

and η ≡
d lnCTc
dTc

where xk is the climate field for feedback process k. Let ∆Cu be the change in atmospheric
CO2 levels when the carbon cycle is uncoupled from a climate model (i.e., when the carbon
cycle does not respond to changing temperatures), and let ∆CT be the change in CO2 levels
resulting from temperature change ∆T . The total change in CO2 levels in a coupled climate-
carbon cycle model is therefore ∆Cc = ∆Cu +∆CTc , where ∆Tc is the temperature change
in a coupled model. Because ∆Rf comes from the change in CO2 levels as determined by an
uncoupled carbon cycle model, we have exogenous forcing ∆Rf = λ−1

0 α∆ lnCu. Then, from
equation (1.1):

∆Tc = α∆ lnCu + λ0

K−1∑

k=1

(ck∆Tc) + αη∆Tc =
α∆ lnCu

1−
∑K−1

k=1 fk − αη
(1.9)

The carbon cycle feedback factor fcc, the parameter of ultimate interest, is:

fcc = αη (1.10)

Note that (1.10) corresponds to the equations in Friedlingstein et al. (2003, 2006) for their
carbon cycle feedback factor g, except adjusting the definition of η to account for radiative
forcing being proportional to log CO2 levels.

Friedlingstein et al. (2003, 2006) calculated fcc using estimates of α labeled herein as
α̂. I show that α̂ 6= α because they implicitly took the operation of other feedbacks in an
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uncoupled model to be part of the reference system. Friedlingstein et al. (2006) estimated α̂
from a regression using coupled model output via the equation ∆Tc = α̂∆Cc. Friedlingstein
et al. (2003) presented the regression as ∆Tc = α̂∆Cc + ∆Tind, where ∆Tind represents all
non-CO2 sources of temperature change and serves as a constant in the regression. These
studies estimated carbon cycle feedbacks using regressions that attributed all of the variation
in temperature to the variation in coupled model CO2 concentrations. However, as seen in
equation (1.9), changes in CO2 concentrations actually also operate through other feedbacks
to change temperature. As long as these other feedbacks are net positive, attributing to
carbon cycle feedbacks the variation in CO2 induced by these other feedbacks inflates α̂ and
so, via equation (1.10), also inflates the estimate of the carbon cycle feedback factor. Imagine
that temperature were proportional to changes in CO2 concentrations, so replace ∆ lnCu in
equation (1.9) with ∆Cu and make an analogous replacement in the definition of η. Using
these (incorrect) replacements and substituting for η∆Tc = ∆CTc , for ∆Cu = ∆Cc −∆CTc ,
and for ∆Tc = α̂∆Cc in equation (1.9) gives α in terms of α̂:

α = α̂

(
1−

K−1∑

k=1

fk

)
(1.11)

Cadule et al. (2009) corrected Friedlingstein et al. (2006) by treating the change in
temperature as proportional to the change in log CO2 concentrations. They bypassed the
use of α and instead calculated f̂cc, their estimate of fcc, directly from changes in CO2

concentrations in coupled and uncoupled model runs, but f̂cc 6= fcc due to the same reference
system complication encountered by Friedlingstein et al. (2003, 2006). Let the coupled
models’ temperature change be given by:

∆Tc = ∆Tu + f̂cc∆Tc (1.12)

This yields the representation that Cadule et al. (2009) used:

f̂cc =
∆Tc −∆Tu

∆Tc
(1.13)

However, equation (1.9) and the relation ∆Tu = α∆ lnCu + λ0
∑K−1

k=1 ck∆Tu imply:

∆Tc = ∆Tu +
K−1∑

k=1

fk(∆Tc −∆Tu) + fcc∆Tc (1.14)

Substituting for ∆Tc −∆Tu from equation (1.12) and simplifying yields:

fcc = (1−

K−1∑

k=1

fk)f̂cc (1.15)
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Table 1.4: The coupled models from Friedlingstein et al. (2006) and Cadule et al. (2009)
with their corresponding uncoupled models from Soden et al. (2008).

Coupled model Uncoupled model

CSM-1 NCAR CCSM3
FRCGC MIROC MEDRES
HadCM3LC UKMO HADCM3
IPSL-CM4-LOOP IPSL
LLNL NCAR PCM1
MPI MPI ECHAM5
BERN-CC –
CLIMBER –
IPSL-CM2C –
UMD –
Uvic-2.7 –

Again, the given estimate of carbon cycle feedbacks includes the operation of the feedbacks in
response to the increased temperature resulting from increased CO2 levels. For our purposes,
Cadule et al. (2009) thus overestimated the strength of carbon cycle feedbacks when other
feedbacks are net positive, and knowing

∑K−1
k=1 fk enables identification of fcc from their

reported f̂cc.
The data points for fcc reported in Table 1.2 and Figure 1.4 come from matching coupled

models described in Friedlingstein et al. (2006) with uncoupled models described in Soden
et al. (2008) (Table 1.4). Models match if they use closely related ocean-atmosphere general
circulation models (OAGCMs). Some coupled models do not have a close match in the
Soden et al. (2008) set of models because, for instance, some coupled models are not tied
to an OAGCM but to a simpler model. For coupled models with matches, the sum of the
albedo, cloud, and water vapor-lapse rate feedbacks in the uncoupled models enables use of
equation (1.15) to adjust the carbon cycle feedback reported in Cadule et al. (2009).
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Chapter 2

Paleoclimatic warming increased

carbon dioxide concentrations1

If climate-carbon feedbacks are positive, then warming causes changes in carbon
dioxide (CO2) sources and sinks that increase CO2 concentrations and create
further warming. Previous work using paleoclimatic reconstructions has not dis-
entangled the causal effect of interest from the effects of reverse causality and
autocorrelation. The response of CO2 to variations in orbital forcing over the past
800,000 years suggests that millennial-scale climate-carbon feedbacks are signifi-
cantly positive and significantly greater than century-scale feedbacks. Feedbacks
are also significantly greater on 100 year timescales than on 50 year timescales
over the past 1,500 years. Posterior probability distributions implied by coupled
models’ predictions and by these paleoclimatic results give a mean of 0.03 for
the non-dimensional climate-carbon feedback factor and a 90% chance of its be-
ing between -0.04 and 0.09. The 70% chance that climate-carbon feedbacks are
positive implies that temperature change projections tend to underestimate an
emission path’s consequences if they do not allow the carbon cycle to respond to
changing temperatures.

2.1 Introduction

Climate-carbon (or carbon cycle) feedbacks control how carbon dioxide (CO2) concentra-
tions respond to changing temperatures (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Gregory et al., 2009).
Positive feedbacks indicate that increased surface temperatures cause changes in CO2 sources

1Originally published as:
Lemoine, D.M. 2010. Paleoclimatic warming increased carbon dioxide concentrations. Journal of Geophysical
Research 115: D22122. doi:10.1029/2010JD014725
c©2010 American Geophysical Union. Reproduced by permission of the American Geophysical Union.
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and sinks that in turn further increase surface temperatures (Cox et al., 2000; Heimann and
Reichstein, 2008). Because other climate change feedbacks are thought to be positive on
net (Bony et al., 2006; Soden et al., 2008), and because feedbacks add linearly but impact
temperature nonlinearly (Torn and Harte, 2006; Roe and Baker, 2007; Roe, 2009), constrain-
ing the range of climate-carbon feedbacks is important for constraining temperature change
projections and for climate risk assessments (Plattner et al., 2008; Huntingford et al., 2009).
However, while models that couple the carbon cycle and the climate system can provide
some insight into the possible magnitude of these feedbacks, the number and complexity of
the interlinked processes restrict the amount of information that can be gleaned from models
alone (Lemoine, 2010a).

Estimates from paleoclimatic data can provide an alternate source of information about
the scale of feedbacks that may operate under anthropogenic warming. While differences in
boundary conditions and in the type of forcing mean that paleoclimatic data are unlikely
to correctly describe the earth system’s response to ongoing anthropogenic greenhouse gas
forcing, their biases in the anthropogenic application might be largely uncorrelated with
those impacting coupled models’ predictions (Lemoine, 2010a). Paleoclimatic estimates can
therefore complement models’ predictions in the construction of a probability distribution
for climate-carbon feedbacks.

This paper estimates climate-carbon feedback strength over past ice age cycles and over
the past two millennia. It uses changes in insolation due to orbital variations to identify the
response of atmospheric CO2 concentrations to changes in temperature over the previous
800,000 years. The results indicate that climate-carbon feedbacks were probably positive
over past ice ages and over the past two millennia. The magnitude depends on the timescale
of interest but, over millennial timescales, is comparable to coupled models’ predictions of the
carbon cycle’s response to anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing. The temperature change
produced by a given emission path is therefore probably greater than suggested by climate
sensitivity metrics that do not allow the carbon cycle to respond to changing temperatures.

2.2 Assessing feedback strength

The equilibrium temperature change ∆T due to a change in radiative forcing can be repre-
sented as:

∆T =
λ0∆Rf

1−
∑K

k=1 ckλ0
=
λ0∆Rf

1− F
(2.1)

where λ0 is the temperature change per unit of radiative forcing in the reference system
upon which feedbacks operate, ∆Rf is the exogenous change in radiative forcing produced
by increased GHG concentrations, and non-dimensional fk ≡ ckλ0 gives the influence of
feedback process k (Roe, 2009). This representation assumes that feedback processes are
linear over the relevant temperature range and are defined so that they interact only through
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their effects on temperature. When positive, fk may be interpreted as the fraction of total
warming due to feedback process k.

Each feedback factor fk can be decomposed into the product of the total change in climate
field αk due to a unit change in temperature and the change in radiative forcing due to a
unit change in climate field αk when other climate fields are held fixed (Roe, 2009). In the
case of climate-carbon feedbacks fcc affecting CO2 concentrations, this gives:

fcc ≡ fk = λ0

{
∂R

∂ lnCO2

)

αj,j 6=k

d lnCO2

dT

}
(2.2)

where climate-carbon feedbacks are feedback process k. CO2 concentrations are represented
by their log because radiative forcing increases approximately linearly with the log of CO2,

yielding ∂R
∂ lnCO2

)
αj,j 6=k

= 5.35 W m−2 (ln ppm)−1 (Ramaswamy et al., 2001: Table 6.2). λ0

is approximately 0.315 K (W m−2)−1 (Soden et al., 2008). Estimating the climate-carbon
feedback factor fcc therefore primarily requires estimating ψ ≡ d lnCO2/dT , or the effect of
a unit of temperature change on CO2 concentrations. Coupled climate-carbon cycle models
have predicted this term (Friedlingstein et al., 2003, 2006; Cadule et al., 2009), but these
models provide limited information because they only include a subset of known carbon cycle
processes and are vulnerable to the possibility of shared model biases (Luo, 2007; Tebaldi
and Knutti, 2007; Lemoine, 2010a).

Paleoclimatic estimates can provide an important additional source of information with
biases largely independent of models’ shared biases, but empirical estimation is complicated
by the degree to which earth system components are intertwined, by the incompleteness of
climatic records, and by the inability to run full-scale controlled experiments. Four studies
have attempted to constrain climate-carbon feedbacks from temperature and CO2 recon-
structions. Scheffer et al. (2006) considered the last millennium’s Little Ice Age (LIA), and
Torn and Harte (2006) used the last 360,000 years as recorded by the Vostok ice core. Frank
et al. (2010) estimated the response of CO2 to temperature for three time periods in the
past millennium. An ensemble of temperature and CO2 reconstructions produced a fre-
quency distribution for ψ. This distribution may be interpreted as a probability distribution
for ψ if one assumes that the reconstructions properly sample the space of possible worlds.
Finally, Cox and Jones (2008) constrained climate-carbon feedback strength by determining
which values are consistent with the output of coupled climate-carbon cycle models run using
twentieth century data, with the results of matching coupled models to observed interannual
variability, and with a LIA analysis closely related to that of Scheffer et al. (2006).

Crucially, these four studies rely on univariate regressions of CO2 on temperature that
may contain biases from reverse causality and autocorrelation (Appendix A). A univariate
regression cannot disentangle whether high CO2 levels accompany high temperatures because
higher CO2 causes higher temperatures, because higher temperatures cause higher CO2, or
because they are each being driven by, for instance, previous periods’ CO2 and temperature.
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Because feedback estimation is concerned with the response of CO2 to an exogenous increase
in temperature, it is important that paleoclimatic studies isolate the response of CO2 to
temperature from the more general correlation estimated by a univariate regression. The
present study seeks to isolate the causal effect of temperature on CO2 by looking at the
response of CO2 to variations in temperature that were unlikely to be caused by variations
in CO2.

2.3 Methods: Estimated equations

The present study estimates climate-carbon feedbacks over four timescales: millennia, cen-
turies, 100 y, and 50 y. It seeks to generate estimates that are free of simultaneous equations
(or reverse causality) bias and omitted variables bias. First, it aims to avoid simultaneous
equations bias by using orbital forcing as an instrument for temperature over the longer
timescales (Appendix A). A good instrument is correlated with temperature but only affects
the coeval CO2 concentration through its effect on temperature. In other words, using this
instrument isolates a “good” portion of the variation in temperature—a portion that is be-
lieved not to be caused by changes in CO2—and ignores the rest. A good instrument avoids
the problem of imputing the causal effect of temperature on CO2 from data that actually
reflects the greenhouse effect of CO2 on temperature.

The key hypotheses for the validity of an orbital forcing instrument are that: a) changes
in orbital forcing cause changes in temperature, but b) do not affect CO2 levels except
through their effect on temperature. If these hypotheses hold, then we can replace the
actual temperature record with one predicted from orbital forcing data and believe that any
remaining correlation with the CO2 record is due to the effect of temperature on CO2. The
first hypothesis is supported by the Milankovitch theory of glacial cycles, according to which
summer insolation in the northern hemisphere’s high latitudes controls both hemispheres’
temperature on millennial timescales (Milanković, 1941; Hays et al., 1976; Berger, 1992).
Variations in summer insolation might have this effect because nonlinearities in the climate
system can amplify the direct effect on ice sheets and snow accumulation. Importantly
for the choice of which insolation time series to use, some have instead argued that the true
trigger for deglaciation is the timing of spring insolation in the northern hemisphere (Hansen
et al., 2007) or that Antarctic temperatures are more tightly controlled by the duration of
the local (southern hemisphere) summer (Huybers and Denton, 2008). While the hypotheses
are difficult to distinguish empirically (Huybers, 2009) and the true mechanism may be more
complex (Wolff et al., 2009), recent evidence does support a northern hemisphere trigger for
Antarctic temperatures (Kawamura et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2009). Further, several recent
studies (Petit et al., 1999; Jouzel et al., 2007; Kawamura et al., 2007) used high latitude
summer solstice insolation in the northern hemisphere as an indicator of orbital forcing,
and ice core chronologies sometimes assume a linear response of climate to orbital forcing,
whether defined via mid-June insolation at northern high latitudes (Parrenin et al., 2004) or
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via anticipated periodicity (Salamatin, 2000). Therefore, given that orbital forcing should
affect temperature, the key condition becomes the hypothesis that it does not directly affect
the CO2 concentration. Because orbital forcing affects insolation the most at the poles and
the least at the equator, and because the primary effect at the poles is on snow and ice melt
(via temperature), orbital forcing’s effect on the timing and spatial distribution of insolation
may not be directly critical for important carbon sources and sinks. Variations in orbital
forcing may in fact cause variations in temperature without affecting CO2 concentrations
except through these variations in temperature.

The second source of bias that univariate regressions are exposed to is omitted variables
bias produced by correlation of time t temperature and CO2 with previous temperature and
CO2. If not accounted for, such correlation with past climate states could induce correlation
between time t temperature and CO2 that univariate regressions include in their coefficient
estimates. However, this correlation through previous climate states may not be the effect
of interest in a feedback application. The present study seeks to minimize omitted variables
bias by including lagged covariates in the regression. The estimated model assumes that
temperatures and concentrations at times earlier than those included as covariates only affect
the temperature and concentration at time t through their effect on the included covariates.

The present study does not eliminate a final source of bias. Measurement error in tem-
perature data may be due to errors in measurement of isotopes, in inferences about local
temperature from isotopes, in inferences about global temperature from local temperature,
and in the assignment of relative dates to the recorded temperature and CO2. This mea-
surement error tends to push coefficient estimates towards zero (Appendix A). Further, gas
diffusion processes mean that each CO2 observation actually has a distribution of ages and
an effective resolution of a few centuries (Spahni et al., 2003), which tends to reduce the
variation useful for regression-based estimates. The remaining errors should therefore tend
to bias the results towards finding no effect of temperature on CO2.

The orbital forcing specification estimates the following equation:

Ct = β0 +

2∑

i=0

βi+1Tt−i + β4Ct−1 + ǫt (2.3)

where Ct is the log of the CO2 concentration at time t, Tt is the temperature at time t, and t
is in thousands of years. Ct−2 is not included as a covariate because CO2 concentrations from
2000 years ago should only affect contemporary CO2 concentrations via their effect on CO2

concentrations and temperature 1000 years ago. Orbital forcing (Ot) in W m−2 instruments
for Tt via the following first-stage regression:

Tt = γ0 + γ1Ot +

2∑

i=1

γi+1Tt−i + γ5Ct−1 + νt (2.4)

Ot and Tt have a correlation coefficent of 0.18, so, as required for valid use as an instrument,
variation in orbital forcing is connected to variation in temperature. The estimated covari-
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ance matrix uses the Huber-White estimator that is robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity.
Importantly for the applicability of the statistical methods used here, the time series ap-
pear to be stationary (augmented Dickey-Fuller tests reject the unit root hypothesis at the
α = 0.05 level), which means that the mean and covariance are not changing over time. It
is also important that the error term ǫt not be serially correlated, because serial correlation
may mean that ǫt is correlated with Ct−1 via its correlation with ǫt−1, which would violate
the assumption of exogeneity of the covariates. We test for such serial correlation in the
instrumental variable estimate by using a Cumby-Huizinga test, which fails to reject the null
hypothesis of no serial correlation at the α = 0.20 level. We therefore assume that ǫt is not
serially correlated and that Ct−1 is in fact exogenous for ǫt.

The resulting coefficients and covariance matrix enable estimation of feedbacks over two
timescales. The feedback factor over a timescale of j time units is calculated from equa-
tion (2.2) using:

ψ ≡ ψj =

j∑

i=0

Tt−i +

j∑

k=1

ψj−kCt−k (2.5)

where C and T variables represent their estimated coefficients and j ≥ 0. ψj is defined
recursively, and ψ0 is the coefficient on Tt. Thus, β1 gives the effect of Tt on Ct, which is here
labeled the century-scale response, and β1+β2+β4β1 gives the effect on Ct of an increase in
temperature at time t− 1 that is maintained at time t, which is here labeled the millennial
response. Variance and covariance calculations use first-order linear approximations for the
ψj−kCt−k terms.

The data are an 800 ky temperature record from the Antarctic EPICA Dome C core
with the EDC3 age scale (Jouzel et al., 2007), an 800 ky composite CO2 record drawn
from that and other cores (Lüthi et al., 2008), and the calculations of Berger (1978) for
orbital forcing at 60◦N (Figure 2.1a). The similarity of this temperature record to those of
the Vostok and Dome F cores implies that it may be indicative of general conditions over
eastern Antarctica (Jouzel et al., 2007), and models suggest that Antarctic temperatures
may track global temperatures (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2010). Figure 2.1b shows how
including lagged variables as covariates alters the temperature-CO2 relationship and how
the instrument isolates a portion of the variation in Tt.

Estimating coefficients in several model specifications assesses the results’ robustness to
some types of specification error. In the base case and summer insolation specifications,
the temperature and CO2 data used are the observations closest to the endpoint of each
1000 year interval, while the averaged data specification uses the average of the previous
1000 years’ observations. In the base case and averaged data specifications, the orbital
forcing instrument is insolation in mid-June, but the summer insolation specification sums
the insolation over June, July, and August.

The orbital forcing regressions estimate feedback strength over timescales of centuries or
millennia, but it is also of interest to nearer-term climate projections to estimate climate-
carbon feedbacks over shorter timescales. This requires a denser dataset than is available
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Figure 2.1: (a) Mid-June orbital forcing at 60◦N (Berger, 1978) instruments for the 800 ky
EPICA Dome C temperature record (Jouzel et al., 2007) in a regression with data from a
composite CO2 record (Lüthi et al., 2008). (b) The 1500 y composite global temperature
reconstruction (Mann et al., 2008) (EIV with HadCRUT3v) is used in a regression with
interpolated CO2 data from the Law Dome ice core (MacFarling Meure et al., 2006). All
datasets are truncated at 1700 A.D. to avoid the Industrial Revolution.
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Figure 2.2: The relationship between temperature at time t (Tt) and the log of CO2 at
time t (Ct) estimated by instrumented and non-instrumented univariate and multivariate
regressions over the 800 ky paleoclimatic reconstructions. The non-instrumented univariate
regression shows demeaned Ct against Tt. The non-instrumented multivariate regression
shows the residuals from a regression of Ct on the covariates excluding Tt against the residuals
from a regression of Tt on the covariates. The instrumented regressions are similar except
replacing Tt with its predicted value from the appropriate first-stage regression.
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from ice cores. We therefore use composite temperature records from 500 A.D. through
1700 A.D. (Mann et al., 2008) and the CO2 record from the Law Dome ice core (MacFarling
Meure et al., 2006). The CO2 record is made denser by first using Friedman’s supersmoother
algorithm under the assumption that CO2 concentrations only change slowly and smoothly
over century-scale timespans prior to 1700 A.D. Shape-preserving piecewise cubic interpo-
lation then fills in values for missing years (Figure 2.1b). With t on the order of decades
rather than in thousands of years, it is important to include several lagged terms because
more distant lags may now affect time t variables directly (e.g., Schimel et al., 1996). The
estimated model for shorter-term feedbacks is:

∆Ct =
k∑

i=0

β1+i∆Tt−i +
k∑

j=1

β1+k+j∆Ct−j + ǫt (2.6)

where ∆ indicates a first difference (so ∆Ct = Ct−Ct−1) and where k = 11 when the timestep
for t is 10 years while k = 5 when the timestep for t is 25 years. Differencing the data makes
it stationary (augmented Dickey-Fuller tests reject the unit root hypothesis at the α = 0.10
level), and Durbin’s alternative test—a standard test for serial correlation in Ordinary Least
Squares estimates—fails to reject the null hypothesis of no serial correlation at the α = 0.50
level. We calculate the effect of a 50-year and 100-year maintained increase in temperature
from equation (2.5) using the estimated coefficients and heteroskedasticity-robust covariance
matrix.

These subcentury timescale specifications do not instrument for Tt for two reasons. First,
simultaneous equations bias should be small. This is because any unobserved sources of
variation in CO2 levels that appear between time t−1 and time t should be small and may not
have enough time to fully affect Tt. Second, despite significant first-stage coefficients, weak
instrument tests indicate potential problems with the use of solar activity from Steinhilber
et al. (2009) and Delaygue and Bard (2010) as an instrument for Tt. Even if simultaneous
equations bias is nonzero, it is probably sufficiently small that the Ordinary Least Squares
estimate is preferable to estimation with a weak instrument.

2.4 Results

The orbital forcing specifications indicate that expected millennial-scale climate-carbon feed-
backs are probably positive (p<0.001), acting to amplify anthropogenic warming (Table 2.1).
Their 95% confidence intervals are in the range of 0.02 to 0.05 (Figure 2.3), which is
comparable to the predictions of the coupled climate-carbon cycle models described in
Friedlingstein et al. (2006). However, in line with the anticipated effects of biases intro-
duced to previous work by reverse causality and autocorrelation, this range is on the low
end of previous paleoclimatic estimates. Climate-carbon feedbacks are statistically greater
over millennial timescales than over timescales of centuries (p<0.001), and for either 10-
year or 25-year timesteps, climate-carbon feedbacks are statistically greater over 100 year
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Table 2.1: Estimation results for the non-dimensional climate-carbon feedback factor fcc.

Timescale Specification Data’s timestep n a fcc s.e. b p c

Millennia Base case 1000 y 525 0.03 (0.009) 0.0001
Millennia Summer insolation 1000 y 525 0.03 (0.009) 0.0007
Millennia Averaged data 1000 y 536 0.03 (0.01) 0.0001

Centuries Base case 1000 y 525 0.009 (0.01) 0.4
Centuries Summer insolation 1000 y 525 0.006 (0.01) 0.6
Centuries Averaged data 1000 y 536 0.002 (0.02) 0.9

100 y – 10 y 109 0.02 (0.005) 0.003
100 y – 25 y 43 0.01 (0.009) 0.1

50 y – 10 y 109 0.005 (0.002) 0.006
50 y – 25 y 43 0.005 (0.004) 0.2

a Number of observations
b Standard errors are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity.
c Two-tailed p-value for the null hypothesis that fcc is equal to 0

timescales than over 50 year timescales (p<0.001). Each first-stage regression produces a
coefficient on the orbital forcing instrument that is significantly different from 0 (p<0.001),
and heteroskedasticity-robust Kleibergen-Paap F statistics greater than 15 confirm that the
orbital forcing instrument should not pose weak instrument problems.

Most coefficient estimates are fairly stable across orbital forcing specifications and have
the expected signs, indicating that the general model is robust to the specifications considered
here (Table 2.2). Both millennial and century-scale feedback estimates are also relatively
stable over different 200 ky sections of the datasets, with the main variations correlated with
variations in the strength of the instrument (Figure 2.4). The paper’s main findings therefore
should not be highly sensitive to the choice of time period.

Univariate regressions and a non-instrumented multivariate regression help assess the
possible importance of omitted variables bias and simultaneous equations bias (Table 2.3).
Failing to disentangle the (positive) causal effect of CO2 on temperature should make the
effect of temperature on CO2 seem stronger and reduce uncertainty about its point estimate.
Indeed, as expected, the non-instrumented regressions produce greater feedback estimates
with smaller standard errors. While the instrumented univariate regression does produce a
similar point estimate and standard error for the coefficient on Tt as do the instrumented
multivariate regressions, it is less useful for estimating millennial feedbacks because it does
not allow previous temperature or CO2 concentrations to affect time t values.

In estimation of decadal-scale feedbacks, coefficients on the more recent CO2 levels are
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Figure 2.3: Estimates of the climate-carbon feedback factor fcc. Coupled climate-carbon
cycle models are as described in Friedlingstein et al. (2006), and their plotted points are the
average of the results from Lemoine (2010a) for the three radiative kernels. Error bars show
the 95% confidence intervals for this paper’s paleoclimatic estimates. Previous paleoclimatic
estimates are converted to feedback form using the factor of 1.2 K (275 ppm)−1 from Torn
and Harte (2006) and, in the case of Frank et al. (2010), indicate the range of “likely” values.
These previous paleoclimatic estimates assumed that radiative forcing increases linearly with
CO2 rather than with the log of CO2.
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Table 2.2: Coefficient estimates and standard errors from the orbital forcing specifications. a

Second stage First stage

Specification n b Tt
c Tt−1

c Tt−2
c Ct−1 Const Ot

d Tt−1 Tt−2 Ct−1
e

Base case 525 0.005 0.01 -0.01*** 0.9*** 0.8*** 0.007*** 1*** -0.2*** 2**
(0.006) (0.007) (0.002) (0.03) (0.1) (0.002) (0.06) (0.06) (0.8)

Summer insolation 525 0.003 0.01 -0.01*** 0.9*** 0.8*** 0.00009*** 1*** -0.2*** 2**
(0.007) (0.008) (0.002) (0.03) (0.2) (0.00002) (0.06) (0.06) (0.8)

Averaged data 536 0.001 0.02 -0.01*** 0.9*** 0.6*** 0.005*** 1*** -0.4*** 0.6
(0.009) (0.01) (0.004) (0.02) (0.1) (0.001) (0.05) (0.05) (0.6)

a Standard errors (in parentheses) are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity. Two-tailed
p-values are for the null hypothesis that the true coefficient is equal to 0: * means p < 0.1,
** means p < 0.05, and *** means p < 0.01. t is in 1000 years.
b Number of observations
c Units of (ln ppm CO2) K

−1

d Units of K (W m−2)−1

e Units of K (ln ppm CO2)
−1

Figure 2.4: Estimates of century-scale and millennial climate-carbon feedbacks fcc are rel-
atively stable over each 200 ky window in the dataset for which the instrument’s strength
is stable (as indicated by the two-tailed p-value on the coefficient of the orbital forcing
instrument).
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Table 2.3: Coefficient estimates and standard errors in versions of the base case orbital
forcing specification without using instruments and/or without including lagged variables as
covariates. a

fcc

nb Tt
c Tt−1

c Tt−2
c Ct−1 Const Ot

d Millenniale Centuries

Univariate, 638 0.03*** – – – 6*** – 0.1*** 0.06***
non-instrumented (0.0002) – – – (0.008) – (0.005) (0.003)

Univariate, 638 0.007 – – – 5*** 0.02** 0.02 0.01
instrumented (0.01) – – – (0.06) (0.01) (0.02) (0.04)

Multivariate, 525 0.02*** -0.0006 -0.009*** 0.8*** 0.9*** – 0.05*** 0.03***
non-instrumented (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.03) (0.1) – (0.003) (0.003)
a Standard errors (in parentheses) are robust to arbitrary heteroskedasticity in the multivari-
ate case and also to arbitrary autocorrelation in the univariate cases. Two-tailed p-values
are for the null hypothesis that the true coefficient is equal to 0: * means p < 0.1, ** means
p < 0.05, and *** means p < 0.01. t is in 1000 years. The instrumented univariate case has
a robust Kleibergen-Papp F statistic of 6, indicating the potential for a weak instrument
problem.
b Number of observations
c Units of (ln ppm CO2) K

−1

d First-stage regression result with units of K (W m−2)−1

e In the univariate cases, assumes that the coefficient on Tt−1 is certainly equal to zero.
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often significant while the other coefficients are usually not significant (Table 2.4). This
accords with the intuition that, over such short timescales and with the correspondingly
small variation in CO2 and temperature over each timestep, the time t CO2 level should be
almost wholly determined by the previous period’s CO2 level. Mann et al. (2008) provided
several composite temperature records calculated using different instrumental records and
combined using different statistical techniques. All results reported in this paper use the
reconstruction resulting from their error-in-variables estimation procedure and calibrated
using HadCRUT3v instrumental land and ocean hemispheric means. Using the other error-
in-variables temperature reconstruction from Mann et al. (2008) does not substantially affect
the results, but using the reconstruction developed using the composite plus scale method-
ology tends to produce estimates that are not significantly different from 0.

2.5 Discussion

The point estimates and standard errors provide information about the sampling distribution
of the mean, but the probability distribution for the feedback factor is more important.
Appendix B describes how to develop a probability distribution by extending the hierarchical
Bayes framework of Lemoine (2010a) to combine this paper’s base case empirical estimates
with coupled models’ predictions. The posterior distribution implied by the empirical studies
is similar to the one implied by coupled models’ output, but considering both types of
data together can further constrain the posterior distribution (Figure 2.5). With only data
from coupled models, it is difficult to disentangle the true feedback factor from the biases
shared among those models, but empirical estimates provide information about the true
feedback factor that is affected by a different set of biases. The posterior distribution resulting
from using both types of data has a mean of 0.03 and 5th and 95th percentile values of -
0.04 and 0.09. It also indicates a roughly 70% chance that climate-carbon feedbacks are
positive, thereby reinforcing other feedbacks such as those due to changes in albedo and
water vapor content. Instead of obtaining point estimates and standard erorrs, future work
could develop probability distributions directly from paleoclimatic data and then combine
those with coupled models’ predictions.

The proper application of this paper’s empirical feedback estimates to anthropogenic cli-
mate change depends on the question of interest. Feedback strength may vary with timescale,
and future feedbacks will operate in a world with different boundary conditions and with
radiative forcing changing with a scale and speed not represented in paleoclimatic data or
in data used to tune coupled models. Further, feedback strength may depend on the pace of
climate change, and uncertainty about concentration-carbon feedbacks may be more impor-
tant to the total carbon cycle response than is uncertainty about climate-carbon feedbacks
(Gregory et al., 2009). A complete accounting of carbon cycle uncertainty must include these
factors as well as concerns about irreversible changes.

Paleoclimatic records suggest that climate-carbon feedbacks are positive, despite the
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Table 2.4: Coefficient estimates and standard errors from the specifications used to estimate
decadal-scale feedbacks. a

10 y timestep (n=109) 100 y timestep (n=43)

Parameter Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.

∆Tt 0.0001** (0.00005) 0.0003 (0.0004)
∆Tt−1 0.00008 (0.00006) 0.0008 (0.0005)
∆Tt−2 0.0002** (0.00009) 0.0006 (0.0005)
∆Tt−3 0.0001* (0.00007) 0.001** (0.0005)
∆Tt−4 0.00004 (0.00007) -0.0001 (0.0004)
∆Tt−5 0.0002 (0.0001) 0.0005 (0.0003)
∆Tt−6 0.0002* (0.00009)
∆Tt−7 0.0002 (0.0001)
∆Tt−8 0.0002* (0.00008)
∆Tt−9 -0.0002** (0.0001)
∆Tt−10 0.00007 (0.0001)
∆Tt−11 0.00004 (0.00006)
∆Ct−1 1*** (0.1) 1*** (0.3)
∆Ct−2 -0.7*** (0.2) -0.2 (0.4)
∆Ct−3 0.7** (0.3) 0.2 (0.3)
∆Ct−4 -0.6** (0.2) -0.2 (0.1)
∆Ct−5 0.4 (0.3) -0.01 (0.09)
∆Ct−6 -0.3 (0.3)
∆Ct−7 0.3 (0.3)
∆Ct−8 -0.2 (0.2)
∆Ct−9 0.2 (0.2)
∆Ct−10 -0.2* (0.1)
∆Ct−11 0.06 (0.08)
a Standard errors are robust to arbitrary
heteroskedasticity. Two-tailed p-values are
for the null hypothesis that the true coef-
ficient is equal to 0: * means p < 0.1, **
means p < 0.05, and *** means p < 0.01.
Coefficients on temperature terms are in
units of (ln ppm CO2) K

−1.
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Figure 2.5: The posterior distributions for fcc produced by the statistical framework from
Lemoine (2010a) when the prior distributions are updated with output from coupled climate-
carbon cycle models, with this paper’s base case paleoclimatic estimates for the orbital
forcing specifications, and with both the coupled models’ output and this paper’s base case
paleoclimatic estimates.

presence of measurement error that should lead to underestimation of feedback strength.
Obtaining more precisely dated paleoclimatic records with denser data could be crucial for
better identification of feedback strength, and longer Holocene time series with denser data
are important for estimation on subcentury timescales. It appears as if coupled models’
feedback predictions are more apt than are the higher estimates of previous paleoclimatic
work. Importantly, combining coupled models’ output with this paper’s empirical estimates
sufficiently constrains climate-carbon feedbacks so that they might not be a dominant source
of uncertainty about future temperature change. Temperature risk assessments are proba-
bly more dominated by the possibility of tipping points and of shared biases among models
(O’Neill and Oppenheimer, 2004; Lenton et al., 2008; Lemoine, 2010a). However, climate
policy analyses can be especially sensitive to the positive tail of temperature change distri-
butions because damages may increase nonlinearly with the temperature index and because
climate decision-makers are usually modeled as risk averse (Newbold and Daigneault, 2009;
Weitzman, 2009). Because positive climate-carbon feedbacks thicken these policy-relevant
positive tails, considering their existence and associated uncertainty is important not just
for climate projections but also for economic assessments that may otherwise underestimate
climatic risks.
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2.6 Appendix: Sources of bias in estimating climate-

carbon feedbacks

Previous empirical work estimated climate-carbon feedbacks using Little Ice Age data and
Vostok ice core data (Scheffer et al., 2006; Torn and Harte, 2006; Cox and Jones, 2008; Frank
et al., 2010). These studies ran univariate Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions of CO2

on temperature, but the estimates produced by such a regression are vulnerable to several
sources of bias that complicate attempts to apply the results to the current global radiative
forcing experiment. Adjusting them to use log concentrations, those univariate regressions
may be represented as:

Ct = µ+ βTt + ǫt (A)

where Ct is the log of the CO2 concentration at time t, Tt is the temperature at time t, µ is
a constant term, and ǫt is the random unobserved error at time t. The parameter of interest
is β, which ideally gives ∂C/∂T or even dC/dT . The linearized full system may look more
like: {

Ct = µC +
∑m

i=0 βiTt−i +
∑n

j=1 γjCt−j + ηt
Tt = µT +

∑p

i=0 αiCt−i +
∑q

j=1 φjTt−j + νt
(B)

In this representation, CO2 concentrations and temperature each depend on their own past
values, on the past values of the other variable, on the constants µC and µT , and on the
random errors ηt and νt. Here, the parameter of interest depends on the allowed time
for carbon cycle responses, but it is either β0 or some combination of the β, γ, α, and φ
parameters that gives the effect of a maintained unit change in temperature on future log
CO2 concentrations.

Assume for the rest of this section that the parameter of interest is β0, which may be the
case if the data’s timestep is larger than the timescale of interest in the feedback application.
When the true system is (B), estimating β0 via the univariate regression in equation (A)
introduces three sources of bias via the correlation between ǫt and Tt. First, assume that
the true system has, ∀i > 0, αi = βi = 0 and, ∀i, γi = φi = 0. In this case, previous CO2

concentrations and previous temperatures would not affect current CO2 concentrations and
temperatures, but the current CO2 concentration and the current temperature would affect
each other. The simplified system of equations becomes:

{
Ct = µC + β0Tt + ηt
Tt = µT + α0Ct + νt

(C1)

where ηt = ǫt from equation (A). Let b0 be the OLS estimate of β0 from equation (A) so that

plim b = β0 +
Cov(Tt,ǫt)
V ar(TT )

. If Tt is exogenous for Ct, then Cov(Tt, ǫt) = 0 and b is a consistent

estimator of β0. However, from (C1), Cov(Tt, ǫt) = Cov(Tt, ηt) =
α0

1−β0α0
V ar(ǫt). Because we

know α0 > 0 (indeed, this is the greenhouse effect in this specification), the OLS estimate
b is asymptotically biased upwards as long as ǫt is uncertain. Unobserved non-temperature
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factors that affect CO2 levels through ǫt also affect temperature via the usual radiative forcing
mechanism, which biases the OLS estimate of the effect of temperature on CO2 by amplifying
the relationship between observed temperature and observed CO2. Measurement error in the
CO2 data is also subsumed in ǫt and thus can also produce simultaneous equations bias. This
bias may be nonexistent if temperature is deemed not to respond to CO2 on the timescale
of interest (as Frank et al. (2010) and Scheffer et al. (2006) argued for the Little Ice Age)
or if there is both no non-temperature driver of CO2 and no measurement error for CO2.
Instrumental variables methods potentially enable one to avoid simultaneous equations bias
without making such strong assumptions.

Second, replace the previous paragraph’s assumptions with the assumption that, ∀i,
αi = 0. This means that CO2 does not affect temperature in the data of interest, which
is an explicit reason Scheffer et al. (2006) and Frank et al. (2010) chose to study the Little
Ice Age. In addition, assume that ∃j > 0 such that φj 6= 0. The system of equations now
becomes: {

Ct = µC +
∑m

i=0 βiTt−i +
∑n

j=1 γjCt−j + ηt
Tt = µT +

∑q

j=1 φjTt−j + νt
(C2)

Simultaneous equations bias does not appear if estimating β0 in (C2) from equation (A),
but the lagged variables create a different problem. In (A), the error term ǫt is a function
of lagged temperature values when the true system is (C2). However, because previous
temperatures affect the temperature observed at time t, Cov(Tt, Tt−i) 6= 0 for some i > 0,
and because previous temperatures also affect CO2 at time t but are omitted from the
estimated system (A), we have Cov(Tt, ǫt) 6= 0. The lagged temperatures act as omitted
variables that bias estimates of β0 in equation (A). Because these omitted variables are
probably positively correlated with Tt and probably have positive coefficients in (C2), this
bias probably also inflates positive estimates of β0.

Third, replace the previous paragraphs’ assumptions with the assumption that the true
system has, ∀i > 0, βi = 0 and, ∀i, αi = γi = φi = 0. The true system becomes:

{
Ct = µC + β0Tt + ηt
Tt = µT + νt

(C3)

where ηt is uncorrelated with any time’s temperature or with any previous CO2 level. OLS
estimation of β0 via equation (A) would be consistent and unbiased with system (C3) if
temperature were measured without error. However, temperature is actually measured but
imperfectly. Let the observed temperature values be T ∗

t , where:

T ∗
t = Tt + wt (2.7)

wt is a random variable that produces measurement error. Substituting into (C3), we get:

C∗
t = µC + β0T

∗
t + η′t (2.8)

where η′t = ηt − β0wt
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Measurement error wt in Tt induces nonzero correlation between η′t and the observed T ∗
t . If

wt has variance σ
2
w, we have:

Cov(T ∗
t , η

′
t) = Cov(Tt + wt, ηt − β0wt) = −β0σ

2
w (2.9)

The random, unobserved measurement error in the temperature record biases the OLS esti-
mate of β0 towards zero (“attenuation bias”). This measurement error may be due to errors
in measurement of isotopes, in inferences about local temperature from isotopes, in inferences
about global temperature from local temperature, and in the assignment of relative dates
to the recorded temperature and CO2. Measurement error should be the primary source of
bias remaining in the present study, and it is to some extent inescapable in work using data
from limited paleoclimatic datasets.

2.7 Appendix: Hierachical Bayes model for combining

coupled models’ output with empirical estimates

This appendix outlines a statistical model which largely follows that described in Lemoine
(2010a) but is adjusted to include a second group of studies (this paper’s base case paleocli-
matic estimates) that may have their own shared biases. Let fcc represent the true value of
the climate-carbon feedback factor and let θj represent the biases shared by group j (where
j is an index indicating that studies are coupled models or paleoclimatic estimates). Cru-
cially, assume that θ1 and θ2 are independent of each other, meaning that empirical studies’
shared biases are assumed to be independent of those impacting coupled climate-carbon
cycle models.

The empirical studies used here are the base case estimate of millennial climate-carbon
feedbacks and the base case estimate of century-scale climate-carbon feedbacks. For each em-
pirical study i, λij represents the divergence between the object of the estimation procedure
(ẑi) and the feedback of interest for projecting future temperature change (fcc). λij includes
both the biases idiosyncratic to study i and the biases θj common across empirical studies
when applied to future climate change. λij is drawn from a normal distribution centered on
its group’s shared biases θj and with standard deviation τj . Let ẑi be the best estimate for
empirical study i with z̃i as the standard error of that estimate, where the estimates and
standard errors are as reported in the main text.

Finally, for coupled models’ predictions, define σj to be the standard deviation of a
study’s idiosyncratic bias conditional on its shared biases. Each coupled model i generates
“observations” of its central feedback estimate Mij by combining its output with a radiative
kernel h as described in Soden et al. (2008). We denote these observations by yhi and let
φj be the standard deviation of those observations around Mij . The standard deviation φj
therefore controls intra-study variation while σj controls variation between models. Similarly,
τj controls variation between empirical studies while z̃i describes variation within a single
empirical study’s estimate.
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Table 2.5: The prior distributions used for model parameters and plotted in Figure 2.6.
HC(x) is a half-Cauchy distribution with scale parameter x, and t(x, y, z) is a t distribution
with location parameter x, scale parameter y, and shape parameter z. See Lemoine (2010a)
for more information.

fcc
a θj

b τj σj φj

t(0,0.15,2) t(0,0.05,2) HC(0.01) HC(0.1) HC(0.1)
a Censored so that values are observed to be less
than 1.
b Censored so that values are observed to be be-
tween -0.5 and 0.5.

The model can be written as:

λij ∼ N(θj , τj) (2.10)

ẑi ∼ t(fcc + λij , z̃i, df) (2.11)

Mij ∼ N(fcc + θj , σj) (2.12)

yhi ∼ N(Mij , φj) (2.13)

where N(µ, σ) is a normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ and where
t(x, y, z) is a t distribution with location parameter x, scale parameter y, and shape pa-
rameter z. df is the models’ degrees of freedom and is equal to 520 for the base case
specifications. The prior distributions are given in Table 2.5 and plotted in Figure 2.6, and
they follow those used in Lemoine (2010a). The posterior distributions were sampled using
Markov chain Monte Carlo methods as implemented in WinBUGS version 1.4.3 (Lunn et al.,
2000). Each posterior distribution generated one million samples after a burn-in period of
one million samples. The sample size was large enough for multiple chains to converge on
the posterior distributions.

Figure 2.7 shows the influence of models’ predictions and empirical estimates on the
joint distribution for the true feedback factor fcc and the coupled models’ shared bias term
θ1 (where the coupled models are group 1). Data from the coupled models can only constrain
the sum fcc + θ1, leading to a ridge in the joint posterior distribution running along values
of fcc and θ1 that produce the same value for fcc + θ1 and have similar prior densities
(Figure 2.7b). However, including the base case empirical results from this paper can further
constrain the distribution for fcc because θ2 is assumed to be independent of θ1 and the
empirical estimates are similar to the coupled models’ predictions. A posterior distribution
produced using both types of data still has a ridge along similar values of fcc + θ1, but
the ridge is now shorter because the posterior distribution of fcc is also constrained by the
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Figure 2.6: The four types of prior distributions described in Table 2.5.

empirical studies’ information about the sum fcc + θ2 (Figure 2.7c).
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Figure 2.7: Contour plots for the joint distribution of the feedback factor fcc (x-axes) and
the coupled models’ shared bias term θ1 (y-axes).
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Chapter 3

Tipping points and ambiguity in the

integrated assessment of climate

change1

The threat of crossing tipping points in the climate system often serves as an argu-
ment for more stringent greenhouse gas emission reductions. We introduce such
regime shifts into a recursive relative of the DICE integrated assessment model
for establishing optimal climate policies. Each period’s carbon dioxide concentra-
tion determines the probability of crossing a tipping point, and the policymaker
re-optimizes once a tipping point occurs. The probability, timing, and knowledge
of tipping points are endogenous. Our policymaker can also display ambiguity
aversion in assessing tipping point uncertainty. We find that tipping points can
increase the near-term social cost of carbon by more than 50% when they raise
climate sensitivity or make damages more convex. They have less of an effect
when they increase the atmospheric lifetime of CO2 or the quantity of non-CO2

greenhouse gases. Allowing the policymaker to be differentially averse to con-
sumption fluctuations over time and over risk increases the near-term social cost
of carbon by 150%, with tipping point possibilities then increasing it by another
50%. The possibility of tipping points is more important for the social cost of
carbon than is the ambiguity attitude used in their evaluation. Finally, if the
temperature threshold is known to be at 2.5◦C or higher, then the policymaker
will prevent the tipping point from occurring.

1This work owes much to my co-author Christian Traeger.
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3.1 Introduction

The threat of climate tipping points motivates calls for aggressive near-term emission reduc-
tions to prevent global average temperature from increasing by 2◦C relative to pre-industrial
levels (e.g., Hansen et al., 2008; Ramanathan and Feng, 2008; Rockström et al., 2009).
Tipping points—or irreversible changes in the climate system caused by increasing carbon
dioxide (CO2) and temperature—are poorly understood, difficult to model, and of increasing
concern (Alley et al., 2003; Overpeck and Cole, 2006; Smith et al., 2009). By connecting
today’s climate policy decisions to expectations of future wealth and warming, integrated
assessment models (IAMs) estimate the social cost of carbon for use in evaluating emis-
sion policies and in cost-benefit analyses (Greenstone et al., 2011). However, because they
have not included tipping point possibilities in their system dynamics, these IAMs might
consistently underestimate the social cost of carbon.

We answer three questions about the implications of tipping points for IAMs’ policy
recommendations. First, how do different kinds of tipping points affect the social cost of
carbon and optimal abatement policy? Second, if the temperature trigger is known, how
high must it be in order to be worth avoiding? Third, is ambiguity aversion with respect
to tipping point uncertainty important for the social cost of carbon? We find that tipping
points which increase the response of temperature to CO2 or the damages incurred by high
temperatures are more important than tipping points which increase non-CO2 greenhouse
gases or the atmospheric lifetime of CO2. Optimal policy avoids the temperature trigger if
it is known to be at 2.5◦C or above, but the cost of avoiding a lower trigger can outweigh
the benefits. Finally, aversion to the ambiguity arising from lack of knowledge about tipping
point possibilities only mildly affects near-term optimal policy.

To answer these questions, we extend a standard IAM to include endogenous regime
shifts, learning about the threshold that triggers a regime shift, and a welfare evaluation
based on a generalization of the smooth ambiguity model. Our first extension incorporates
tipping points into a recursive version of the Dynamic Integrated model of Climate and the
Economy (DICE), a welfare-optimizing IAM (Nordhaus, 2008). A tipping point occurs upon
crossing some temperature threshold. Each tipping point irreversibly changes the climate
system from its conventional representation in DICE to a new regime that depends on
the type of tipping point under consideration. Emission decisions affect whether tipping
points occur by determining the temperature expected in each period. Once a tipping
point occurs, the global decision-maker optimizes emission and consumption decisions for
the post-threshold world. The timing, probability, and welfare consequences of a regime
switch are therefore endogenous because they depend on the policies chosen before and after
the threshold occurs.

We explore four tipping points (Table 3.1), whose effects are illustrated by the thick ar-
rows in Figure 3.1.2 The first tipping point changes the response of temperature to increased

2We do not model tipping points that might increase welfare because beneficial tipping points are not
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Figure 3.1: A simplified schematic of the modeled relation between the economy and the
climate. Dashed arrows indicate the decision variables of consumption, investment, and
abatement, and boxes indicate stock variables. Tipping points alter the relationships shown
with thick arrows and are labeled as: a) increased climate sensitivity, b) increased convexity
of damages, c) weakened CO2 sinks, and d) increased non-CO2 forcing.

CO2 concentrations. More specifically, it increases climate sensitivity, which is the equilib-
rium warming produced by doubling CO2 concentrations. This change could occur if land
ice sheets begin to retreat on a shorter-than-expected timescale. The second tipping point
affects the relation between temperature and output. It increases the convexity of the dam-
age function, which determines the percentage of world GDP that is lost when temperature
increases. The convexity of the damage function can be increased by abrupt events that raise
sea level (as in the collapse of the West Antarctic or Greenland ice sheets) or that produce
unexpectedly nonlinear responses in agricultural production (as in sudden shifts in rainfall
patterns). The third tipping point reflects the possibility that carbon sinks weaken beyond
the predictions of the simple carbon cycle model represented in DICE. These weakened sinks
decrease the decay rate of CO2, which in turn increases the time for which emitted CO2

affects the atmosphere. Finally, the fourth tipping point produces a permanent increase
in forcing from non-CO2 greenhouse gases. This corresponds to a large, sustained release
of methane from melting permafrost or subsea hydrates, which would raise greenhouse gas
concentrations independently of further economic activity.

Most IAMs assume that the dynamics governing the climate and the economy evolve
smoothly over time.3 However, the tipping points described above can be relatively abrupt
(Hansen et al., 2008; Lenton et al., 2008). The omission of tipping points has long been
recognized as potentially important (e.g., Nordhaus, 1993; Hall and Behl, 2006). One form
of sudden change is a generic catastrophic impact that reduces every future period’s utility
(Gjerde et al., 1999). In contrast, we model sudden temperature-induced changes as altering

much discussed in the climate science literature. We also do not model tipping points that bring the planet
to a cold equilibrium (Zaliapin and Ghil, 2010). An interesting analogue of a beneficial tipping point is a
new technology that changes the dynamics governing abatement cost.

3In DICE-2007, some abrupt damages are included in the calculation of willingness-to-pay used to pa-
rameterize the damage function (Nordhaus, 2008), but the dynamics of passing into catastrophic scenarios
are not modeled.
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Table 3.1: The four tipping points that can occur from crossing a temperature threshold.
Each model run uses only one of these post-threshold regimes.

Threshold event Modeled post-threshold regime

Land ice sheets retreat faster than expected Climate sensitivity increased from 3◦C to 6◦C

West Antarctic ice sheet collapses Damages become a cubic function of temper-
ature

CO2 sinks weaken CO2 decay reduced by 75%

Warming releases methane from hydrates Non-CO2 forcing increased by 1.5 W m−2

underlying system dynamics. Further, unlike the more restricted policy setting of Lempert
et al. (1994), we embed these shifts in a model of dynamic policy that optimizes welfare
at each timestep. Both before and after crossing the threshold, our decision-maker controls
consumption, CO2 abatement, and, via residual output, investment.

Our second extension recognizes that the temperature threshold for a tipping point is
unknown. The decision-maker learns about the temperature threshold by observing whether
a threshold has or has not been crossed as the world reaches higher temperatures. The chosen
emissions determine the probability that a tipping point occurs, and this probability itself
depends on the temperature produced by previous emission decisions. Increasing global
temperature produces a greater chance of a tipping point occurring when temperature is
already high. Both the probability of a tipping point occurring and the decision-maker’s
knowledge of the probability distribution are endogenous in the sense that they depend
on chosen emission levels. Similarly to our work, Keller et al. (2004) extended DICE to
endogenously determine when a threshold is potentially crossed. They considered an abrupt
collapse of the thermohaline circulation (or Gulf Stream) that permanently shifts the damage
function. Our model differs by including pervasive temperature stochasticity and by having
the decision-maker endogenously learn about the threshold’s location through the chosen
emission path.

Several studies have analyzed uncertainty in DICE by drawing model parameters from a
distribution and then determining optimal policy under certainty for each realization (e.g.,
Nordhaus, 2008; Ackerman et al., 2010). They approximated the optimal policy under
uncertainty as the average policy from the various deterministic model runs. The resulting
policy is usually not the same as optimal policy under uncertainty (Newbold and Daigneault,
2009). Other models have optimized consumption in the face of persistent stochasticity but
imposed exogenous greenhouse gas policies (Gerst et al., 2010). We instead convert DICE
into a recursive dynamic programming model (e.g., Kelly and Kolstad, 1999; Leach, 2007;
Crost and Traeger, 2010). This enables us to analyze optimal policies under uncertainty
about temperature change and about the temperature threshold that triggers a regime shift.
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Each period’s optimal policies reflect the possibility that the next period’s temperature will
not be as expected and, moreover, that a climate threshold will be crossed.

By extending a full numerical IAM, we estimate the effect of uncertain tipping points
on the social cost of carbon. Other relevant work has investigated the effects of uncertain
climate tipping points in less complex models with different policy problems. It has con-
sidered how the possibility of a climate catastrophe affects the optimal steady state CO2

concentration (Tsur and Zemel, 1996), how the endogenous risk of especially high-damage
outcomes affects irreversible investment in abatement capital (Fisher and Narain, 2003), and
how hyperbolic discounting increases the salience of a low probability, distant catastrophe
(Karp and Tsur, 2007). Another pair of studies considered optimal control problems in the
presence of uncertain thresholds that cause a stream of disutility (Nævdal, 2006; Nævdal and
Oppenheimer, 2007). Finally, if emissions cannot be fine-tuned but instead are controlled
only by discrete policies of predefined magnitude, then the policymaker must choose when
to adopt the emission policies. This timing depends in part on how their adoption affects
the possibility of catastrophe (Baranzini et al., 2003; Guillerminet and Tol, 2008).

Beyond the climate context, other work has considered how an endogenous, uncertain
threshold that makes pollution stop decaying altogether can produce multiple optimal paths
for consumption and environmental quality (Kama et al., 2011). This threshold’s effect on
system dynamics is similar to our tipping point with weakened CO2 sinks. A separate effort
analytically modeled a shift in pollutant loading upon crossing a stochastic, reversible thresh-
old (Brozović and Schlenker, 2011), whereas we consider a fixed, irreversible threshold and
model learning about its location. Their main result was that precaution is non-monotonic
in the variance of the distribution for the threshold level: precaution at first increases with
the variance as pollution levels just below the expected threshold have a greater and greater
chance of crossing it, but precaution eventually decreases when the variance becomes es-
pecially high because more probability mass then falls on threshold values that are either
too high or too low to warrant precaution.4 The possibility of collapse or altered system
dynamics also arises in discussion of the optimal use of renewable resources. Polasky et al.
(2010) considered a regime shift that reduces the resource’s growth function. They found
that the pre-threshold policy becomes more precautionary when the possibility of the regime
shift is endogenous. Our work also examines the implications of an endogenous regime shift
that affects system dynamics, but we do so with a nonlinear utility function that allows for
risk aversion and we explore several different types of regime shifts.

Our third extension of the standard IAM distinguishes different types of uncertainty when
evaluating welfare. Specifically, our decision-maker can be more averse to poorly understood
tipping point uncertainty than to better understood temperature risk. We use “objective
risk” to describe uncertain outcomes whose probabilities can be gleaned from data. In our

4Because we have exogenous variables evolving in time, one difference between our model and that of
Brozović and Schlenker (2011) is that the cost of the policies needed to stay just below a known threshold
also changes over time.
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model, this describes temperature stochasticity. We use the term “subjective uncertainty” to
describe uncertain outcomes when there is less information available for determining proba-
bilities. This deficiency in probabilistic knowledge applies to tipping points, which are more
poorly understood than other climate phenomena (Alley et al., 2003; Lenton et al., 2008;
Ramanathan and Feng, 2008; Kriegler et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2009). This distinction in
types of uncertainty reaches back to Keynes (1921: Chapter VI) and Ellsberg (1961), who
add an additional confidence weight to probabilities in order to describe uncertainty more
comprehensively. We employ a recent extension by Traeger (2010b) of the Klibanoff et al.
(2005, 2009) smooth ambiguity model in order to capture the decision-maker’s ambiguity at-
titude, or the decision-maker’s attitude to varying confidence in probability judgments. The
model is consistent with conventional decision-theoretic axioms, including time consistency
and a minimally modified version of the von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) axioms.
Lange and Treich (2008) have applied the Klibanoff et al. (2005) model to analytically ex-
plore the implications of ambiguity about a climate damage parameter. Millner et al. (2010)
applied the multiperiod evaluation function of Klibanoff et al. (2009) to evaluate exogenous
consumption paths from DICE simulations under ambiguity about climate sensitivity. They
explored the response of this evaluation to changes in ambiguity attitude. Finally, Hennlock
(2009) applied robust control theory to a two-sector analytic version of DICE. The robust
control model can be interpreted as the limiting case of extreme ambiguity aversion in our
smooth ambiguity framework. Our work differs from these in numerically implementing a
model of ambiguity aversion that is not only used to generate endogenous policy paths but
also entails optimal updating of the ambiguous distribution.

Section 3.2 explains how we extend DICE, emphasizing the inclusion of tipping points
and the welfare evaluation that disentangles three types of aversion. In section 3.3, we
discuss the details of our four tipping point scenarios. Section 3.4 presents the results for
each tipping point with a known threshold, with an unknown threshold, and with ambiguity
aversion. We conclude in section 3.5 with a discussion of the implications for climate science,
economics, and policy. The two appendices describe the model calibration and equations.

3.2 Introducing tipping points and ambiguity aversion

into DICE

Our infinite horizon model extends Crost and Traeger (2010), which is a stochastic dynamic
programming relative of the DICE-2007 model by Nordhaus (2008). DICE is a Ramsey-Cass-
Koopmans growth model that has an aggregate world economy interacting with a climate
module. Gross economic output (or potential GDP) is determined by an endogenous capital
stock, an exogenously growing labor force, and exogenously improving production technol-
ogy. Gross output produces CO2 emissions. Non-abated CO2 emissions accumulate in the
atmosphere and ultimately translate into global warming, which causes damage proportional
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to world output. The control variables of the model are abatement and consumption, and
residual output not allocated to these two options becomes capital investment (Figure 3.1).
We implement a recursive modeling structure for the following reasons. First, we can ac-
count for temperature stochasticity. Second, we can account for tipping point uncertainty
and endogenous regime shifts. Third, we can employ a more comprehensive approach to
welfare evaluation that distinguishes between aversion to consumption varying over time,
aversion to temperature risk, and aversion to ambiguous tipping point occurrences. In order
to replicate DICE in a stochastic dynamic programming framework, and in order to avoid
falling victim to the curse of dimensionality, we limit our model to the state variables of
capital, the stock of CO2 in the atmosphere, and time. For this purpose, we approximate
the carbon cycle and the cooling effect of ocean heat capacity as interpolated functions of
the CO2 stock and time rather than as additional state variables. Moreover, we translate
DICE’s intrinsic warming delay into increased strength of the cooling reservoirs.5 The two
appendices provide more details on the equations governing the economy and the climate
system as well as on the calibration and interpolation procedures.

In the following we explain the richer uncertainty and welfare structure of our model.
We start by reviewing the welfare function in the absence of tipping points or ambiguity.
For a given consumption path, or, more precisely, for a given probability tree over future
consumption, we represent aggregate welfare in period t by the function Vt. It is defined

recursively by aggregating in every period t immediate utility u(ct) =
c
1−η
t

1−η
from per capita

consumption ct with uncertain future welfare Ṽt+1:
6

Vt(ct, Ṽt+1) =u(ct) + βt f
−1
o

[
Et fo

[
Ṽt+1(ct+1, Ṽt+2)

]]
(3.1)

=
c1−ηt

1− η
+

βt
1− η

{∫
[(1− η)Ṽt+1(ct+1, Ṽt+2)]

1−γo
1−η dIPt

} 1−η
1−γo

. (3.2)

Future welfare is discounted with the factor βt. The discount factor captures a rate of pure
time preference of 1.5% as in DICE-2007. It also adjusts for population growth so that
equation (3.2) effectively measures welfare as the population-weighted sum of instantaneous
per capita utility.7 When a consumption path is certain, the above equation collapses to
the standard discounted sum of utility over time with constant intertemporal elasticity of
substitution of η−1. Thus, η captures the preference for consumption smoothing over time.

5Including DICE’s delay equation for temperature would increase the number of state variables needed.
We instead adjust the transient feedback (or cooling reservoir) to calibrate our model without tipping points
or uncertainty to DICE’s optimized output.

6We use the tilde to denote random variables.
7We originally have an instantaneous utility function Ltu

(
Ct

Lt

)
as in DICE. For convenience of repre-

sentation and of numerical solution, we divide through with the population Lt and represent welfare as a
function of per capita consumption ct =

Ct

Lt

. The discount factor then has to pick up the exogenous change

in population on top of pure time preference.
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Greater η means reduced intertemporal elasticity of substitution and greater aversion to
consumption varying over time. In equation (3.2), welfare in period t + 1 is uncertain only
because of climatic fluctuations affecting the temperature realized in a given period. This
temperature is determined by the realization of a shock coming from an independent and
identical distribution having probability measure IP. The stochastic shock multiplies climate
sensitivity in the equation determining temperature change (see Section 3.3 and the first
appendix), producing a lognormally distributed random variable with a mean of 2.8 and a
variance of 0.5. This variable’s distribution is similar to those given in Meehl et al. (2007)
for the climate sensitivity parameter.8 The multiplicative noise captures period-to-period
temperature variability that makes extreme outcomes more likely as CO2 increases. The
inclusion of uncertainty means that we have to take the expectation over welfare in the sec-
ond period. A concave function fo determines aversion with respect to welfare uncertainty.
Traeger (2010a) gives an axiomatic characterization of the function fo, labeling it intertem-
poral risk aversion. Under intertemporal risk neutrality, or neutrality with respect to welfare
uncertainty, the function fo is linear and the expression (3.2) reduces to the intertemporally
additive standard model that can be defined non-recursively. We adopt a power function

for characterizing intertemporal aversion to objective risk: fo(V ) = ((1− η)V )
1−γo
1−η . This

type of preference relation is known as generalized isoelastic Weil (1990) or Epstein and Zin

(1989) preferences. The function fo ◦ u(ct) =
c
1−γo
t

1−γo
characterizes Arrow-Pratt relative risk

aversion γo.
Uncertainty in equation (3.2) only considers the period-to-period variability in temper-

ature, not the chance of crossing a climate threshold. We now describe the value functions
solved for in the model. Crossing the threshold causes an irreversible switch from a pre-
threshold regime (indicated by ψt = 0) to a post-threshold regime (indicated by ψt = 1). A
regime switch immediately after period t means that ψs = 0 ∀s ≤ t and ψs = 1 ∀s > t. Once
the regime switch occurs, all that matters for the decision problem are the post-threshold
equations of motion and the state variables, which are capital kt (per effective unit of labor),
the stock Mt of CO2 in the atmosphere, and time t. The policymaker optimizes over con-
sumption ct and the abatement rate µt so as to maximize the welfare function (3.2) under
the constraints of the equations of motion governing the economy and the climate system.
This gives the dynamic programming equation:9

Vψ=1(kt,Mt, t) =max
ct,µt

c1−ηt

1− η
+

βt
1− η

{∫
[(1− η)Vψ=1(kt+1,Mt+1, t + 1)]

1−γo
1−η dIP

} 1−η
1−γo

,

(3.3)

where the state variables for time t+1 derive from the equations of motion for the economy

8We implement the continuous distribution numerically using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule with 8
nodes.

9As in Crost and Traeger (2010), the model is actually solved using a transformation mapping the infinite
time horizon to the unit interval. Compare also Kelly and Kolstad (1999).
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and the climate system described in the second appendix. As discussed below, we solve
the dynamic programming problem for the value function Vψ=1 numerically for four differ-
ent post-threshold regimes as well as for different preference parameter specifications. We
use a function iteration approach employing Chebychev polynomials for the value function
approximation at a set of Chebychev nodes in the three-dimensional state space.

Once we have solved for the post-threshold value function, we use it to solve the pre-
threshold value function. We assume that the system passes from the pre-threshold regime
(ψt = 0) into the post-threshold regime (ψt+1 = 1) if the expected temperature change
Et[Tt+1] relative to pre-industrial levels crosses a threshold. We make the threshold depend
on expected temperature rather than on actual temperature realizations because, first, ex-
pected temperature captures the intuition that medium-term changes in temperature are
more likely to trigger tipping points and, second, it saves a state variable.10 When the
threshold temperature is known to be T ∗, we call it a “certain threshold.”

In general, however, the decision-maker does not know where the threshold lies, making
the threshold temperature a random variable T̃ . The probability distribution for T̃ follows
from assuming that a tipping point is sure to occur by the time the world reaches a tem-
perature T̄ and that any temperature between present levels and T̄ has an equal chance of
being the threshold. Further, we assume that the time 0 expected value for the threshold is
2.5◦C: E0 T̃ = 2.5◦C, which combines with the assumed uniform distribution for T̃ to give
T̄ = 4.22◦C (Figure 3.2a). This value for E0 T̃ is consistent with the political 2◦C limits
for avoiding dangerous anthropogenic interference. Further, in Smith et al. (2009), 2.5◦C
is in the upper end of the temperature change that produces significant risk of large-scale
discontinuities and is just below the temperature that produces severe risk. In the baseline
optimal policy scenario without a threshold, temperature rises above E0 T̃ in the year 2081
and never reaches T̄ . The probability of crossing the threshold between periods t and t + 1
conditional on not having crossed the threshold by time t is:

h(Et[Tt+1]) = max

{
0,

min{Et[Tt+1], T̄} − Et−1[Tt]

T̄ − Et−1[Tt]

}
. (3.4)

This expression is the hazard rate. The time t expectation of temperature at time t + 1
is conditional on the CO2 stock and the transient feedback at time t + 1 (see the first ap-

10In DICE-2007, the CO2 stock increases monotonically until the model reaches a sufficiently high level
of abatement. From this point on, the decay rate of CO2 outweighs the flow of emissions, making the CO2

stock decrease monotonically. With an increasing CO2 stock, the probability of crossing the threshold is
proportional to the difference between expected temperature in the next period and the expected temperature
for the current period (as determined by the current CO2 stock). For a decreasing CO2 stock, the probability
of crossing the threshold is 0. As long as expected temperature is a quasiconcave function of time, we do
not need an additional state variable to keep track of the highest historic expected temperature. As in
DICE-2007, CO2 concentrations in our model follow a path that is quasiconcave in time, and the resulting
expected temperature is also quasiconcave in time because it is determined by the CO2 stock and a transient
feedback that itself generally increases with time (see the first appendix).
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(a) Probability distribution for T̃ (b) Hazard rate

Figure 3.2: As the time t expected temperature increases without crossing a threshold, the
probability distribution for the threshold level T̃ places more mass on temperatures yet to
be reached. Each additional increase in temperature therefore also produces a greater risk
of crossing the threshold (i.e., the hazard rate is greater for higher E[Tt]).

pendix).11 These are known at time t, and expectations are formed over the noise term
generating stochastic temperatures. The hazard rate for further temperature increases is
greater when the current temperature is greater (Figure 3.2b). The hazard rate is endoge-
nously determined by the decisions that are optimal for each state of the world.

Expected welfare in the pre-threshold regime is the sum of the known current welfare
and the discounted uncertain future welfare. If the threshold is not crossed during the next
period, welfare is given again by the pre-threshold welfare function Vψ=0 (evaluated at the
next period’s states and subject to the temperature uncertainty captured by IP). However,
with a probability given by the hazard rate, next period’s welfare is determined by the post-
threshold regime in the function Vψ=1. Therefore, expected welfare in the next period is
the weighted average of welfare with and without crossing the threshold, where the weights

11Our uncertain threshold is therefore distributed in the two-dimensional state space of time and the CO2

stock (compare Nævdal, 2006; Nævdal and Oppenheimer, 2007).
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follow from the hazard rate. This gives the pre-threshold dynamic programming equation:

Vψ=0(kt,Mt, t) =max
ct,µt

u(ct) + βtf
−1
o

[ ∫
(fo ◦ f

−1
s )

{
[1− h(Et[Tt+1])]fs[Vψ=0(kt+1,Mt+1, t + 1)]

+ h(Et[Tt+1])fs[Vψ=1(kt+1,Mt+1, t + 1)]

}
dIP

]

=max
ct,µt

c1−ηt

1− η
+

βt
1− η

[ ∫ {
[1− h(Et[Tt+1])]

[
(1− η)Vψ=0(kt+1,Mt+1, t+ 1)

] 1−γs
1−η

+ h(Et[Tt+1])
[
(1− η)Vψ=1(kt+1,Mt+1, t+ 1)

] 1−γs
1−η

} 1−γo
1−γs

dIP

] 1−η
1−γo

.

(3.5)

The function fs characterizes intertemporal aversion to subjective risk, which in our case is
the chance that a tipping point is crossed. As with fo, we adopt a power function fs(z) =

fs ≡ [(1 − η)z]
1−γs
1−η , z ∈ R+. In a one-commodity setting, γs can be understood as a

measure of Arrow-Pratt relative risk aversion with respect to subjective uncertainty (or
to poorly understood uncertainty). As described earlier, the probability of crossing the
threshold before the next period is generally less confidently known than is the distribution
for temperature in a given period. For this reason, we have γs ≥ γo, allowing the decision-
maker to be more averse to the chance of a threshold crossing (determined by h(·)) than to
the risk produced by not knowing the next period’s temperature exactly (determined by IP).

The function famb(z) = (fs◦f
−1
o )(z) = z

1−γs
1−γo , z ∈ R+ captures an extended form of what the

literature calls smooth ambiguity aversion (Traeger, 2010b).12 We solve for the pre-threshold
value function employing the same method as described above for the post-threshold value
function.

The baseline parameterization of aversion to temperature risk and to intertemporal con-
sumption fluctuations (labeled “partially disentangled preferences”) matches the utility func-
tion in DICE-2007, with Arrow-Pratt relative risk aversion γo and aversion to intertemporal
substitution η both equal to 2 (Table 3.2). Runs with this parameterization do not disen-
tangle preferences over time from preferences over the temperature change lottery. To assess
the effect of ambiguity aversion, we consider a case with ambiguity neutrality (γs = 2, which
implies that famb is linear), a moderate level of ambiguity aversion close to the calibration
result by Ju and Miao (2009) in the asset pricing context (γs = 9.5), and a bounding case
of extreme ambiguity aversion (γs = 50). In addition, we include simulations with “fully
disentangled preferences” to assess their implications for thresholds’ effects and ambiguity

12The model of smooth ambiguity aversion goes back to Klibanoff et al. (2005, 2009). However, these
authors only allow a twofold disentanglement of preferences that distinguishes aversion to ambiguous distri-
butions but does not separate standard risk aversion from aversion to intertemporal consumption fluctuations.
Traeger (2010b) gives an axiomatic extension of the concept of smooth ambiguity aversion to the current
case of a threefold disentanglement.
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Table 3.2: The welfare specifications used to assess the effect of disentangling preferences
about consumption over time from preferences about consumption over uncertain states.
The standard preference structure from DICE-2007 in our setting with uncertainty about
temperature and tipping points has η = γo = γs = 2.

Preference Aversion to intertemporal Aversion to Aversion to tipping
disentanglement substitution (η) temperature risk (γo) point uncertainty (γs)

Partial 2 2 {2, 9.5, 50}
Full 2/3 9.5 {9.5, 19, 50}

aversion. Here, we reduce the aversion to intertemporal substitution to η = 2/3 and use
Arrow-Pratt relative risk aversion γo = 9.5 (Vissing-Jørgensen and Attanasio, 2003). Recent
work has used a similar preference parameterization to explain equity risk premia and cycli-
cal risks (Bansal and Yaron, 2004; Bansal et al., 2010). In this fully disentangled model, we
consider ambiguity neutrality (γs = 9.5), a moderate level of ambiguity aversion (γs = 19),
and an extreme level of ambiguity aversion (γs = 50).

3.3 Modeled tipping points

We now further describe the four tipping points listed in Table 3.1 and illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.1. The second appendix shows how optimal policy responds to the modeled changes in
system dynamics. It helps to first introduce the equations describing equilibrium tempera-
ture change, damages, and the evolution of the CO2 stock. Equilibrium temperature change
Tequil relative to pre-industrial levels is given by:

Tequil = s

[
ln(Mt/Mpre)

ln 2
+

EFt
5.35 ln 2

]
. (3.6)

The parameter s is climate sensitivity, Mt and Mpre are the time t and pre-industrial CO2

stocks, and EFt is the exogenous time t non-CO2 forcing. To obtain time t temperature
change Tt, we multiply s by the lognormally distributed stochastic shock described above
and then adjust Tequil for the cooling reservoir described in the first appendix. The expected
value of Tt increases with Tequil. Let Ygross be the total output produced by the time t capital
stock. Then the output available for allocation to consumption, abatement, and investment
is Ygross/(1 +D). The function D gives damages due to temperature change:

D = b2T
b3
t . (3.7)

The parameter b2 equals 0.0028388 in DICE-2007. The damage function in DICE is quadratic,
giving b3 = 2. Finally, the CO2 stock Mt evolves according to the following transition equa-
tion:

Mt+1 =Mpre + (1− φ′
t)(Mt −Mpre) + Et , (3.8)
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where Et gives time t emissions. The term φ′
t is defined in the first appendix. It determines

the decay of the CO2 stock towards pre-industrial levels. It is a function of time and the
CO2 stock and is inferred from the output of DICE-2007.

The first tipping point occurs if we observe land ice sheets to be retreating over shorter-
than-expected timescales in response to an experienced increase in temperature. Common
definitions of climate sensitivity assume that these “slow feedbacks” do not affect tempera-
ture on relevant timescales. If they do begin to operate, they amplify the warming predicted
using conventional estimates of climate sensitivity. This tipping point shifts our model into
a post-threshold regime with increased climate sensitivity ŝ:

ŝ = 2s . (3.9)

Climate sensitivity in the pre-threshold regime is 3◦C as in DICE, and post-threshold climate
sensitivity becomes 6◦C (Hansen et al., 2008).13 Each unit of emissions causes more tem-
perature change than expected, which quadruples damages from equilibrium temperature
change.

The second tipping point occurs when a sudden, irreversible change such as the collapse
of the West Antarctic or Greenland ice sheets increases impact assessments for higher tem-
peratures (Oppenheimer, 1998; Vaughan, 2008; Notz, 2009). DICE uses a damage function
that is quadratic in temperature, but many have raised concerns about the fit of a quadratic
function at high levels of temperature change (e.g., Wright and Erickson, 2003; Ackerman
et al., 2009; Newbold and Daigneault, 2009; Weitzman, 2009; Ackerman et al., 2010; Hane-
mann et al., 2010). This tipping point increases the convexity of the damage function by
changing the exponent on Tt to b̂3. We parameterize this as making damages a cubic function
of temperature in the post-threshold regime:14

b̂3 = b3 + 1 = 3 . (3.10)

Damages are now multiplied by an additional factor equal to current temperature. Along our
model’s optimal paths, the expectation of this factor is always less than the quadrupling that
would be caused by the slow feedback tipping point with equilibrium temperature. However,
unexpectedly high temperature realizations can cause more than a quadrupling in damages.

The third and fourth tipping points model degradation of carbon sinks and and activation
of methane sources. The third tipping point reflects the possibility that carbon sinks weaken
beyond the predictions of coupled climate-carbon cycle models (Raupach et al., 2008). The
many processes through which the climate and carbon cycle affect each other are difficult
to model and to calibrate (Luo, 2007), making it hard to rule out extreme outcomes (e.g.,

13We also remove temperature stochasticity in this post-threshold regime so as not to confuse the tipping
point’s effect through the possibility of extremely high temperature realizations.

14This regime with more convex damages is similar to the case considered by Azar and Lindgren (2003),
but their regime switch happens only in 2035 and with a low probability that is exogenous (i.e., does not
depend on emission decisions).
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Sitch et al., 2008). Warming-induced changes in oceans (Le Quéré et al., 2007), soil carbon
dynamics (Eglin et al., 2010), and standing biomass (Huntingford et al., 2008) could affect
the uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere. In order to represent an extreme form of weakened
sinks, we parameterize this tipping point as causing a 75% reduction in the decay rate of
CO2:

φ̂t = φ′
t/4 . (3.11)

The change from φ′
t to φ̂t increases the time for which a unit of emitted CO2 affects atmo-

spheric CO2, which becomes more important as time passes and CO2 accumulates in the
atmosphere to a greater degree than it would have. However, the present value of the damage
caused by this effect is reduced by discounting and by the concave relationship between CO2

and temperature.
The fourth tipping point corresponds to a permanent increase in forcing from non-CO2

greenhouse gases, as if from a large, sustained release of methane from melting permafrost or
subsea hydrates (Hall and Behl, 2006; Archer, 2007; Schaefer et al., 2011). A large methane
release is one of the hypothesized triggers for ancient periods of rapid warming (Zachos
et al., 2008). We represent this tipping point as permanently increasing each period’s non-
CO2 forcing by 1.5 W m−2:

ÊF t = EFt + 1.5 . (3.12)

The 1.5 W m−2 additional forcing is at the low end of a range of plausible methane emission
rates during ancient warming (Schmidt and Shindell, 2003), and it is equivalent to increas-
ing the CO2 concentration by 30%. This increase in non-CO2 greenhouse gases multiplies
damages by a factor that is smaller than temperature as long as the current temperature is
greater than 2.3◦C. It always increases damages by less than does the slow feedback tipping
point and, for most modeled values of the temperature threshold, it also increases damages
by less than does the damage convexity tipping point.

3.4 Results

We compare several sets of model runs to assess how the social cost of carbon and optimal
CO2 concentrations respond to different tipping points, to uncertainty about the temperature
threshold for a tipping point, and to additional aversion to tipping point risk (Table 3.3).
Further, we also solve each type of model with partially disentangled preferences and with
fully disentangled preferences (Table 3.2). The baseline version of the model is the standard
DICE model plus temperature stochasticity. Period-to-period temperature uncertainty has
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Table 3.3: The model runs used to assess the effects of climate tipping points and ambiguity
aversion. Each of these runs is done with partially disentangled preferences and with fully
disentangled preferences.

Model Description

Base case No thresholds can occur
Certain threshold Policy precisely controls when and whether a threshold occurs
Uncertain threshold Policy controls the probability that a threshold occurs
Ambiguity aversion Additional aversion to threshold uncertainty

a negligible effect on policy in these runs.15,16 When unexpected temperature realizations
occur, it is the residual output (i.e., investment) that responds, and the anticipated possibility
of unexpected outcomes is not important enough to affect the consumption and abatement
policies chosen before the temperature variability is resolved. A second set of runs has a
tipping point occurring at a known threshold. The decision-maker knows that the world
will change once reaching the temperature T ∗. She can therefore adjust emissions to delay
or avoid crossing the threshold and also adjusts optimally after crossing the threshold. A
third set of runs makes the decision-maker uncertain about the temperature threshold that
triggers the tipping point. Additional emissions increase the chance of crossing into the
new regime, and the decision-maker updates beliefs about the threshold based on whether
a tipping point has occurred. Finally, a fourth set of runs includes aversion to tipping point
ambiguity, which makes the decision-maker more averse to tipping point uncertainty than to
temperature change uncertainty. In each model run with tipping points, the decision-maker
only faces one type of tipping point and knows which type that is.

The effect of each tipping point on post-threshold policy and welfare determines how pre-
threshold policy responds to awareness of the tipping point. Pre-threshold policy affects the
chance of crossing the tipping point and also affects the capital and CO2 stocks at the time
the threshold is crossed. In Figure 3.3, the differences in the time paths within a plot show
the effect of tipping point considerations and preference disentanglement on the expected
social cost of carbon and on expected CO2 concentrations. Comparing time paths in plots
on different rows shows the effects of different types of tipping points. Figure 3.4 compares

15In the baseline runs, uncertainty about temperature change does not affect expected policy by much
with either standard or fully disentangled preferences. With standard preferences, this remains true even
when we use a model version calibrated to yield higher temperatures and even when we use a thicker-tailed
distribution for temperature stochasticity. We generate this thicker-tailed distribution by adding a normally
distributed random variable to the feedback factors described in the first appendix (Roe and Baker, 2007).
This random variable was calibrated to a reference distribution in Lemoine (2010a). The expected climate
sensitivity implied by this random variable and the typical constant feedback is 2.9◦C. The thicker-tailed
distribution is closer to those used in Newbold and Daigneault (2009) and Gerst et al. (2010).

16Temperature uncertainty can noticeably increase the social cost of carbon in post-threshold regimes
where higher temperature realizations cause greater damage.
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the abatement rate in models with an unknown threshold and standard preferences. The
effect of considering a tipping point possibility depends on where the temperature threshold
might be: if it is known to be at 2.5◦C or higher, the policymaker will ensure it is not crossed
(Figure 3.5). Optimal policy may still incur substantial (though reduced) risk of crossing
the uncertain threshold (Table 3.4), and a possible tipping point increases the year 2015
social cost of carbon by over 50%, while moving to fully disentangled preferences has an
even greater effect (Table 3.5). Finally, moderate and extreme ambiguity aversion increase
the social cost of carbon, but only by a small amount until later in the 21st century when
the probability of crossing a tipping point becomes higher (Figure 3.6).

The climate sensitivity and damage convexity tipping points have the greatest effect
on post-threshold damages and, as a result, also have the greatest effect on pre-threshold
policy. The climate sensitivity tipping point quadruples equilibrium damages under expected
temperature outcomes, and the damage convexity tipping point multiplies pre-threshold
damages by a factor equal to the temperature outcome. This temperature outcome is usually
less than 4 but can be greater under unexpected temperature realizations, meaning that less
likely temperature outcomes with increased damage convexity can increase damages by more
than does the climate sensitivity tipping point. When the threshold is known to be at 2◦C or
higher, pre-threshold policy avoids it with either type of tipping point. When the threshold
is uncertain, the two tipping point possibilities increase the social cost of carbon in similar
ways and keep the CO2 stock on a lower trajectory (peaking around 520 ppm if the world
is lucky and the threshold is not crossed) than in the baseline case (which peaks near 650
ppm). Both produce similar abatement policies, generally increasing baseline abatement
over the 21st century by more than 60%. With fully disentangled preferences, they decrease
the peak CO2 concentration from around 530 ppm to around 470 ppm. Either uncertain
threshold increases the 2015 social cost of carbon by 50% relative to its baseline value under
a given preference specification. Extreme ambiguity aversion can increase the social cost of
carbon late in the 21st century (when tipping points are more likely) by over 40% relative
to ambiguity neutrality. Moderate ambiguity aversion does not have a discernible effect on
either optimal policy or on the social cost of carbon.

In contrast, when the tipping point decreases the decay rate of CO2, neither the pos-
sibility of crossing an uncertain threshold nor the fact of having crossed it greatly affects
optimal policy. CO2 does accumulate in the atmosphere to a greater degree after crossing the
threshold, but this accumulation takes time, which means discounting reduces the loss from
the threshold crossing. Further, while an additional unit of CO2 will cause more damage by
affecting the atmosphere for longer once the threshold is crossed, the additional CO2 also
matters less when concentrations are already high because warming is a concave function of
CO2. Recognizing the possibility of an unknown threshold does increase optimal abatement
and the social cost of carbon relative to the baseline case, but this effect is small. The proba-
bility of eventually crossing the threshold only decreases by 0.07 when the decision-maker is
made aware of threshold possibilities, and neither moderate nor extreme ambiguity aversion
has much additional effect.
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Finally, when the tipping point increases non-CO2 forcing and the decision-maker does
not know where the threshold is, optimal policy keeps the pre-threshold temperature lower
than in the baseline run. This lower peak temperature reduces the total chance of crossing a
threshold: if the policymaker is unaware of the threshold possibility (therefore setting policy
as in the baseline case), the optimal policy with standard preferences gives about a 65%
chance of crossing the threshold, but optimal policy when aware of the threshold possibility
reduces the chance of eventually crossing it to about 50%. This is about 5 percentage points
higher than the chance of eventually crossing the climate sensitivity and damage convexity
tipping points, but it is about 8 percentage points lower than the chance of eventually crossing
the decay rate tipping point. With fully disentangled preferences, the effect of this non-CO2

forcing tipping point is closer to those of the climate sensitivity and damage convexity
tipping points: it reduces the 49% chance of crossing the threshold along the baseline path
to a 37% chance of eventually crossing it. The preference specification matters greatly here
because the increased non-CO2 forcing raises damages far out into the future even after CO2

concentrations have returned near to pre-industrial levels, whereas the damage convexity
and climate sensitivity tipping points’ effects are less prominent once CO2 has returned to
those lower levels. The implicit reduction in discounting in the fully disentangled preference
specification therefore makes the non-CO2 tipping point look more like the two worse ones.17

Finally, this tipping point has almost as strong an effect on the year 2015 social cost of
carbon as do the climate sensitivity and damage convexity tipping points.

To better understand the effect of threshold uncertainty, it helps to consider the cost
imposed by an extra unit of CO2 emissions. This marginal damage (or social cost of carbon)
determines the optimal level of abatement, which is set so that marginal cost equals marginal
damage. Additional emissions always increase the next period’s stock of CO2. Marginal
damage in the baseline runs depends on how the higher CO2 stock reduces the continuation
value. When there is a threshold, marginal damage also depends on how the additional CO2

stock affects the continuation value in the post-threshold regime and on how the additional
emissions affect the probability of crossing the threshold before the next period. When
the decision-maker wants to avoid a certain threshold, these two effects reduce to the cost
of adjusting future policy to still avoid the threshold. If future policy cannot be adjusted
because additional emissions would trigger the tipping point, then these additional emissions
bear the entire cost of the regime shift. Therefore, when the threshold location is known,
its effect on policy depends on the cost of imposing a temperature constraint relative to the
cost of switching regimes. If the threshold is above DICE’s baseline peak, then the tipping
point is irrelevant because the temperature constraint would be slack. If the threshold is too
close to the initial temperature, then the cost of avoiding it is extremely large and marginal
damage includes the effect of additional CO2 in the post-threshold regime. Finally, if the
threshold is in an intermediate region, then the policy path has temperature approach the

17We see a similar effect on the near-term social cost of carbon with the decay rate tipping point because
of the long time horizons over which its effects manifest themselves.
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Figure 3.3: Time paths for the social cost of carbon (current value) and the CO2 stock under each

type of tipping point with standard preferences and with fully disentangled preferences. With an

uncertain threshold, we simulate a path that happens to never cross a threshold in order to see

how the modeled policymaker adjusts to the risk over time.
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Figure 3.4: The evolution of abatement under expected draws with partially disentangled
preferences when the temperature threshold is uncertain and happens to never be crossed.

Figure 3.5: The social cost of carbon in 2015 (current value) when the temperature threshold
is known to be at a certain level. Solid lines connect points for which the policymaker plans
to avoid the threshold. All of these runs use partially disentangled preferences. This figure
should only be taken as illustrative for now, as we are still obtaining better approximations
for many of these cases.
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Table 3.4: The probability that the threshold will ever be crossed. In parentheses, the
expected year of crossing, conditional on the threshold being crossed at some point. This
will tend to occur earlier when policy makes temperature peak earlier.

Tipping point

Climate Damage CO2 sinks Non-CO2

sensitivity convexity weakened forcing
increased increased increased

Partially disentangled preferences

Uncertain threshold 0.47 0.46 0.59 0.51
(2041) (2041) (2050) (2043)

Ambiguity aversion 0.46 0.46 0.59 0.50
(2040) (2040) (2050) (2043)

Extreme ambiguity aversion 0.42 0.41 0.59 0.47
(2037) (2037) (2050) (2041)

Fully disentangled preferences

Uncertain threshold 0.36 0.38 0.42 0.37
(2035) (2036) (2038) (2035)

Ambiguity aversion 0.36 0.38 0.41 0.36
(2035) (2036) (2038) (2035)

Extreme ambiguity aversion 0.33 0.36 0.41 0.34
(2033) (2035) (2038) (2033)

The baseline policy path has a 66% chance of ever crossing the unknown
threshold with standard preferences. It crosses a 2.5◦C threshold in
2081, and its expected year of crossing conditional on crossing at some
point is 2057. With fully disentangled preferences, the baseline policy
path produces a 49% chance of ever crossing the threshold and never
crosses 2.5◦C. Its expected year of crossing conditional on crossing at
some point is 2043. The decision-maker follows the baseline path if
unaware of tipping point possibilities.
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(a) Partially disentangled preferences (b) Fully disentangled preferences

Figure 3.6: The effect of ambiguity aversion on the social cost of carbon (current value) in
the scenario where the tipping point increases climate sensitivity. Ambiguity aversion does
not have any stronger of an effect with the other two tipping points. Temperature follows
expected draws, and the threshold is never crossed in these simulations.

Table 3.5: The social cost of carbon ($/tCO2, current value) in 2015 under expected draws.
It is $10/tCO2 in the baseline case with standard preferences and $25/tCO2 in the baseline
case with fully disentangled preferences.

Tipping point

Climate Damage CO2 sinks Non-CO2

sensitivity convexity weakened forcing
increased increased increased

Partially disentangled preferences

Uncertain threshold 16 17 11 14
Ambiguity aversion 16 17 11 14
Extreme ambiguity aversion 18 19 12 15

Fully disentangled preferences

Uncertain threshold 39 38 34a 36
Ambiguity aversion 40 39 33a 36
Extreme ambiguity aversion 44 42 35 38
a These two values actually differ by only 0.2, suggesting that the ap-
parent decrease in the social cost of carbon with greater ambiguity
aversion is probably an artifact of the numerical approximation.
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threshold but never cross it.
In contrast, if the threshold is uncertain, then additional emissions at the temperatures

reached by DICE never bear the entire cost of a regime shift but instead bear the cost of
making the regime shift more likely to occur. With an uncertain threshold, an important
part of marginal damage is the effect of additional emissions on the chance of crossing a
threshold immediately after the current period. This additional chance is given by the slope
of the hazard rate (Figure 3.2b), which is greater when CO2 concentrations are higher. The
effect of additional emissions on the hazard rate therefore raises the social cost of carbon by
an amount that increases over time. The increase in the hazard rate is multiplied by the
total loss from crossing the threshold to give the expected cost from the one-time increase
in threshold risk. Ambiguity aversion primarily affects this total loss from crossing the
threshold, so it too matters more with higher CO2 stocks because of their steeper hazard
rate. The effect of both an uncertain threshold and ambiguity aversion grow with time, at
least until expected temperatures peak and the hazard rate goes to zero.

As important as thresholds can be, the change from partially disentangled (or standard)
preferences to fully disentangled preferences has a greater effect on the social cost of car-
bon. This is because one of the main near-term tradeoffs in DICE is how much current
consumption to sacrifice for the sake of reducing climate damages in a richer future. When
the decision-maker is more sensitive to consumption fluctuations over time, sacrificing to-
day becomes less appealing. Separating time and risk preferences (as in the runs with fully
disentangled preferences) allows us to reflect recent advances in modeling decision-makers
as more averse to consumption fluctuations due to risk than to consumption fluctuations
due to time. Representing preferences in this form acts like using a lower discount rate, and
DICE and other IAMs are especially sensitive to the choice of discount rate because they
include stark intertemporal tradeoffs over long timescales (e.g., Newbold and Daigneault,
2009; Gerst et al., 2010). We have shown that a more general welfare specification calibrated
to market returns can act like a much lower discount rate than the market-based one used
in DICE.

3.5 Discussion

We have described an original extension of DICE to include the endogenous possibility
of climatic tipping points, learning about the temperature threshold that triggers tipping
points, and aversion to ambiguity about the threshold’s location. We find that optimal
policy is more sensitive to tipping points when they have a greater effect on the damages
from additional emissions and, in some cases, when additional CO2 emissions more precisely
control whether tipping points occur. Tipping points that increase the quantity of greenhouse
gases are less important than tipping points that increase the damage per unit of atmospheric
CO2. More specifically, tipping points that increase the temperature change caused by
atmospheric CO2 or that increase the effects of temperature change on economic output are
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more important for policy than are tipping points that increase non-controllable emissions or
that increase the time for which CO2 emissions affect atmospheric concentrations. Preference
specifications matter greatly when they affect tradeoffs over time, but the ambiguity attitude
does not become crucial to our evaluation of tipping point uncertainty until the probability
of tipping points becomes greater than in our model’s early years. The type of tipping
point faced, the precision of the distribution for the temperature threshold, and preferences
for intertemporal substitution are more important for near-term policy than is additional
aversion to tipping point uncertainty.

We have modeled an irreversible tipping point as occurring upon crossing a threshold
in expected temperature, but there are other plausible specifications. First, it is plausible
that a threshold’s effects only occur after some lag. The extent to which this affects the
model depends on the decision-maker’s ability to partially or completely “stop” the tipping
point once the threshold has been crossed. If the decision-maker only learns that a threshold
has been crossed once the system dynamics irreversibly shift, or if the decision-maker learns
immediately when a threshold has been crossed but cannot do anything about its future
effect on system dynamics, then the primary effect of the lag is merely to decrease the cost
of the regime shift by making impacts occur farther in the future. However, if the decision-
maker can tell when a threshold has been crossed while still being able to forestall irreversible
changes, then introducing a lag should make the decision-maker less cautious about avoiding
the threshold but also more active in response to the threshold’s crossing.

A second plausible extension is to make the threshold location stochastic.18 In this case,
stabilizing temperature may not remove all threshold risk and learning occurs more slowly.
This would lead the decision-maker to choose a lower CO2 path in order to avoid crossing
the threshold by accident. However, the possibility that a threshold could randomly occur
even after temperature has stabilized also reduces the value of stabilization. In sum, we
expect that making the threshold stochastic would lead the decision-maker to choose a lower
CO2 trajectory over the near- to medium-term but take longer to reach the point where CO2

concentrations begin to fall.
The policy implications of increasing uncertainty about the threshold location ultimately

depend on where the threshold is expected to be. If the certain threshold were so high as
to be irrelevant, then uncertainty about its location could make it more relevant. Increasing
the spread of the threshold distribution would then raise the social cost of carbon. If, in
contrast, the threshold were known to be so low that it would be extremely costly to avoid
crossing it, then increasing the spread of the distribution would increase the chance that the
threshold is in a region that the decision-maker could more feasibly avoid. However, if the
threshold is known to be high enough to make it worth avoiding and low enough to require
effort to avoid it, then increasing the spread of the distribution could actually decrease the
social cost of carbon by decreasing the effect of additional CO2 emissions on the chance

18This could also correspond to making the threshold depend on temperature realizations rather than on
expected temperature.
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that a tipping point occurs. The effect of increased uncertainty on the social cost of carbon
probably therefore depends on where the threshold is expected to be and on the magnitude of
the increase in uncertainty (compare Brozović and Schlenker, 2011). Further, if there is also
uncertainty about the number of thresholds, then crossing a first threshold could make later
ones more likely by raising future temperatures. The anticipation of this effect should raise
the social cost of carbon (and decrease the CO2 path) prior to crossing the first threshold.
Avoiding the first threshold could be an important step to avoiding later ones.

Our conclusions have implications for climate science, economic modeling, and climate
policy. First, it is important for IAMs that climate science improve knowledge about both the
effects of tipping points on system dynamics and the types of temperature paths that trigger
them (Alley et al., 2002, 2003). It is also important to translate tipping point results into the
reduced climate models used by IAMs. Which variables might a tipping point affect? Is a
tipping point triggered by medium-term average temperature, by short-term temperatures,
by interannual variability, or by the rate of warming? What does the distribution for its
occurrence look like? How might we expect to learn about tipping point risks? IAMs’
conclusions are sensitive to each of these answers and should be updated as the climate
science literature progresses.

Second, economic modeling must be clear about which simplifications are likely to be
crucial for the results used in policy assessments. We have shown that optimal policy paths
are sensitive to assumptions about damage convexity and climate sensitivity, to assumptions
about the possibility of tipping points, and to assumptions about whether agents treat time
and risk similarly. Modeling exercises that do not vary key parameters or that assume
smooth, predictable system dynamics need to be explicit about the omitted factors that
tend to push their estimates in a certain direction. This is especially important when all
models tend to omit the same factors. In that case, the spread of models’ estimates for the
social cost of carbon should not directly give the distribution used in policy analysis. Past
compilations of IAMs’ estimates (e.g., Tol, 2008) described a set of models that omitted
climatic features that we have shown could strongly affect the reported results. Further,
by building uncertainty into the decision environment, we have shown that the information
structure around tipping points has policy consequences. As a result, it is important that
other IAMs include uncertainty in a realistic way and vary the information structure. In
some cases, certainty makes a variable less relevant, but in other cases, certainty means
more effort will be expended to control a variable’s effects. Because not much is known
about tipping points or how to model them, they constitute an important form of model
uncertainty that covers the effects of tipping points as well as knowledge about them.

Third, regarding climate policy, we find that including tipping points can increase DICE’s
estimate of the year 2015 social cost of carbon by 50% and can decrease DICE’s year 2015
industrial CO2 emissions by over 1 Gt CO2. Using a recent bottom-up abatement cost curve,
this increase in the social cost of carbon could increase the economical emission reductions
in the U.S. by 0.25 Gt CO2 per year (Creyts et al., 2007). Chosen values for the social cost
of carbon could play an increasingly important role in the evaluation of government policies
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(e.g., Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, 2010; Masur and Posner, 2010;
Greenstone et al., 2011) and could affect the carbon price eventually targeted by carbon
taxes and cap-and-trade policies. The best estimate of the social cost of carbon probably
does not treat tipping points as impossible, but it is not clear which type of model comes
closest to representing the world we face. In any case, much work remains to make IAMs’
representation of tipping points more realistic (Hall and Behl, 2006). The challenge when
choosing values for the social cost of carbon is one also faced in, among others, the choices
of climate projections (Knutti et al., 2010; Lemoine, 2010a), fuel carbon intensity (Plevin,
2010), and interest rates in monetary policy (Hansen and Sargent, 2001): policymakers must
consider and combine the results not just of different models but also of different possible
structures for a given model. The decision is further complicated when only a small set of
model structures has been explored. It is therefore desirable that policy consider both how
a given model’s predictions change with its assumptions and how to adapt to the results
of future modeling efforts. While we have shown how the possibility of a threshold affects
the shadow value of CO2 emissions in a standard IAM, climate policy constitutes buying
insurance against not just the assumed possibility of a tipping point but also against the
possibility that the available models do not adequately capture future changes in the climate
and the economy.

3.6 Appendix: Model calibration

This appendix describes the feedback representation of temperature change, the decay of
atmospheric CO2 over time, and the model’s calibration to DICE-2007. We simplify the
carbon cycle and temperature change representations from DICE in order to include the
tipping point possibilities that might produce a more realistic model.

DICE determines time t surface temperature from the stock of CO2, from temperature
in the previous period, and from the difference in the previous period between temperature
at the surface and in the deep ocean.19 Crost and Traeger (2010) include temperature as
a state variable, but because the inclusion of tipping points increases the time required
to solve the model, we prefer to avoid the additional state variable. We therefore use a
different relationship to capture the influence of time t CO2 on time t temperature, and
we calibrate this representation so as to capture the marginal relationships important for
economic evaluation. We model time t temperature change Tt relative to pre-industrial levels
as determined by the CO2 stock Mt and by the net feedback fatm + ft (Roe, 2009):

Tt =
λ[R(Mt) + EFt]

1− (fatm + ft)
=
λ[5.35 ln(Mt/Mpre) + EFt]

1− (fatm + ft)
. (3.13)

19See Hall and Behl (2006) and Warren et al. (2010) for more on DICE’s representation of temperature
and the carbon cycle.
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The function R(Mt) = 5.35 ln(Mt/Mpre) gives the additional radiative forcing in W m−2

caused by changing CO2 concentrations from the pre-industrial level Mpre to the time t level
Mt (Ramaswamy et al., 2001: Table 6.2), and EFt is the exogenous non-CO2 forcing in
W m−2. The parameter λ = 0.315 ◦C (W m−2)−1 gives the reference system (black body)
temperature change per unit of radiative forcing (Soden et al., 2008; Roe, 2009). The sum
fatm + ft is non-dimensional and must be less than 1.

Feedbacks determine the change in temperature generated as the earth system responds
to a unit of temperature change in the reference system. When feedbacks are positive, each
non-dimensional feedback factor f represents the portion of the total system’s temperature
change produced by its associated processes. When the CO2 concentration increases, the
atmosphere traps more outgoing radiation (given by R(Mt)) even as incoming radiation has
not changed. The planet heats up to restore the balance between outgoing and incoming
radiation at the top of the atmosphere. This effect is given by the constant λ. However,
the increase in surface temperature causes changes in the earth system that in turn cause
further changes in surface temperature. For instance, the warmer atmosphere now holds
more water vapor, which traps additional outgoing radiation and causes the surface to warm
faster. This amplifying response is captured by a positive feedback factor. We assume that
feedbacks are independent, linear functions of temperature, which allows us to aggregate the
“atmospheric” feedbacks of sea ice, clouds, and water vapor-lapse rate in the constant fatm
(Soden et al., 2008; Lemoine, 2010a). Climate sensitivity s is the equilibrium temperature
change from doubled CO2 concentrations:

s =
5.35λ ln 2

1− fatm
, (3.14)

where being in equilibrium means ft = 0. DICE-2007 uses a climate sensitivity of 3◦C, which
implies fatm ≈ 0.61. We model temperature uncertainty as multiplying s by a lognormally-
distributed shock ǫt that is independently and identically distributed over time. We imple-
ment this by using a quadrature rule for the lognormal product ǫts and calculating the value
of fatm implied by each resulting node.

The time-varying feedback factor ft represents transient feedbacks. It adjusts equilib-
rium feedback strength to give time t temperature. DICE-2007 has one state variable for
surface temperature and another for deep ocean temperature. The interaction between the
two allows the ocean’s heat capacity to moderate each period’s temperature change. Fur-
ther, DICE-2007 also delays the effect of radiative forcing on temperature. We use ft as a
reduced-form version of the difference between time t temperature and equilibrium temper-
ature for a given CO2 concentration (Baker and Roe, 2009). When CO2 concentrations are
increasing, ft should always be a negative feedback because ocean heat uptake prevents all
of the equilibrium surface warming from occurring immediately. When CO2 concentrations
are decreasing, ft can be positive as the ocean transfers stored heat to the atmosphere.

We calculate the transient feedback ft as a function of time and the CO2 stock: ft ≡
f(M, t). The negative feedback due to ocean heat uptake should weaken (i.e., move towards
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(a) Transient feedback (b) CO2 decay

Figure 3.7: The transient feedback and CO2 decay rate along the optimized paths for the
physical calibration (ft and φt) and for the economic calibration (f ′

t and φ′
t). Also shows

the values inferred from DICE-2007 along the optimized policy path (fopt and φopt) and the
business-as-usual path (fbau and φbau).

0) with time when the CO2 stock is constant (Baker and Roe, 2009). The atmospheric
CO2 stock proxies for different emission paths, which means that, all else equal, a higher
atmospheric CO2 stock at a given time might produce a lower (i.e., more negative) ft as the
ocean and atmosphere have had less chance to equilibrate. We define the function f(M, t)
in three steps. First, we calculate the ft implied along the business-as-usual (no policy) and
optimized runs in DICE-2007 using equation (3.13). Second, we approximate the function
along the time dimension for each of these DICE-2007 runs using piecewise third-order
polynomial splines. This gives two approximated functions: fbau(t) and fopt(t). Third, for
any (M, t) node for which we want to calculate ft in our model, we determine f(M, t) by
weighting the values fbau(t) and fopt(t) according to which DICE model run has a time t
CO2 value closer to M :

f(M, t) =





max
{

fbau(t)−fopt(t)

Mbau(t)−Mopt(t)
[M −Mopt(t)] + fopt(t), fbau(1)

}
if Mbau(t) 6=Mopt(t)

fbau(t) if M > Mbau(t) =Mopt(t)
fopt(t) if M ≤Mopt(t) =Mbau(t) ,

(3.15)
where Mbau(t) and Mopt(t) are the time paths of the CO2 stock in the business-as-usual and
optimized DICE-2007 runs. The transient feedback at time t is a linear extrapolation from
fbau(t) and fopt(t), provided it is no lower than its initial value in the DICE business-as-usual
run. Figure 3.7a plots fbau(t) and fopt(t). It also plots ft along the optimized (M, t) path
from our base model without either temperature uncertainty or a threshold. These values
are at least broadly similar to the results of Baker and Roe (2009).
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We also simplify the representation from DICE-2007 of the evolution of atmospheric CO2.
DICE-2007 has one state variable for atmospheric carbon, another for shallow ocean carbon,
and a third for deep ocean carbon. These state variables and their associated transition
matrix constitute a simple carbon cycle model determining how atmospheric CO2 decays
from period to period. We instead have an explicit decay rate φt that is a function of time
t and of the atmospheric CO2 stock Mt. As with the transient feedback factor ft, including
the atmospheric CO2 stock as an argument proxies for the emission path up to time t. The
decay rate φ implied by a change in DICE carbon stocks from Mt to Mt+10 (where t is in
years) solves the following equation:

Mt+10 =Mpre + (1− φ)10(Mt −Mpre) + Et
1− (1− φ)10

δ
, (3.16)

where Et gives annual CO2 emissions over the decade and Mpre is the pre-industrial CO2

stock. The algorithm for approximating the function φt ≡ φ(M, t) is essentially as described
for ft, except using equation (3.16) in place of equation (3.13). However, because the decay
rate may be controlled more by time than by the emission path, we do not extend the linear
approximation beyond Mbau(t) and Mopt(t). We instead use the following rule that linearly
interpolates φ(M, t) only when M is between Mbau(t) and Mopt(t):

φ(M, t) =





φbau(t) if M > Mbau(t)(
1− M−Mopt(t)

Mbau(t)−Mopt(t)

)
φopt(t) +

M−Mopt(t)

Mbau(t)−Mopt(t)
φbau(t) if Mopt(t) < M ≤Mbau(t)

φopt(t) if M ≤Mopt(t) ,
(3.17)

Figure 3.7b shows φbau(t), φopt(t), and, along the optimized path, φt.
These inferred parameters ft and φt enable us to replicate the CO2-temperature relation-

ship from DICE-2007 as well as the relation between CO2 levels with decadal timesteps.20

We label this parameterization the “physical calibration”. However, these two inferred pa-
rameters do not reproduce the dynamics of the CO2 stock and the social cost of carbon in
DICE (Figure 3.8). Because we are primarily interested in how these policy-relevant values
change under different specifications, we use an “economic calibration” that better matches
DICE-2007’s optimized social cost of carbon.

First, our use of an annual timestep instead of a decadal timestep tends to make the
inferred CO2 decay rate different than what we would need to replicate CO2 dynamics with
emissions varying from year to year. In particular, emissions in the second century often
decline over a decade while DICE’s stock transition equations treat annual emissions at the
start of the decade as lasting for all ten years. We therefore adjust the CO2 decay rate as

20We could further refine the calibration by obtaining DICE output along lower emission paths in order
to provide data points for the decay rate and the transient feedback that are closer to the emission paths we
see with the threshold possibility. Note, however, that DICE’s own carbon cycle model was not calibrated
to emission paths like those seen in optimized scenarios.
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(a) Social cost of carbon (current value) (b) CO2 concentration

(c) Temperature relative to the pre-industrial level (d) Abatement

Figure 3.8: The optimized paths for the physical calibration, for the economic calibration,
and for DICE-2007. The plot for the social cost of carbon shows a shorter time series because
DICE calculates the social cost of carbon as the cost of the next unit of abatement. Once
DICE reaches full abatement around the year 2200, the cost of the next unit of abatement
is lower than the marginal damage. Our model can calculate the social cost of carbon from
marginal damage or from the marginal abatement cost.
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follows in the economic calibration (Figure 3.7b):

φ′
t = 0.75φt . (3.18)

This experimentally determined adjustment enables us to better match DICE’s CO2 stock
dynamics.

Second, while the transient feedback in the physical calibration reproduces the rela-
tionship between CO2 stocks and temperature over representative time paths, the physical
calibration does not reproduce the social cost of carbon because it alters the marginal re-
lationship between CO2 and temperature by failing to delay the effect of radiative forcing
on temperature. In Figure 3.8, the generally greater social cost of carbon in the physical
calibration leads to greater abatement, which reduces both the CO2 stock and temperature.
To better capture the social cost of carbon’s time path, the economic calibration uses the
following experimentally determined transient feedback f ′

t (Figure 3.7a):

f ′
t = ft +max {−0.06, 0.125− 0.001t} , (3.19)

where t = 0 corresponds to 2005. This adjustment makes the transient feedback less negative
(increasing temperature for a given CO2 stock) up to the year 2130, and after that time it
makes the transient feedback more negative (decreasing temperature for a given CO2 stock).
As Figure 3.8 shows, the economic calibration largely reproduces the time paths for the
social cost of carbon, abatement, and the CO2 stock, but this comes at the cost of making
temperature 0.5◦C too low near its its peak. The economic calibration better represents the
marginal effect of CO2 emissions in DICE by reducing the effect of the total CO2 stock on
temperature, which increases available economic output relative to DICE.

3.7 Appendix: Model specification

This appendix provides the transition equations for state variables and exogenous variables
(see Nordhaus, 2008; Crost and Traeger, 2010). It also describes the four modeled tipping
points in terms of these equations and illustrates how post-threshold policy differs from
policy in the absence of tipping points.

The transition equations for the state variables of effective capital (kt) and atmospheric
CO2 (Mt) are:

kt+1 =e
−(gL,t+gA,t)

[
(1− δk)kt + (1−Ψtµ

a2
t )

Ygross
1 +D

− ct

]
(Capital)

Mt+1 =Mpre + (1− φ′
t)(Mt −Mpre) + σt(1− µt)Ygross +Bt . (CO2)

In the transition equation for CO2, σt is the emission intensity of gross output and Bt gives
exogenous CO2 emissions from non-industrial sources such as land use change. Mpre is the
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pre-industrial CO2 stock, and φ′
t is calculated as detailed in the first appendix. The first

term in the capital transition equation has capital depreciating at constant rate δk, and the
last two terms define capital investment as any available output not allocated to the control
variables of consumption ct and abatement. Here, Ψt and a2 give the cost of abating the
chosen fraction µt of emissions. The term outside the brackets adjusts for the growth of
labor and technology to keep capital in effective terms. Gross output Ygross is a function of
the capital stock:

Ygross = kκt . (Gross output)

The parameter κ gives the capital elasticity in a Cobb-Douglas production function. Climate
damages D reduce gross output more strongly as temperature increases:

D = b2T
b3
t , (Damages)

where b3 = 2 in DICE-2007 and temperature change Tt relative to pre-industrial levels is as
in the first appendix.

The transition equations for the exogenous variables are as in DICE-2007, but adjusted
for the annual timestep. We here list them and give the parameterization in Table 3.6. In
each case, t = 0 corresponds to the year 2005. See Crost and Traeger (2010) for more details
on variable definitions and implementation.

At =A0 exp

[
gA,0
δA

(
1− e−tδA

)]
(Production technology)

gA,t =gA,0e
−tδA (Growth rate of production technology)

Lt =L0 + (L∞ − L0)
(
1− e−tδL

)
(Labor)

gL,t =δL

[
L∞

L∞ − L0

etδL − 1

]−1

(Growth rate of labor)

βt =exp (−ρ+ (1− η)gA,t + gL,t) (Effective discount factor)

σt =σ0 exp

[
gσ,0
δσ

(
1− e−tδσ

)]
(Uncontrolled emissions per output)

Ψt =
a0σt
a2

(
1−

1− etgΨ

a1

)
(Abatement cost factor)

Bt =B0e
tgB (Non-industrial CO2 emissions)

EFt =EF0 + 0.01(EF100 − EF0)min{t, 100} (Non-CO2 forcing)

The constraints prevent the decision-maker from using more than the output available after
accounting for damages and from abating more than 100% of emissions in a period:

ct +Ψtµ
a2
t ≤

Ygross
1 +D

(3.20)

µt ≤ 1 . (3.21)
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When the constraint in equation (3.20) is slack, we have positive capital investment, and
when the constraint in equation (3.21) is slack, economic activity produces some CO2 emis-
sions that are not abated.

The challenge in solving the model lies not in finding the optimal actions for a given value
function but in determining the value functions that satisfy the relations in equations (3.3)
and (3.5) (see Kelly and Kolstad, 1999, 2001). We begin with a guess for the value function
and a set of Chebychev nodes in the three-dimensional state space. We then use the initial
guess for the continuation value to find each node’s optimal controls c∗t and µ

∗
t and optimal

value. Knowing the optimal value at each Chebychev node, we approximate the value func-
tion across the rest of the state space using a set of Chebychev basis polynomials (Miranda
and Fackler, 2002). We repeat the process using this approximated value function as the new
initial guess, with iteration continuing until the coefficients of the value approximant’s basis
functions change by less than 0.0001. When the temperature threshold is uncertain, the
pre-threshold value function is smooth over the relevant state space because the hazard rate
changes smoothly with time and the CO2 level. However, when the threshold is known to be
at T ∗, each node in the state space is associated with either the pre-threshold or the post-
threshold value function, and the combined value function exhibits a discontinuity between
regions in which optimal pre-threshold policy would and would not avoid it. We undertake
numerical approximation in this case by making the threshold stochastic in order to smooth
out the value function (compare Brozović and Schlenker, 2011). This stochasticity comes
from placing a low-variance normal distribution around T ∗, which means that transitioning
to a temperature above T ∗ is virtually–but not totally—certain to cross the threshold. As
the variance of this distribution approaches zero, we approach the case with a non-stochastic,
certain threshold.21

We now describe how each post-threshold regime affects damages D, ignoring transient
feedbacks for simplicity. First, the climate sensitivity regime uses ŝ = 2s = 6◦C, correspond-
ing to fatm ≈ 0.81 (see the first appendix). This change doubles equilibrium temperature,
which increases equilibrium damages from b2T

2 to b2(2T )
2, where T is calculated using a

climate sensitivity of 3◦C. Equilibrium damages therefore quadruple, though the presence
of transient feedbacks changes the actual effect on time t damages. Second, increasing the
convexity of damages means using b̂3 = b3 + 1 = 3. This multiplies damages by T , which is
always less than 4 in expectation in our baseline runs but can be greater under some tem-
perature realizations. Third, weakening CO2 sinks means using φ̂t = (φ′

t)/4, which increases
the length of time for which a unit of CO2 emissions affects the atmospheric CO2 stock. The
change from φ to φ′ only has a significant effect on the CO2 stock once enough time has
passed for the additional accumulation to matter. Finally, increasing exogenous non-CO2

forcing means using ÊF t = EFt + 1.5. This increases temperature by 1.2◦C in equilibrium,

21The certain threshold model is currently solved with standard deviations between 0.01◦C and 0.40◦C,
depending on the regime and threshold level under consideration. We are working on better approximations
and will eventually compare different standard deviations to assess the effect of uncertainty.
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Table 3.6: Parameterization of the transition equations. See Nordhaus (2008) and Crost
and Traeger (2010) for more information. Also shows how these parameters change in the
post-threshold regimes.

Parameter Value Description

A0 0.02722 Initial production technology
gA,0 0.009 Initial annual growth rate of production technology
δA 0.001 Annual rate of decline in growth rate of production technology

L0 6514 Population in 2005 (millions)
L∞ 8600 Asymptotic population (millions)
δL 0.035 Annual rate of convergence of population to asymptotic value

σ0 0.131418 Initial emission intensity before emission reductions
(GtC/output)

gσ,0 -0.00730 Initial annual growth rate of emission intensity
δσ 0.003 Annual change in growth rate of emission intensity

a0 1.17 Cost of backstop technology in 2005 ($1000/tC)
a1 2 Ratio of initial backstop cost to final backstop cost
a2 2.8 Abatement cost exponent
gΨ -0.005 Annual growth rate of backstop cost

B0 1.1 Initial non-industrial CO2 emissions (GtC/y)
gB -0.01 Annual growth rate of non-industrial emissions

EF0 -0.06 Initial exogenous forcing from non-CO2 greenhouse gases
(W m−2)

EF100 0.30 Year 2105 exogenous forcing from non-CO2 greenhouse gases
(W m−2)

κ 0.3 Capital elasticity in Cobb-Douglas production function
δκ 0.1 Annual depreciation rate of capital
b2 0.0028388 Coefficient of temperature in the damage function
b3 2 Exponent on temperature in the damage function
s 3 Climate sensitivity (◦C)
Mpre 596.4 Pre-industrial atmospheric CO2 (GtC)

ρ 0.015 Annual rate of pure time preference

k0 137/(A0L0) Initial effective capital, with initial capital stock of 137
US$trillion

M0 808.9 Initial atmospheric CO2 (GtC)

Parameters for post-threshold regimes (i.e., for tipping points’ effects)
ŝ 2s Climate sensitivity increased

b̂3 b3 + 1 Damages more convex

φ̂t (φ′
t)/4 CO2 sinks weakened

ÊF t EFt + 1.5 Non-CO2 forcing increased
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which means damages increase in equilibrium to b2(T +1.2)2 = b2(T
2+2.4T +(1.2)2). When

temperature is greater than 2.3◦C, the effect of this tipping point on damages is less than
the equilibrium quadrupling or expected tripling caused by the climate sensitivity and dam-
age convexity tipping points. For example, when the temperature is 3◦C, the increase in
non-CO2 forcing approximately doubles damages.

Figure 3.9 shows how optimal policy, temperature, and CO2 concentrations would evolve
if each tipping point occurred exogenously in 2005. Each regime affects policy and the cli-
mate differently, which in turn affects the degree to which the decision-maker tries to avoid
that type of tipping point. Optimal policy responds in accord with how each tipping point
affects damages. Increasing climate sensitivity or increasing damage convexity both raise
the social cost of carbon and lower the CO2 stock path. However, they have quite differ-
ent effects on temperature because a given CO2 stock produces higher temperatures when
climate sensitivity is increased while a given temperature produces greater damages when
the convexity of the damage function is increased. These results indicate how, aside from
tipping points, IAMs’ results are sensitive to assumptions about the uncertain parameters
determining climate sensitivity and the convexity of the damage function. Decreasing the
decay rate of CO2 does not significantly affect abatement or the social cost of carbon, but
the reduced stock decay does eventually produce higher CO2 concentrations, temperatures,
and damages. Emission decisions have impacts for a longer time than usual, but that change
does not greatly affect the present value of the damage they produce. Finally, while increas-
ing non-CO2 forcing does increase temperature and damages, it does not affect the CO2

stock path or the social cost of carbon as strongly as do the climate sensitivity or damage
convexity tipping points. Entering this regime reduces economic output, but this effect does
not interact as strongly with emission decisions.
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(a) Social cost of carbon (current value) (b) Optimal CO2 concentration

(c) Optimal temperature change from pre-
industrial level

(d) Abatement

Figure 3.9: The evolution of the optimal social cost of carbon, CO2 concentration, temper-
ature, and abatement under expected temperature outcomes if each type of tipping point
were crossed in 2005. These plots show how optimal policy and the climate respond to each
tipping point’s occurrence in model runs with partially disentangled preferences.
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Chapter 4

Using the magnitude and duration of

an emission tax to stimulate adoption

of green technology1

Pollution policy is often set in anticipation of lower-pollution technology. Firms’
adoption of lower-pollution technology can reduce the optimal emission tax, but
lowering the tax in anticipation of the technology’s adoption reduces the incen-
tive to actually adopt it. Whereas the price of tradable permits automatically
responds to firms’ investments in low-pollution technology, a linear tax does not.
We show that an ex ante emission tax often cannot obtain a socially efficient
outcome because it must fix both the incentive to invest and the incentive to re-
duce emissions. Many outcomes with socially optimal emissions from each type
of plant have suboptimal investment, and many outcomes with socially optimal
investment result from the regulator using a tax that is set inefficiently high in
order to stimulate investment. The numerical multiperiod setting makes adopted
technology last for two periods and allows the regulator to control the duration
of the tax. Firms recognize that the next period’s tax depends on the fraction
of firms that invests. The regulator chooses a longer tax when there is little
low-pollution plant already in the fleet and firms expect their investments to
strongly reduce the next period’s tax, but the cost of not being able to adjust
the tax limits its use. Investments and emissions often are not socially optimal,
and the long-run level of low-pollution plant is not sensitive to the initial level of
low-pollution plant.

1Many thanks to my co-author, Larry Karp.
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4.1 Introduction

Near-term climate policy must do more than constrain emissions: it should also induce firms
to invest in reducing the cost of future, more ambitious policy. Desired investments include
research and development into low-pollution technologies, installation of carbon capture and
storage technology on power plants, build-out of fueling infrastructure for next-generation
vehicles, and construction of factories for mass-producing photovoltaic cells and batteries.
It is not uncommon for policy to have this dual goal of mitigating pollution while obtaining
irreversible investment that reduces the cost of mitigating pollution. With sulfur dioxide,
electricity generators can choose the type of plant they build and whether to install scrub-
bers. Reducing nitrogen-rich runoff from fertilizer application may be not just a matter of
using less fertilizer but also of adopting monitoring technology that enables more targeted
application. Unless marginal damage is constant, the optimal pollution tax should reflect
realized investments, but it may be politically or informationally infeasible for the regulator
to condition the tax on realized investment. Then, in contrast to a program of tradable
permits, a tax fixes investment and emission incentives independently of other firms’ in-
vestments. The optimal pollution affects investment even as it is affected by anticipated
investment; it is caught between needing to adjust to investments’ effect on abatement cost
while not undercutting the incentive to invest. The regulator often must choose between a
tax that is optimal for some given level of investment and a tax set so as to change the level
of investment, but, in many cases, neither will produce a socially optimal outcome.

We develop models that illuminate the interaction between the optimal pollution tax and
firms’ decisions to adopt “green” technology that reduces the benefit from polluting. The
one-period analytic sequential game provides insight as to when the regulator departs from
the standard rule of equating marginal damage and marginal abatement cost. Because the
tax serves not only to reduce emissions but also to select investment equilibria, the regulator
might set the tax high enough to stimulate investment even when such a tax would not be
optimal after investment has occurred. Yet, even if a regulator cannot condition a tax on
investment within some sufficiently short time horizon, it may have a chance to update the
tax over a longer time horizon. If previously installed low-pollution technology is still in use
when the regulator moves to update the tax, lowering the rate would undercut the initial
incentive to invest. The regulator may therefore want to commit in advance to not change
the tax. The duration of the tax becomes an additional decision variable by which it can
mitigate the tradeoff between marginal damage pricing and obtaining optimal investment.
Our multiperiod numerical model explores this option in a dynamic game between the regu-
lator and a continuum of firms. Here, low-pollution plant lasts for two periods, which makes
firms’ investment decisions depend on their expectation of the following period’s tax policy,
and the regulator can choose whether a tax lasts for one or two periods. We assess the factors
that drive the choice of a longer or shorter tax and examine the degree to which controlling
duration can bring equilibrium investment closer to socially optimal investment.

Our results extend the literature on policy instruments’ incentives for the development,
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adoption, and diffusion of new technology (see Fischer et al., 2003; Requate, 2005). We
consider the implications of a price instrument when firms can make lumpy investments
in adopting technology that lowers marginal abatement cost. Requate and Unold (2003)
described three settings. First, if the regulator does not anticipate that homogeneous firms
could adopt low-pollution technology, then an otherwise optimal ex ante tax tends to lead to
over-investment by firms because it is set too high. In contrast, an otherwise optimal ex ante
cap tends to lead to under-investment as some firms free ride on the lowered permit prices
produced by other firms’ investments. The additional investment incentive produced by
myopic taxes decreases in the presence of abatement cost uncertainty (Zhao, 2003). Second,
if the regulator sets the tax or cap after firms have made their investments, then either
instrument can achieve socially optimal investment and pollution. Karp (2008) extended
this second setting to the case of a global game in which each firm is uncertain about other
firms’ investment cost. Third, if the regulator commits to the policy before firms make their
investment decisions, then using a cap produces the socially optimal outcome because the
price of tradable permits responds to firms’ investments. In contrast, using a tax produces
multiple equilibria because the payoff to investing does not respond to realized investments.
An ex post tax acts like the permit price in responding to realized investment, but an ex ante
tax does not adjust to realized investment. Weber and Neuhoff (2010) extended this literature
to the case of hybrid price-quantity instruments fixed before heterogeneous firms invest in
innovation. We consider how a regulator using an ex ante tax and facing firms differentiated
only by past adoption of low-pollution technology chooses which equilibrium to play: an
equilibrium with investment (i.e., adoption) or an equilibrium without investment. We show
that recognizing the endogeneity of investment can raise the regulator’s optimal tax above
the level that equates marginal abatement cost and marginal damage. In addition, while
making investment costs heterogeneous enables equilibria in which only some firms invest,
this outcome will still usually not be socially efficient.

When we move to a multiperiod setting, firms must compare the value from adopting
low-pollution technology today to the value from having the option to do so in the following
period. This structure is that of a real options problem, though without the uncertainty
that usually makes optionality of special interest. When the option is to undertake a prede-
fined, discrete emission reduction policy, sunk abatement costs combine with uncertainty to
make a social planner more hesitant to adopt the policy (Pindyck, 2000, 2002; Fisher and
Narain, 2003). When the policy instrument is continuous, the effects of abatement capital’s
irreversibility are more complex.2 Under uncertainty about future production technology,
making investment irreversible can reduce both the privately optimal and the socially opti-
mal abatement capital by the same fraction. In this case, excess emissions and, as a result,
the optimal policy are greater when capital is reversible (Jou, 2001). van Soest (2005) con-

2Related work has also considered the implications for the timing of technology adoption of a combination
of uncertainty about future policy and uncertainty about either innovation or the cost of adoption (e.g., Isik,
2004; Dehghani, 2011).
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sidered the effect of myopic taxes and non-tradable permits on the timing of adoption of new
technologies when they arrive stochastically and the cost of adopting them is irreversible.3

von Döllen and Requate (2008) considered more informed policies in a setting where a better
low-pollution technology arrives at some unknown future time. Investment into either the
current or the future low-pollution technology is irreversible. In this case, either taxes or
tradable permits can achieve the social optimum if set ex post (after the technology arrives).
However, they cannot achieve the social optimum if the regulator sets the policies myopically
or if the regulator ex ante determines policy for an initial period and also determines a po-
tentially different policy to take hold after the technology’s expected date of arrival. Finally,
if the regulator ex ante sets one policy for an initial period and another that will take effect
once the new technology actually does arrive (but before firms decide on its adoption), then
tradable permits can achieve the social optimum while, as in Requate and Unold (2003),
taxes produce multiple equilibria. This last case with taxes is analogous to our model, which
additionally considers the regulator’s ability to select which equilibrium to play while looking
only at the period in which the technology actually arrives.

Our multiperiod setting captures aspects of a hold-up problem. Durable investment in
low-pollution technologies may be chilled if firms expect their investments to lead the regula-
tor to lower the tax or permit price in the subsequent period. In our case, the regulator can
use a longer tax to mitigate the hold-up problem at the cost of not being able to fine-tune
the tax to each period’s technological and investment environment.4 Similar hold-up prob-
lems have been considered before. After irreversible (often lumpy) investments have been
made, regulators have an incentive to change policies because of multiple objectives (Abrego
and Perroni, 2002; Helm et al., 2004) or because of the ability to use permit markets to re-
duce firms’ licensing profits without running afoul of patent law (Laffont and Tirole, 1996).
Further, firms might invest strategically before a policy is set so as to affect the optimal
stringency of future policy (Malik, 1991; Biglaiser et al., 1995; Gersbach and Glazer, 1999).
For example, if firms are large enough for their lumpy investments to affect the regulator’s
subsequently chosen policy, then firms have an incentive to under-invest in technology that
enables emission reductions (Gersbach and Glazer, 1999). However, tradable permits miti-
gate this problem by allowing firms that invest to not only save on emission costs but also
to earn revenue on the permit market. The regulator in this setting can achieve the socially
optimal outcome if it commits to using a quantity policy but not if it commits to using a
price policy. In contrast, in our setting, investment occurs after the regulator sets the level

3van Soest (2005) argued that tradable permits would provide less incentive than taxes to speedily adopt
new technologies because the permit price would decrease as adoption increases while the tax would remain
the same. Note, however, that their result assumes that both the cap and the tax are set myopically. We
show that an ex ante tax set with awareness of possible new technologies would in general offer less incentive
to invest than would a cap because the tax responds to anticipated investment before the investment is
realized.

4When our regulator announces a two-period tax, it is locked into that policy and firms therefore view
the announcement as credible.
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of the policy and firms are not large enough to affect policy on their own.
One way to mitigate this hold-up problem is to adjust the mechanism for updating policy

or the length of commitment periods (e.g., Helm et al., 2003; Fankhauser and Hepburn, 2010).
Maintaining policy flexibility has value when technology and the environment are changing
or when the regulator anticipates that its information will change, but flexibility also has
several costs, including two associated with firms’ options to invest in abatement capital.
First, flexibility can increase the ability of firms to manipulate future policies via strategic
investments. This is a version of the firms holding up the regulator. Greater uncertainty
about damages then favors a policy that gives the regulator future discretion while less
uncertainty favors using rules to set future policy (Malik, 1991; Tarui and Polasky, 2005).
Second, greater flexibility can undercut non-strategic firms’ incentives to make long-lived
investments, as these investments simultaneously affect and depend on the stability of policy
over time (Blyth et al., 2009). The regulator might take advantage of firms having made
such investments, or the regulator might learn about the damage function and want to act
on that information. Our multiperiod setting assesses the tradeoff between the flexibility
to adapt policy ex post to sunk investments and the need to provide ex ante incentives to
make long-term investments. The regulator chooses whether the emission tax lasts for one
period or for two, with the benefit of a one-period policy being that the regulator can adjust
in the next period to the first period’s investments but the cost being that firms in the first
period will anticipate this adjustment. If the adjustment involves lowering taxes to reflect
reduced marginal abatement cost, then firms in the first period have less incentive to make
investments that last for more than one period.

Instrument choice is sensitive to the mechanism for updating policy (Requate, 2005;
Hepburn, 2006; Montgomery and Smith, 2007). When firms invest strategically and marginal
damage is constant, an emission tax obtains the first-best pollution and investment outcomes
because the optimal tax does not depend on investment and so firms’ strategic ability does not
matter. In contrast, a quantity instrument is undercut by the regulator’s time inconsistency
(Biglaiser et al., 1995). While a linear damage function may be justified for a slow-changing
global stock pollutant like carbon dioxide, many flow pollutants are more localized and
will have a nonlinear damage function over the policy-relevant range.5 We model this case
of flow pollutants with a strictly convex damage function, which makes the optimal tax
depend on firms’ investment decisions. Our firms are too small to affect optimal policy by
their own actions, but their aggregate decisions do affect optimal policy. We consider how
lengthening commitment periods can reduce the inefficiency of an emission tax stemming
from the combination of a nonlinear damage function and firms’ ability to anticipate future
regulation.

We next introduce the one-period analytic model, which describes the possible equilibria
and the conditions under which the regulator stimulates investment with a high tax on

5When assessed at the level of global policy set for longer timescales, carbon dioxide may also have a
nonlinear damage function.
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emissions. It shows that equilibrium investment is often not socially optimal. Further,
when equilibrium investment is socially optimal, the chosen tax is often higher than socially
optimal. We also show that introducing heterogeneity to investment costs avoids the multiple
equilibria complication but generally does not provide social optimality. We then describe
the numerical model and give results regarding equilibrium investment, tax rates, and policy
duration. We conclude with next steps and implications for policy.

4.2 Analytic model

4.2.1 Description

Our one-period analytic model shows how the regulator’s choice of emission tax depends on
the cost of investment and on the fraction of firms having the opportunity to invest. With
homogeneous investment costs, the regulator can choose a tax that leads to investment or
a tax that does not. We show that at most only one of these will remain optimal after
investment has occurred. Even with heterogeneous investment costs, the regulator faces a
tradeoff between optimal investment incentives and optimal post-investment emission in-
centives. In selecting the tax that maximizes welfare, the regulator deviates from marginal
damage pricing if that deviation produces a sufficiently better investment equilibrium.

A fraction I0 of firms enters already having low-pollution technology. The rest of the firms
must decide whether to adopt low-pollution technology (i.e., invest in low-pollution plant)
or to continue with conventional technology. If they do invest, the low-pollution technology
takes effect immediately, reducing the marginal benefit from emitting. The timing is that
the regulator announces the tax rate, then the fraction 1 − I0 of firms with conventional
plant decides whether to invest, and finally all firms select their emissions. Each firm is non-
strategic, but the regulator can strategically induce or suppress investment. The numerical
model will extend this setting to an infinite horizon while making low-pollution plant last for
two periods and allowing the regulator to announce whether the tax will last for one period
or for two. The following notation will also apply to the numerical model with adjustment
for time subscripts.

Firms sell into distinct competitive markets, so one firm’s decisions do not affect others’
benefits from emitting. Additionally, firms are distributed uniformly on the unit interval,
with each firm of measure 0. One firm’s investment decision therefore does not by itself
affect aggregate abatement cost or the regulator’s policy. With conventional plant, a firm
receives concave benefit bn(e) from emissions e, where bn(e) is increasing and concave: b′n(e) >
0, b′′n(e) < 0. If it does not already have low-pollution technology installed, a firm can adopt
it (“invest”) at cost c > 0. Proposition 10 will extend this setting to have a continuous
distribution of investment costs among firms deciding whether to invest. The benefit from
emissions e with low-pollution plant is bi(e), where bi(e) is also increasing and concave. Low-
pollution technology reduces the firm’s benefit from additional emissions: b′i(e) ≤ b′n(e) ∀e ≥
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0.6 Firms choose their investment probability p and emissions e to maximize their benefit
from emitting net of investment cost c and net of the tax τ they pay per unit of emissions:

max
p

{
(1− p) πnoinv(τ) + p πinv(τ)

}

=max
p

{
(1− p)max

e
{bn(e)− τe} + pmax

e
{bi(e)− τe− c}

}
(4.1)

s.t. e ≥ 0, p ∈ [0, 1]

When firms already have low-pollution plant, they do not have the option to invest in green
technology and so solve the simpler maximization problem:

πlowpoll(τ) = max
e

{bi(e)− τe} (4.2)

s.t. e ≥ 0

The private benefit from adopting green technology has two components. First, because
greater emissions provide less additional benefit, the firm will emit less and thereby pay less
tax. Second, the net change in the “fixed” portion of profit (i.e., that portion unrelated
to emission decisions) is positive in order to offset the reduced benefit form emissions. We
denote this net change by ∆0 and assume ∆0 > 0. Adopting green technology also has
two costs that weigh against these benefits. First, as noted, remaining emissions provide
less benefit once low-pollution technology is adopted. Second, adopting (or investing) in the
low-pollution technology has cost c. The regulator does not care about firms’ reduced tax
burden but does also consider the net benefit of investment’s effects on damages and on the
optimal tax rate.

The regulator understands firms’ maximization problem and seeks to maximize firms’
benefit from emissions net of investment cost and net of the damage D(e) caused by emis-

6We express matters in terms of the benefit from emitting, but this can also be understood in terms of
abatement cost. We assume that low-pollution technology reduces marginal abatement cost. Note, however,
that technology adoption could plausibly have other types of effects (Amir et al., 2008).
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sions:

max
τ

{∫ I0

0

πlowpoll(τ) dx+

∫ I0+[1−I0]p(τ)

I0

πinv(τ) dx+

∫ 1

I0+[1−I0]p(τ)

πnoinv(τ) dx

−D

(∫ I0+[1−I0]p(τ)

0

e∗i (τ) dx+

∫ 1

I0+[1−I0]p(τ)

e∗n(τ) dx

)

+ τ

[∫ I0+[1−I0]p(τ)

0

e∗i (τ) dx+

∫ 1

I0+[1−I0]p(τ)

e∗n(τ) dx

]}

= max
τ

{
wibi(e

∗
i ) + wnbn(e

∗
n)− p(1− I0)c−D (wie

∗
i + wne

∗
n)

}
(4.3)

s.t. τ ≥0

with arguments for wi, wn, e
∗
i , e

∗
n, and p suppressed in equation (4.3). The variables e∗i and

e∗n are the emission levels chosen by firms with and without low-pollution plant, respectively.
These and the investment probability p are functions of τ . The terms wi and wn give the
fraction of firms with and without low-pollution plant once investment decisions have been
made: wi = p(1−I0)+I0 and wn = (1−p)(1−I0) = 1−wi. Whereas the benefit functions are
increasing and concave, the damage function is increasing and convex: D′(e) > 0, D′′(e) > 0.
The pollutant is a homogeneous flow pollutant, meaning damages depend neither on previous
emissions nor on the distribution of emissions between firms. The convex damage function
makes optimal policy sensitive to firms’ adoption of low-pollution technology. With a linear
damage function, marginal damage is independent of total emissions, but with a nonlinear
damage function, marginal damage depends on total emissions and so on the type of plant
in the fleet. The revenue from tax collection does not give the regulator a net benefit, as it
merely offsets the profit lost by firms to tax payments.

4.2.2 The equilibria from which the regulator must select

We now show that there are always two candidate equilibria, where each pairs an investment
level with the best tax the regulator could choose to obtain it. By virtue of moving first,
the regulator must select between these two candidate equilibria. One equilibrium has firms
investing and one does not, and at least one of the two equilibria includes a tax that is not
ex post optimal.

Assume that the regulator sets the tax low enough that firms want to operate either type
of plant. The regulator selects its tax knowing whether it will lead firms to invest. It is first of
interest, however, to consider the tax the regulator would choose if it took firms’ investment
decisions as exogenous. This is the tax that is optimal conditional on investment. We denote
it s(I0, p), recognizing that it is a function of the incoming fraction of low-pollution plant.
The first proposition establishes that if the regulator does not consider the endogeneity of
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firms’ investment, then its optimal tax decreases when more low-pollution plant ends up in
the fleet. This decreased tax results from green technology reducing the marginal benefit
from emitting and so reducing the total emissions generated in response to a given tax.

Proposition 1. If the regulator takes firms’ investment decisions as exogenous, then its
optimal tax s(I0, p) is equal to marginal damage and decreases in both the initial fraction I0
of low-pollution plant and the probability of investment p.

Proof. See Appendix.

We now know the tax the regulator would choose if it did not consider the effect on firms’
incentive to invest. If firms would in fact invest with probability p for tax s(I0, p), then we
have a candidate equilibrium because neither the regulator nor any firm could do better given
others’ decisions. The next proposition establishes that at least one candidate equilibrium
in a given parameterization involves a different tax. Before presenting that result, we first
show that there is only one plausible tax that makes firms indifferent between investing or
not.

Lemma 2. Assume low-pollution plant strictly reduces marginal benefit at every level of
positive emissions. If there is a positive tax at which firms are indifferent between investing
or not and at which firms with conventional plant would produce positive emissions, then
there is only one such tax τ̂ .

Proof. Assume all firms operate. The incentive to invest weakly increases with the tax rate:

∂
(
πinv − πnoinv

)

∂τ
= e∗n(τ)− e∗i (τ) ≥ 0 (4.4)

using the envelope theorem. We have a strict inequality provided the conventional plant
operates and provided the low-pollution plant strictly decreases marginal benefit. In this
case, if there is a positive tax τ̂ > 0 that makes πinv = πnoinv, there is only one such tax.

Proposition 3. There are exactly two possible equilibria of tax τ and investment p decisions
for any given fraction I0 of incoming plant. At most one of these will involve a tax of s(I0, p),
and if the emission benefit functions are quadratic, the other possible equilibria involve a tax
in the neighborhood of the tax τ̂ that makes firms indifferent between investing or not.

Proof. Proposition 1 already established that the tax s(I0, p) that the regulator would choose
with exogenous investment is strictly downward-sloping in p for fixed I0. This means that
s(I0, 0) > s(I0, 1). Lemma 2 then showed that there can be only one relevant positive tax at
which firms are indifferent between investing or not. Firms invest for s(I0, p) > τ̂ and do not
invest for s(I0, p) < τ̂ . Therefore, if firms do in fact invest for s(I0, 1) as the problem with
exogenous investment assumed, firms would also invest for the higher s(I0, 0). Similarly, if
firms do not in fact invest for s(I0, 0) as the problem with exogenous investment assumed,
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firms would also not invest for the lower s(I0, 1). Finally, there is also a case which s(I0, 1)
is too low to procure investment but s(I0, 0) is high enough to produce investment. In this
case, neither of these tax rates is an equilibrium.

We have seen that for given I0, at most one of s(I0, 0) and s(I0, 1) is a candidate equilib-
rium. We now describe the other possible equilibria. The regulator’s problem with exogenous
investment is globally concave if the benefit functions are quadratic. In this case, the second-
order condition for the regulator’s problem with exogenous investment is:

wn

[
b′′n(e

∗
n) e

∗
n
′′(s) + b′i(e

∗
i ) e

∗
i
′′(s)

]
+ wi
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∗
i ) e

∗
i
′′(s) + b′i(e

∗
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∗
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′′(s)
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− [wne
∗
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n(s) + wie
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∗
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′(s)]2 D′′

(
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∗
n(s) + wie

∗
i (s)

)
< 0 (4.5)

where the equality uses the fact that quadratic benefits imply that e∗n
′′(s) = e∗i

′′(s) = 0.
Because the problem is globally concave, if the regulator is constrained to only select a tax
τ that is strictly less than s(I0, p), it will pick the permitted tax that is closest to s(I0, p).
The same is true if it is constrained to only select a tax that is strictly higher than s(I0, p).

The constraint in our case comes from considering firms’ incentive to actually invest with
probability p. If s(I0, 0) is a candidate equilibrium, then it is also a candidate equilibrium
for the regulator to select a tax high enough to stimulate investment (i.e., to select some
τ > τ̂ ).7 This tax could only be an equilibrium if it is as close as possible to s(I0, 1), and
because s(I0, 1) < τ̂ in this example, the candidate equilibrium must have the regulator
selecting τ = τ̂ + ǫ for ǫ > 0 and ǫ << 1. Analogously, if s(I0, 1) is a candidate equilibrium,
then it is also a candidate equilibrium for the regulator to select a tax low enough to suppress
investment and this tax must be τ = τ̂ − ǫ. Finally, the same logic reveals that if neither
s(I0, 0) nor s(I0, 1) is a candidate equilibrium, then the candidate equilibria have taxes of
τ̂ + ǫ and τ̂ − ǫ.

This result arises from the tension between two forces: adopting low-pollution technology
drives down the optimal tax, but lower taxes provide less incentive to adopt the technology.
It cannot be the case that both of the following are true: firms would invest for the lower
tax set when the regulator anticipates their investment, and firms would not invest for the
higher tax set when the regulator anticipates that they would not invest. In Figure 4.1a,
it cannot be the case that the line s(I0, p) is below τ̂ for s(I0, 0) and above τ̂ for s(I0, 1).
Instead, one of three cases must hold: 1) τ̂ is below s(I0, p) for all p ∈ [0, 1], in which case
s(I0, 1) is a candidate equilibrium that the regulator may choose; 2) τ̂ is above s(I0, p) for
all p ∈ [0, 1], in which case s(I0, 0) is a candidate equilibrium that the regulator may choose;

7Corollary 5 will show that the regulator would not select τ = τ̂ .
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or 3) τ̂ crosses s(I0, p) for some p ∈ [0, 1], in which case no candidate equilibrium has a
tax of s(I0, p) and the regulator must either suppress or stimulate investment. The next
propositions will examine the regulator’s choice of equilibrium.

We can also think about this result in terms of the effect of investment on the inter-
section between the aggregate marginal benefit and marginal damage curves (Figure 4.1b).
This figure follows the rest of the paper in assuming that when firms invest with positive
probability, they rotate the aggregate marginal benefit curve downward. If marginal damage
increases with pollution, this downward rotation decreases the optimal tax s(I0, p) by moving
the intersection down (the optimal tax changes from point C to point A in the figure). If
the break-even tax τ̂ is below the intersection produced when all firms invest (below point
A), then firms would want to invest for any tax the regulator may choose based on these
intersections. The regulator can either use that tax (point A) or suppress investment with a
lower tax (point B). If τ̂ is above the initial aggregate marginal benefit curve’s intersection
with the marginal damage curve (above point C), then firms would not want to invest with
any tax the regulator may choose based on these intersections. The regulator can either use
the tax for that intersection (point C) or stimulate investment with a higher tax (point D).
Finally, if τ̂ lies between these possible intersections (between points A and C), firms want
to invest if the regulator assumes they will not (using the higher intersection) and do not
want to invest if the regulator assumes they will (using the lower intersection). In this case,
the regulator must either suppress investment (point E) or stimulate investment (point F).

4.2.3 The regulator’s choice of equilibrium

We have described two candidate equilibria that ensure a tax is optimal conditional on the
investment that would actually occur in response to it. Only one of these is a true equilibrium,
however, because by moving first, the regulator selects the candidate equilibrium it prefers.
We now consider the choice of equilibrium.

For some of the propositions, we will specialize the emission benefit and pollution damage
functions to quadratic cases. The benefit from emitting with conventional plant is then
bn(e) = b2e

2 + b1e + b0, with b2 ≤ 0, b1 ≥ 0, and b0 ≥ 0. The benefit from emitting with
low-pollution plant becomes bi(e) = a2b2e

2 + a1b1e + a0b0, with a2 ≥ 1, a1 ≤ 1, and a0 > 1.
Adoption of low-pollution technology lowers the marginal benefit from emitting, shifting it
down when a1 < 1 and rotating it down when a2 > 1. We usually assume that a1 = 1 with
a2 > 1, meaning that lower-pollution plant reduces marginal benefits more strongly at high
emission levels. The damage caused by aggregate emissions is given by D(e) = d2e

2 + d1e
with d2 ≥ 0, d1 ≥ 0, and b1 ≥ d1.

8

8If a firm has conventional plant, it chooses e∗n = (τ − b1)/(2b2), and if a firm has low-pollution plant,
it chooses e∗i = (τ − a1b1)/(2a2b2) ≤ e∗n. The ex post optimal tax (i.e., the tax chosen with exogenous
investment) is s∗ = {a2b2d1 − b1d2[a2wn + a1wi]}{a2b2 − d2[a2wn + wi]}

−1, where wi and wn are functions
of I0 and p as above. If a1 = 1, the positive break-even tax is τ̂ = b1 − 2

√
−a2b2∆0(a2 − 1)−1.
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Table 4.1: Candidate equilibrium tax τ and investment probability p pairs in the one-period
analytic model for a given incoming fraction I0 of low-pollution plant. Raising investment
cost c lowers ∆0, the fixed portion of the net benefit from investment. s(I0, p) gives the tax
the regulator would choose if it took the investment probability p as exogenous, and τ̂ is the
tax that makes firms indifferent between investing or not.

Decision Condition Equilibria: (τ, p)

In terms of τ̂ In terms of ∆0 No investment Investment

Stimulate? s(I0, 1) < s(I0, 0) ≤ τ̂ Ψ ≡ −a2b2(a2−1)(b1−d1)2

4(a2b2−d2[a2(1−I0)+I0])2
≥ ∆0 (s(I0, 0), 0) (τ̂ + ǫ, 1)

Suppress? τ̂ ≤ s(I0, 1) < s(I0, 0) ∆0 ≥
−a2b2(a2−1)(b1−d1)2

4(a2b2−d2)2
≡ ψ (τ̂ − ǫ, 0) (s(I0, 1), 1)

Stimulate
or sup-
press?

s(I0, 1) < τ̂ < s(I0, 0) ψ > ∆0 > Ψ (τ̂ − ǫ, 0) (τ̂ + ǫ, 1)

We can describe the conditions determining potential equilibria in terms of ∆0 ≡ a0b0 −
b0−c, which is the fixed portion of the change in profit and which increases when investment
cost decreases (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2).9 First, note that τ̂ > 0 if and only if ∆0 <
−b21(a2 − 1)/(4a2b2). This establishes an upper bound on ∆0, and we have also assumed
∆0 > 0 in order to make investment a potentially attractive option. When the fixed benefit
from investment is low (in terms of Table 4.1, when ∆0 ≤ Ψ), the possible equilibria involve
either no investment or a tax high enough to stimulate investment by giving an extra push.
In contrast, when the fixed benefit is high (in terms of Table 4.1, when ∆0 ≥ ψ), firms
will want to invest unless the regulator suppresses investment with an exceptionally low tax.
Finally, for intermediate cases of the fixed benefit (when ψ > ∆0 > Ψ), the regulator’s tax
conditional on investment is not high enough to induce investment (because the fixed benefit
is not quite high enough) but the tax rate conditional on a lack of investment is also too high
to suppress investment (because the fixed benefit is not quite low enough). In this case, the
regulator can only choose to stimulate or suppress investment via a tax that is suboptimally
high or low once investment is realized. As either a2 goes to 1 (so green technology has
less effect) or I0 goes to 1 (so that there are fewer opportunities for investment), then Ψ
converges to ψ, removing the potential for the intermediate case.

We have identified two candidate equilibria in every parameterization, but only one of
these is a true equilibrium if the regulator strictly prefers one payoff to the other. Because the
regulator moves first, it can select whichever equilibrium it prefers. This ex ante regulation
might not be time consistent: once investments are made, the regulator wants the tax to be
s(I0, p) regardless of the tax it set ex ante. A related point will become more salient in the
multiperiod numerical model when firms’ adopted technology carries over into the following

9Requate and Unold (2003) also phrased their result in terms of the fixed cost of adopting technology.
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(a) Candidate equilibria in terms of s(I0, p) (b) Candidate equilibria in terms of marginal benefit

Figure 4.1: There are always two possible equilibria that have a tax that is optimal condi-
tional on the investment that would actually occur in response to it. When investment cost c
is low (lowering the break-even tax τ̂), the possibilities are to obtain investment with s(I0, 1)
(A) or to suppress investment with τ̂ − ǫ (B). When investment cost is high, the possibilities
are to forgo investment with s(I0, 0) (C) or to stimulate investment with τ̂ + ǫ (B). When
investment cost is intermediate, the possibilities are to suppress investment with τ̂ − ǫ (E)
or to stimulate investment with τ̂ + ǫ (F). Both charts use I0 = 0.25 and are parameterized
as in the numeric model (see Table 4.2) but with a2 = 1.5.
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Figure 4.2: The regulator’s chosen equilibrium depends on I0 and ∆0, where ∆0 increases as
investment cost c falls. The letters and calibration correspond to those in Figure 4.1, and ψ
and Ψ are as in Table 4.1. When investment cost c is low (∆0 ≥ ψ), the regulator always
obtains investment with s(I0, 1) (A). When investment cost is intermediate (Ψ < ∆0 < ψ),
the regulator stimulates investment with τ̂ + ǫ (F). When investment cost is high (∆0 ≤ Ψ),
the regulator either stimulates investment with τ̂ + ǫ (D) or forgoes investment with s(I0, 0)
(C). The shaded area shows where it is socially optimal for firms to invest with probability
p ∈ (0, 1). Above the shaded area, it is socially optimal for all firms to invest, and below
the shaded area, it is socially optimal for no firms to invest. J(n) and χ(p) are defined by
equations (4.24) and (4.29) in the appendix.
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period and the regulator can pick a tax based on the new incoming fraction of plants having
low-pollution technology.

In considering which equilibrium the regulator chooses to play, we begin with the case
in which ∆0 is strictly between Ψ and ψ. We have seen that the regulator will set the tax
within ǫ of firms’ break-even tax τ̂ , with a tax just above τ̂ acting to stimulate investment
and a tax just below τ̂ acting to suppress investment. The regulator in this case would never
choose to suppress investment:

Proposition 4. When Ψ < ∆0 < ψ, the regulator always chooses to stimulate investment
with a tax of τ̂ + ǫ.

Proof. We saw in Proposition 3 that the regulator in this situation will choose a tax within
ǫ of τ̂ . The regulator compares the welfare Wwi=1 from the equilibrium with investment to
welfare Wwi=I0 from the equilibrium without investment:

Wwi=1 =(1− I0)πinv(τ̂ ) + I0πlowpoll(τ̂ )−D(e∗i (τ̂)) + τ̂ e∗i (τ̂) (4.6)

Wwi=I0 =(1− I0)πnoinv(τ̂ ) + I0πlowpoll(τ̂ )−D ((1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂ ))

+ τ̂ [(1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂ )]

=(1− I0)πinv(τ̂ ) + I0πlowpoll(τ̂ )−D ((1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂ ))

+ τ̂ [(1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂ )] (4.7)

using the fact that τ̂ is defined as the tax that makes firms indifferent between investing or
not. Assume the regulator finds it optimal to suppress investment by choosing τ̂ − ǫ:

Wwi=I0 > Wwi=1

⇒ D(e∗i (τ̂ )) > D((1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂ ))

⇒ e∗n(τ̂ ) < e∗i (τ̂) (4.8)

However, we saw in proving Proposition 1 that e∗n(τ̂) ≥ e∗i (τ̂ ). This contradicts the condition
in equation (4.8) for suppressing investment. The regulator therefore finds it optimal to
stimulate investment with τ̂ + ǫ.

When the regulator must either stimulate or suppress investment with a tax within ǫ
of the critical level, it always chooses to stimulate investment. Being in the situation with
s(I0, 1) < τ̂ < s(I0, 0) means that τ̂ is the regulator’s preferred tax among those that could
actually obtain each possible investment outcome, and because τ̂ is defined such that it
equalizes firms’ profits between investment scenarios, the only difference in welfare between
using τ̂ + ǫ and τ̂ − ǫ is in damages. When there is no change in firm profits, the regulator
chooses the tax that causes fewer damages, which is the tax that causes fewer emissions by
inducing investment into low-pollution plant. Corollary 5 describes the implications of this
same logic for the plausibility of firms employing mixed strategies in equilibrium:
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Corollary 5. The regulator never wants to induce firms to invest with probability p ∈ (0, 1).

Proof. In order to induce investment with probability p ∈ (0, 1), the regulator would have to
set the tax at τ̂ because firms are then indifferent between investing or not. While any p is
in fact compatible with such a tax, suppose the regulator could choose which p firms select
when they see τ̂ .

First, assume that I0 = 1. Because no firms have an investment decision to make, the
regulator has one optimal tax that holds irrespective of whether it believes firms would want
to invest (i.e., s(1, 0) = s(1, 1)). It would then only select a tax within ǫ of τ̂ if the optimal
tax happens to lie in that region, not in order to stimulate or suppress investment as in other
cases.

Next assume I0 < 1. Consider any two values p1 and p2 such that both are probabilities
and p1 < p2. When the tax is at τ̂ , firms’ profits are the same regardless of whether they
invest or not, so the regulator decides between p1 and p2 solely on the basis of the pollution
damages they cause. Because p2 results in a greater fraction of low-pollution plant, it also
results in lower emissions and reduced damage. The regulator therefore chooses p2. Because
this applied to arbitrary p1 and p2 on the unit interval, the regulator therefore always chooses
p = 1 when I0 < 1 and the tax is τ̂ . Furthermore, it can ensure this investment outcome by
setting the tax at τ̂ + ǫ.

We have seen that in equilibrium either all firms invest or none invest, and the regulator
prefers stimulating investment to suppressing investment with a tax in the neighborhood of
τ̂ . Next, consider the case with ∆0 high (i.e., investment cost is low) in which the regulator
either selects s(I0, 1) or suppresses investment with τ̂ − ǫ. Because neither s(I0, 1) nor τ̂
depend on I0, these two equilibria are possible for all I0 or for none. Does the regulator
ever choose to suppress investment, and if so, under what conditions? In fact, the regulator
would never choose to suppress investment with the lower tax of τ̂ − ǫ:

Proposition 6. When ψ ≤ ∆0, the regulator never chooses to suppress investment. Invest-
ment therefore always occurs, with the regulator selecting the tax τ = s(I0, 1).

Proof. Define s ≡ s(I0, 1) and assume s > τ̂ . The regulator compares the welfare Wwi=1

from the equilibrium with investment with welfare Wwi=I0 from the equilibrium without
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investment:

Wwi=1 =πlowpoll(s)− (1− I0)c−D(e∗i (s)) + s e∗i (s) (4.9)

Wwi=I0 =(1− I0)πnoinv(τ̂ ) + I0πlowpoll(τ̂)−D((1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂ ) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂))

+ τ̂ [(1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂)]

=(1− I0)πinv(τ̂ ) + I0πlowpoll(τ̂)−D((1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂ ) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂ ))

+ τ̂ [(1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂)]

=πlowpoll(τ̂)− (1− I0)c−D((1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂ ) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂))

+ τ̂ [(1− I0)e
∗
n(τ̂) + I0e

∗
i (τ̂)] (4.10)

using the fact that τ̂ is defined as the tax that makes firms indifferent between investing or
not. The regulator chooses to suppress investment with τ̂ − ǫ if and only if:

Wwi=I0 > Wwi=1 (4.11)

Assume the regulator suppresses investment, so Wwi=I0 > Wwi=1. Let Wτ̂+ǫ andWτ̂−ǫ be the
regulator’s value from stimulating investment with a tax of τ̂ + ǫ and suppressing investment
with a tax of τ̂ − ǫ (as in the scenario with Ψ < ∆0 < ψ). We know from Proposition 4 that
Wτ̂+ǫ > Wwi=I0 = Wτ̂−ǫ. Because Wwi=1 uses the tax s(I0, 1) that is optimal if investment
were exogenous, we also know that Wwi=1 ≥ Wτ̂+ǫ. In all, this gives Wwi=I0 > Wwi=I0 , a
contradiction. Therefore the regulator never suppresses investment.

The appendix has an alternate proof using quadratic benefit and damage functions.

The regulator never chooses to suppress investment, but before we discuss the intuition,
the next proposition shows that the regulator may in fact stimulate investment if ∆0 is not
too far below Ψ. Moreover, for ∆0 near Ψ, the regulator stimulates investment for low I0 if
at all.

Proposition 7. When ∆0 ≤ Ψ and benefits and damages are quadratic, there is a range of
∆0 bounded above by Ψ in which the regulator would choose to stimulate investment with a
tax of τ̂ + ǫ for some I0. Further, for ∆0 in the top portion of this range, the I0 for which
the regulator stimulates investment form a connected set bounded below by 0.

Proof. See appendix.

We have shown that the regulator will sometimes stimulate investment but will never
suppress it. The reason is that to do either involves setting a tax within ǫ of the break-even
tax τ̂ . In this region, the regulator would always rather have investment than not because
firms’ profits are equalized and the only welfare difference is in pollution damages. These
damages are lower with investment in lower-pollution plant. It would never be optimal to
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suppress investment because the regulator could do better with a tax in the same neighbor-
hood. Now consider the option of stimulating investment. If the regulator compares the best
tax in this neighborhood of τ̂ to a tax s(I0, 0) that would not obtain investment, it faces
a trade-off between using a tax that is optimal conditional on not having investment (i.e.,
a tax of s(I0, 0)) and using a tax that obtains lower-pollution plant but is less adapted to
its investment outcome (i.e., a tax of τ̂ + ǫ). If s(I0, 0) is near to τ̂ , then stimulating looks
more attractive because it involves a relatively small change in tax for the gain in emissions.
However, if s(I0, 0) is well below the break-even tax, then increasing the tax to τ̂ + ǫ carries
a greater cost.

4.2.4 The social optimality of equilibrium outcomes

We already found the socially optimal tax s(I0, p) conditional on a probability p of investing.
We now consider the socially optimal level of investment. The next proposition shows that
it is often socially optimal for investment to occur with probability p ∈ (0, 1), even though
Corollary 5 showed that this never happens in equilibrium.

Proposition 8. Assume benefits and damages are quadratic. It is socially optimal for firms
to invest with probability p ∈ (0, 1) for some connected set of ∆0, and when ∆0 = Ψ, it
is socially optimal for firms to invest with positive probability. Further, if ∆0 = Ψ and
either a2 ≤ 2 or I0 is sufficiently large, then it is socially optimal for all firms to invest with
probability 1.

Proof. See Appendix.

Corollary 9. If d2 ≥ −b2/2 and benefits and damages are quadratic, it is always socially
optimal for there to be some low-pollution plant in the fleet.

Proof. See Appendix.

In Figure 4.2, the only regions in which the equilibrium outcome is socially optimal are
region A and the part of region C that is below the dashed line corresponding to χ(0). For
the part of region C in the shaded area, the socially optimal outcome has investment with
some positive probability p ∈ (0, 1), but the equilibrium outcome has no investment. The
part of region C that lies above the shaded area obtains no equilibrium investment when it
would have been socially optimal for all firms to invest. In region D, the regulator chooses to
stimulate investment with a tax of τ̂ + ǫ. However, no part of region D achieves the socially
optimal emission outcome, and the part of region D in the shaded area produces too much
investment since the social optimum has some firms not investing. Both region F and the
part of region D above the line χ(1) achieve the socially optimal investment outcome but
do so with a tax that is higher than optimal. Finally, all of region A achieves the socially
optimal outcome of full investment with a tax of s(I0, 1). The outcomes therefore are socially
optimal for region A and the lowest part of region C, have inefficiently low investment in
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the two upper parts of region C, have both inefficiently high investment and an inefficiently
high tax in the lower part of region D, and have an inefficiently high tax in region F and the
upper part of region D.

Two aspects of the ex ante tax instrument tend to produce inefficient outcomes. First, this
instrument cannot obtain investment from only a fraction of firms because all firms always
have the same incentive to invest. The linear tax does not respond to realized investment and
firms are homogeneous, leading investment outcomes to be all-or-nothing except for a knife-
edge case at which anything is possible and which the regulator always finds suboptimal.
The shaded area in Figure 4.2 indicates the region in which it would be socially efficient
for only a fraction of firms to invest, but the regulator cannot obtain this outcome. If the
regulator used the tax that would be optimal with only a fraction p ∈ (0, 1) of firms investing,
then either all firms or no firms would invest. When constrained by outcomes that might
plausibly happen, the regulator’s ex post optimal tax must therefore be s(I0, 0) or s(I0, 1),
but these taxes often do not supply the investment incentives to support the investment
outcomes they assume.

However, even if firms were heterogeneous so that the regulator could obtain investment
from only some of them, there is a second aspect of the ex ante linear tax that tends to
produce socially inefficient outcomes: the regulator chooses the tax while cognizant that
it is fixing both investment incentives and emission incentives, but the single instrument
cannot generally accomplish both goals efficiently. We can see this by making investment
costs heterogeneous.10 Because the regulator can now choose exactly how many firms invest,
this extension removes the first aspect of inefficiency discussed above. However, the ex ante
linear tax still often produces socially inefficient outcomes:

Proposition 10. Assume investment costs have a continuous distribution among firms with
the option to invest and that this distribution has full support among positive real numbers.
As long as I0 < 1 and the break-even tax does not increase one-for-one with investment
cost, the regulator’s chosen ex ante tax will not obtain socially optimal investment along with
socially optimal emissions conditional on investment.

Proof. See Appendix.

If the regulator could set one tax prior to firms investing and a second after they invested,
and if firms did not anticipate this second tax, then the regulator could use the first to
achieve optimal investment and the second to obtain optimal emissions. These two taxes
will not generally be the same, so the ex ante tax faces a tradeoff between them. In a
setting with heterogeneous investment costs, the regulator weights the tax between these
other two taxes and sacrifices some efficiency in both investment and emissions conditional
on investment. In a setting with identical investment costs, the regulator cannot smoothly

10Investment costs could be heterogeneous because firms or low-pollution technologies are heterogeneous.
This model is equivalent to one in which the low-pollution technologies have a heterogeneous effect on the
fixed portion of profit but an identical effect on marginal abatement cost.
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adjust investment outcomes and so the regulator more often faces a choice between optimal
investment and optimal emissions conditional on investment. The ability of the regulator to
stimulate investment with a higher tax increases the region over which realized investment is
optimal relative to a world in which the regulator were restricted to using the ex post optimal
tax s(I0, p), but it does so by using a tax that is inefficiently high. In Figure 4.1b, this tax is
above the intersection of realized aggregate marginal benefit and marginal damage. In some
cases, however, the loss from the tax inefficiency can be less than the loss from obtaining the
inefficient investment outcome with a tax that is conditionally efficient. Firms often tend
to under-invest because they value investment at the current tax rate but do not value its
effect in changing the tax rate. In equilibrium, firms must find investment optimal at the
tax the regulator would choose in anticipation of them investing, but this tax is lower (and
so provides fewer incentives to invest) than the tax the regulator would use if they did not
invest. Being able to lower the tax provides its own gains in terms of profits, but this change
does not enter firms’ calculations. Because firms move after the regulator has committed to
the tax rate, they take the tax rate as given when deciding upon their investments. The
regulator can only compensate for this inefficiency by using a tax that introduces its own
inefficiency. The regulator could consistently achieve efficiency if it used a second instrument
to control investment or used a policy like tradable permits that conditions the incentive to
invest on the investment that occurs.

4.2.5 Comparison to a quantity instrument

Previous work has shown that a quantity instrument can obtain the socially optimal level
of investment in cases where a price instrument might not (Requate and Unold, 2003; Karp,
2008). Two relevant differences between a quantity policy and a price policy cause this result.
First, with a given tax, all firms have the same incentive to invest, and that incentive does
not depend on how many other firms invest.11 Firms’ strategies are therefore independent
of each other, and each invests with probability 1 or 0 except for a knife-edge tax at which
it will invest with any probability. Further, with identical firms, aggregate investment will
be an all-or-nothing outcome. In contrast, for a given quantity policy with tradable permits
(i.e., for a given cap on aggregate emissions), the cost of emitting (and so the incentive to
invest) depends on other firms’ investment decisions because these affect the market price
of pollution permits. Even when the cap is set prior to investment, the cost of emissions
is automatically conditioned on investment decisions in a way unavailable with the simplest
linear tax (Requate and Unold, 2003).12 Firms’ strategies become strategic substitutes be-
cause, by lowering the permit price, investment by one firm reduces other firms’ incentive to
invest (Karp, 2008). The investment outcome with a quantity policy and identical firms need

11Note that this claim may not hold if, for instance, firms sell into the same noncompetitive product
markets.

12A more complex tax could perform better. For instance, a tax could be a nonlinear function of aggregate
emissions or could be conditioned on observed or reported investments (e.g., Dasgupta et al., 1980).
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not be all-or-nothing; because firms can play mixed strategies in equilibrium, it is possible
that only a fraction of the firms invest in response to a quantity policy.

There is a second relevant difference between a quantity policy and a price policy, in-
volving how the chosen level of the policy depends on anticipated investment. With a price
policy, if the regulator anticipates adoption of low-pollution technology, it wants to choose a
lower tax as long as marginal damage increases in emissions. With a quantity policy, it wants
to move to the same new intersection of marginal damage and marginal abatement cost if
it anticipates adoption of low-pollution technology, but it does so by lowering the cap on
emissions. For a given level of investment, this raises the cost of emitting, whereas lowering
the tax reduces the cost of emitting. The permit price is eventually reduced to the level of
the tax, but only because firms invest in low-pollution technology; with a tax, the cost of
emissions is set at the lower level whether or not firms adopt the low-pollution technology.
The policies have the same emission outcome if investment is exogenous, but if investment is
endogenous and occurs after the policy is set, the lowered tax reduces the incentive to invest
while the lowered cap increases the initial incentive to invest but investment then makes the
permit price fall.

In sum, with a price policy, firms’ incentives to invest do not depend on other firms’
investments and the regulator reduces the incentive to invest when it anticipates investment.
With a quantity policy, firms’ incentives to invest decrease as other firms invest and the
regulator increases the incentive to invest when it anticipates investment.

4.3 Multiperiod numeric model

4.3.1 Description and solution procedure

We have seen how endogenous investment leads the regulator to adjust its tax rate in a one-
period setting. If damages are convex, it is not the case that the modeled regulator could
pick a tax without considering firms’ investment response and trust that the optimal level
of investment will follow. We now extend these results to an infinite horizon setting using
quadratic benefit and damage functions. As before, the low-pollution plant is available for
use in the same period in which the investment is made, but now low-pollution technology
lasts two periods. Also, the regulator and firms maximize welfare and profit over all time
rather than over only a single period. Finally, the regulator can now choose whether a tax
will last for one period or for two, where a two-period tax means that it will have no choice
to make in the subsequent period.

This new setting is best represented as a dynamic programming problem. Let It−1 indi-
cate the fraction of firms in period t who already have low-pollution plant and so have no
investment decision to make. Also, let γit−1 be an indicator variable equal to 1 when firm i
invested in low-pollution plant in period t− 1, which means firm i already has low-pollution
plant in period t. Let zt be the duration of the regulator’s tax in period t. A just-announced
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two-period tax has zt = 2, while both a just-announced one-period tax and a carried-over
two-period tax have zt = 1. The timing within a period is that the regulator selects the time
t tax rate and its duration, followed by firms simultaneously selecting their time t invest-
ments and then simultaneously selecting their time t emissions. We model a flow pollutant,
so firms’ emission decisions in period t do not affect pollution damages in future periods.
The regulator and firms all have rational expectations with regards to their own actions and
to others’ actions.

Because they move after the regulator in time t, firms take the time t policy as given.
They make their investment decisions partly with an eye on future policies, and their optimal
emissions depend on the type of plant they have (as determined by investment decisions in
the current period and in the previous one). Firm i’s problem is to maximize the present
value of the stream of profits conditional on the regulator’s current and future tax rates:

V i(τt, zt, It−1, γ
i
t−1) ={

maxpit {(1− pit) πnoinv(τt) + pit πinv(τt)}+ βf E[V
i(τt+1, zt+1, It, γ

i
t)] if γit−1 = 0

πlowpoll(τt) + βf E[V
i(τt+1, zt+1, It, 0)] if γit−1 = 1

s.t. eit ≥ 0, pit ∈ [0, 1] (4.12)

where i superscripts specialize variables to firm i, π terms give the firm’s profit after optimally
selecting emissions and are defined as in the analytic model, and 0 < βf < 1 gives a firm’s
per-period discount factor. The V i terms on the right-hand side of the equation give the
continuation value, which depends on the next period’s tax rate and duration as chosen
by the regulator, on the total fraction of low-pollution plant entering the next period as
determined by firms’ investment decisions (i.e., It = p(1 − It−1)), and on whether firm i
will have low-pollution plant entering the next period (γit = 1 if pit = 1 with γit−1 = 0,
and γit = 0 if either pit = 0 or γit−1 = 1). The firm’s continuation value depends on other
firms’ investment decisions via It, and the firm assumes other firms will invest as it does. In
equilibrium, the firm chooses to invest with probability pt given that other firms invest with
probability pt. If the firm enters the period with low-pollution plant (γit−1 = 1), its current
actions cannot affect its continuation value as its only optimization decision is over time t
emissions. Because this is an infinite-horizon model, the value function is the same in each
period. The expectation operator is over firms’ investments, which affect both γit and It, and
accounts for firms playing mixed strategies.

The regulator’s problem is to maximize the present value of the benefit from emissions
net of investment cost and pollution damage. The regulator knows how firms will react to its
announced tax and duration and chooses both with an eye to their effect on both investment
and pollution. Its value function W has arguments indicating the regulator’s choices in the
previous period about today’s tax rate (zt−1 and τt−1) and indicating the incoming fraction
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of low-pollution plant It−1:

W (τt−1, zt−1, It−1) =



maxτt,zt

{∫ It−1

0
πlowpoll(τt) dx+

∫ It−1+[1−It−1]pt
It−1

πinv(τt) dx+
∫ 1

[1−It−1]pt
πnoinv(τt) dx

−D
(∫ It−1+[1−It−1]pt

0
e∗i (τt) dx+

∫ 1

It−1+[1−It−1]pt
e∗n(τt) dx

)
if zt−1 = 1

+τt

[∫ It−1+[1−It−1]pt
0

e∗i (τt) dx+
∫ 1

It−1+[1−It−1]pt
e∗n(τt) dx

]

+βr E[W (τt, zt, It)]

}

∫ It−1

0
πlowpoll(τt−1) dx+

∫ It−1+[1−It−1]pt
It−1

πinv(τt−1) dx+
∫ 1

[1−It−1]pt
πnoinv(τt−1) dx

−D
(∫ It−1+[1−It−1]pt

0
e∗i (τt−1) dx+

∫ 1

It−1+[1−It−1]pt
e∗n(τt−1) dx

)
if zt−1 = 2

+τt−1

[∫ It−1+[1−It−1]pt
0

e∗i (τt−1) dx+
∫ 1

It−1+[1−It−1]pt
e∗n(τt−1) dx

]

+βr E[W (τt−1, 1, It)]

s.t. τt ≥ 0, zt ∈ {0, 1}

where pt represents the investment probability chosen by the fraction (1− It−1) of identical
firms making an investment decision. The regulator’s per-period discount factor is βr. The
regulator at time t chooses its tax policy if and only if zt−1 = 1; otherwise, it already set its
time t tax policy at time t−1 (giving τt = τt−1 and zt = 1) and has no maximization problem
because it has no choice to make. As above, the expectation operator is over aggregate firm
investments and is relevant when firms play mixed strategies. Firms’ profits are functions of
the current period’s tax rate, and firms’ investment probabilities are affected by the current
tax rate and its duration.

We calibrate the numeric model as in Table 4.2, running it with several investment
costs in order to compare investment outcomes and the regulator’s decisions over a range of
settings. We solve the model by starting in a terminal period and stepping backward until
the policy rules converge.13 Once the policy rules cease to change from period to period, we
have moved beyond the influence of the terminal period. We solve for the optimal actions
and value at a grid of nodes in the state space, and we approximate the value functions and
the tax policy rule over the remainder of the state space using linear spline basis functions.
When evaluating the duration policy, we use nearest-neighbor interpolation. We do not
interpolate equilibrium investment policy but instead always calculate it exactly using the
approximated value functions and other policy rules.

Within period t, we begin by solving for the value function of a firm with the option to
invest. For a given time t tax and duration, this value function only depends on future tax
and investment choices, which we have already solved by stepping backward through time,

13We define convergence by policy rules rather than value functions because, in the backward iteration,
earlier value functions will be affected by including more periods in their continuation value.
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Table 4.2: Parameterization of the numeric model

Parameter Value Description

b2 -2 Quadratic term in emission benefit function
b1 10 Linear term in emission benefit function
b0 1 Constant term in emission benefit function

a2 1.75 a Multiplier for b2 due to low-pollution technology
a1 1 Multiplier for b1 due to low-pollution technology
a0 3 Multiplier for b0 due to low-pollution technology

c 1.22,1.28 Cost of adopting low-pollution technology (i.e., invest-
ment cost)

d2 1 Quadratic term in damage function
d1 3 Linear term in damage function
d0 0 Constant term in damage function

βf 0.95 Firms’ discount factor
βr 0.95 The regulator’s discount factor

a In the figures that illustrate the analytic results, we use a2 = 1.5. Because
low-pollution plant only lasts for one period in the analytic model, the emission
benefits after investment need to be greater in order to offset a given investment
cost.
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and on the time t investment choices of other firms, which are all identical and are determined
by the need for investment to be an equilibrium outcome. Investing with probability p̃ is an
equilibrium outcome if and only if a firm cannot do better by investing with any probability
p 6= p̃ given that other firms invest with probability p̃. We must solve for these firms’
value functions first because the continuation values for all actors depend on the fraction
of firms that adopt low-pollution technology in the current period. We next solve for the
value function of a firm that invested in the period immediately before and so already has
low-pollution plant. This firm’s value function depends on the chosen tax and duration for
the current period and on future actions by it and others. We can calculate its continuation
value since we already know all value functions for the following period and since we know
the firm’s state variables in the next period by using the regulator’s policy rules in the next
period and the current period’s equilibrium investment. Finally, we solve for the regulator’s
value function when it can and cannot choose the current period’s tax. This solution is
enabled by already knowing how firms will respond in this period to each possible choice of
tax and duration. Once we have each actor’s optimal actions and value function in a given
period, we repeat the procedure in the preceding period with the new continuation values
and next-period actions.

4.3.2 Numeric results

The numeric model demonstrates three results. First, for an intermediate range of investment
cost, only a fraction of firms invest in equilibrium. In contrast to the one-period setting, this
occurs even when firms have identical investment costs. Second, the regulator only chooses
to lock in the tax rate for two periods for a narrow range of investment cost and only when
there is little low-pollution plant already in the fleet. Third, the emission outcomes are often
socially suboptimal because the regulator still lacks the ability to separately incentivize
investment and emissions.

The first result concerns the regulator’s ability to obtain investment from only a fraction
of firms. In the one-period setting with homogeneous investment costs, the ex post optimal
tax slopes down in the investment probability p but the regulator can only select a tax
that is constant in p (Figure 4.1a). To be optimal, this tax must be at one of the end
points of the downward-sloping ex post optimal tax (i.e., at s(I0, 0) or at s(I0, 1)) or it
must be within a small neighborhood of the “break-even” tax τ̂ that makes firms indifferent
between investing or not. In the multiperiod setting, the regulator must still select a tax
that holds for all investment probabilities (i.e., the tax must still be constant in pt for a given
It−1), but because low-pollution plant lasts for two periods, firms’ investment incentives also
depend on the time t+ 1 choice of tax. For a given time t incoming plant fraction It−1, the
time t + 1 incoming plant fraction It is increasing in the time t investment probability pt:
It = pt (1 − It−1). The time t + 1 tax should therefore decrease in pt. Because they expect
lower pt to lead to a higher τt+1, a firms is more willing to invest if it believes other firms
will not invest. The regulator’s future ability to partially respond to this period’s investment
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allows the investment incentive to be imperfectly conditioned on realized investment.
In the one-period setting, the break-even tax τ̂ that makes firms indifferent between

investing or not is constant in the probability with which firms invest. Other firms’ invest-
ments have no chance to influence firm i’s investment decision. However, in the multiperiod
setting, the break-even one-period tax γ̂t does depend on the probability with which other
firms invest because it also depends on the tax that firms expect the regulator to select at
time t + 1. If many other firms invest at time t (i.e., if pt is high), then firms expect a
relatively low time t + 1 tax and so will need a relatively higher time t tax if they are to
profit from investment (i.e., γ̂t must be relatively high for pt high). Conversely, if few other
firms invest at time t (i.e., if pt is low), then firms expect a relatively high time t+1 tax and
so will invest for a relatively low time t tax because they can recover more of the investment
cost in the following period (i.e., γ̂t is relatively low for pt low). The break-even one-period
tax γ̂t can therefore slope upward over some range of pt in the multiperiod setting.

In both the multiperiod and the one-period setting, the chosen time t tax τt must be
constant in the investment probability pt even as the ex post optimal tax s is downward-
sloping in pt. When s is completely above the break-even tax, the ex post optimal tax with
full investment is a candidate equilibrium, and when s is completely below the break-even
tax, the ex post optimal tax with no investment is a candidate equilibrium. There is a
crucial difference, however, due to the differing slopes of the break-even taxes between these
settings. In the one-period setting, the regulator can potentially completely suppress or
stimulate investment with a small change in the ex post optimal tax because τ̂ is constant in
pt, but in the multiperiod setting, the positive slope of γ̂t in pt means that a small change in
the tax only incrementally shifts the fraction of firms that invest. The regulator is therefore
less likely to abandon the ex post optimal tax for a tax that obtains an extreme investment
outcome. Instead, as in the setting with heterogeneous investment costs, the regulator is
more likely to abandon the ex post optimal tax for a tax that causes a smaller change in
investment. Finally, when s crosses τ̂ in the one-period setting, the regulator selects a tax
within ǫ of τ̂ to obtain full or no investment. In the multiperiod setting, when s crosses γ̂t, the
ex post optimal tax is consistent with a particular fraction of firms investing, not with any
fraction of firms investing. A given τt is now associated with a single mixed strategy outcome
because equilibrium investment probabilities are constrained by the regulator’s response in
the next period. Because the fraction of firms investing changes continuously with the time t
tax rate, the regulator cannot follow the logic of Proposition 4 in obtaining any desired level
of investment with the same tax rate. The regulator may now consider a tax further than
ǫ from the break-even level even though it obtains less additional investment than did the
change of ǫ in the one-period setting. If the regulator chooses a tax other than the ex post
optimal tax that crosses γ̂t, it changes the tax by a larger magnitude than in the one-period
setting but obtains a smaller investment benefit.

We now look at the results of the model run with investment costs of 1.22 and 1.28. In
doing so, we learn about the situations in which the regulator chooses a two-period policy.
We choose these investment costs because they produce interesting outcomes involving two-
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(a) Investment cost: 1.22 (b) Investment cost: 1.28

Figure 4.3: The relation between the probability pt that firms invest and the optimal one-
period and two-period taxes when there is no low-pollution plant already in the fleet (It−1 =
0). Also shows the one-period tax γ̂ that makes firms indifferent between investing or not
and the one-period tax s that would be optimal if investment occurred exogenously with
probability pt.

period policies and mixed strategies. With the lower investment cost, the regulator always
uses a one-period policy, and the post-investment fraction of low-pollution plant quickly
jumps to 0.78 and stays there forever. With the higher investment cost, the regulator
selects a two-period policy when less than 20% of firms already have low-pollution plant,
and the post-investment fraction of low-pollution plant quickly jumps to 0.47 and stays there
forever. Note that all of the following results are merely indicative as we are still obtaining
convergence in our solutions.

We first consider the tax choice when all firms are making investment decisions (It−1 = 0).
Figure 4.3 plots the ex post optimal tax, the optimal one-period tax, the optimal two-period
tax, and the break-even one-period tax for each probability pt of investing. As expected, the
ex post optimal tax slopes down in pt and the break-even one-period tax does slope upward
over a range of pt. Firms expect the one-period tax to fall if they invest and so require a high
one-period tax if they are to build low-pollution plant. The optimal one-period tax therefore
must either be set high enough to spur some investment or high enough to obtain optimal
emissions from conventional plant. In contrast, firms will invest for a lower two-period tax,
though in comparison to its ex post optimal level, that two-period tax will be too high for
two periods in a row. With the low investment cost, the optimal one-period tax induces
some firms to invest, reducing the appeal of the two-period tax, but the regulator prefers
the two-period tax for the higher investment cost. The two-period tax enables it to lower
the tax from the optimal one-period level while inducing more firms to invest.
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(a) Investment cost: 1.22 (b) Investment cost: 1.28

Figure 4.4: The equilibrium and socially optimal probability that firms with conventional
plant invest in low-pollution plant as a function of the number of firms already having low-
pollution plant. Also shows the probability that would leave the total level of low-pollution
plant unchanged and the long-run level of low-pollution plant (calculated after investment)
that the regulator soon obtains from any starting fraction of low-pollution plant.

Does the multiperiod model produce socially optimal outcomes? Figure 4.4 compares
equilibrium investment to socially optimal investment. Equilibrium investment is too high in
both these cases when there is little low-pollution plant in the fleet, and the long-run fraction
of low-pollution plant in the fleet is also greater than socially optimal in both cases. As we
would expect from the analytic results, the suboptimally high investment also indicates a tax
that would be set differently if the equilibrium investment would have occurred exogenously.
When there is little low-pollution plant in the fleet, the regulator obtains investment with a
tax that is greater than would be set if investment were taken as given (Figure 4.5). If it could
lower the tax rate after firms invested but before they select emissions, it would. However,
when there is already much low-pollution plant in the fleet, the regulator need not worry
about investment incentives and so provides selects a tax that leads to optimal emissions.
The multiperiod setting offers the regulator additional means of affecting lumpy investment
by choosing the duration of this period’s tax and, later, choosing the next period’s tax rate,
but both of these choices also affect emission decisions, which often prevents the equilibrium
outcome from being socially optimal.

4.4 Discussion

We have shown that an ex ante linear emission tax often fails to achieve either socially optimal
adoption of low-pollution green technology or socially optimal emissions. The fundamental
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(a) Investment cost: 1.22 (b) Investment cost: 1.28

Figure 4.5: The regulator’s optimal tax as a function of the number of firms already having
low-pollution plant. Also shows the optimal tax if equilibrium investment (i.e., investment
induced by the optimal tax) would have occurred exogenously. This tax provides optimal
emission incentives conditional on equilibrium investment.

reason is that an emission tax fixes both investment and emission incentives in advance, and
the regulator often cannot achieve both goals with this one instrument. In the one-period
setting with identical investment costs, equilibrium investment outcomes are all-or-nothing,
and the regulator often uses an ex post optimal tax that achieves too little investment or uses
a tax set higher to stimulate investment. If firms are instead heterogeneous, only a fraction of
firms may invest. Now, however, the regulator weights the tax between an ex post optimal
tax and a tax that provides optimal investment incentives. Whether the resulting tax is
above or below the ex post optimal tax depends on whether the marginal firm’s investment
costs change faster or slower than the tax rate in the neighborhood of the ex post optimal
tax. Finally, in the multiperiod setting with identical investment costs, the longer lifetime
of low-pollution plant makes the next period’s anticipated tax affect the current period’s
investment, and the ability to select a two-period tax can enable additional investment.
However, investment and emissions are still often suboptimal, and the cost of locking in the
tax rate restricts the parameter space in which the regulator commits to the longer tax.

In all cases, we assume that a firm’s investment is lumpy and takes effect immediately. If
investment were not lumpy, then each firm’s investment cost would increase with its quantity
of investment. If firms could adjust investment continuously, then additional investment by
each firm would have a more marginal effect on the tax rate. In this case, there is no
externality from firms failing to account for the effect of investment on the optimal tax and
the emission tax might produce the socially optimal outcome. If the effect of investment
were delayed and the regulator could observe and react in the interim, then we would have
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a more standard hold-up problem in the analytic setting (Laffont and Tirole, 1996; Abrego
and Perroni, 2002; Helm et al., 2004; Blyth et al., 2009). In the numeric setting, our results
might not change overly much if the regulator must still always incentivize emissions and
investment with one policy.

We have modeled the regulator as being locked into the chosen tax and, in the multiperiod
setting, as being locked into the chosen duration. In reality, the regulator could change a
tax at some cost. In addition to selecting the duration of a policy, the regulator also selects
the cost of switching the policy. Modeling the interaction of endogenous switching costs
and firms’ investment opportunities could provide important insights for institutional design
in climate policy. However, such a model would need to include stochasticity or learning
on the part of the regulator. In our setting, the world changes as firms invest or not, but
the regulator perfectly forecasts how it will change and whether it will be worth switching
policy. The regulator would therefore always choose a switching cost of zero or infinity, which
reduces to our multiperiod setting in which the regulator allows itself to either change policy
costlessly or not at all. Endogenous switching costs become interesting when the regulator
is not sure what the realized value of switching will be.

Our results imply that pollution policy should favor instruments that condition invest-
ment incentives on realized investment when obtaining adoption of low-pollution technology
is a primary goal. In many pollution contexts, policy has dynamic goals that extend beyond
controlling each year’s emission to include developing new technologies, changing physical in-
frastructure, and inducing other investments that could affect the future cost of abatement.
It is a well-known result that research and development (R&D) market failures call for a
complementary policy to stimulate R&D (e.g., Fischer and Newell, 2008; Acemoglu et al.,
in press), and we here show that a linear tax could perform better if another instrument
controlled the incentives for technology adoption. Yet specifying such a complementary in-
strument or a nonlinear tax often requires the regulator to observe investment. In contrast,
tradable permits programs automatically condition the investment incentive on realized in-
vestment via the response of the permit price to the resulting shift in firms’ demand for
permits. Many factors are relevant to the choice of policy instrument (e.g., Weitzman, 1974;
Requate, 2005; Hepburn, 2006), but the ability to use market mechanisms to condition the
emission price on investment outcomes should join the list.

Finally, we have shown that it is not necessarily a priority to provide stable investment
incentives unless there is an additional factor that would introduce instability (compare
Blyth et al., 2007). In our multiperiod setting, investments are long-lived (as with much
energy infrastructure), and policy can fluctuate in response to the changing composition of,
for instance, electricity generation. However, the regulator rarely finds it optimal to provide
more stable investment incentives by locking in the tax for longer periods. It may do so when
not much infrastructure has been built, but it soon switches to a one-period tax once the
first investments have been made. The foreseen fact that a tax will change both encourages
use of a longer tax in order to maintain investment incentives but also discourages use of
a longer tax because it distorts post-investment emission incentives. Policy stability would
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become more important with an outside source of instability such as changing information,
changing politics, or changing preferences.

4.5 Appendix: Additional proofs

Proof of Proposition 1

The regulator chooses s(I0, p) to maximize firms’ benefits net of the damages from pollution:

max
s

{
(1− p)(1− I0)πnoinv(s) + p(1− I0)πinv(s) + I0πlowpoll(s)

−D
(
wne

∗
n(s) + wie

∗
i (s)

)
+ s [wne

∗
n(s) + wie

∗
i (s)]

}

= max
s

{
wnbn(s) + wibi(s)− p(1− I0)c−D

(
wne

∗
n(s) + wie

∗
i (s)

)}
(4.13)

with p a parameter rather than a function of s. Note that each firm’s first-order condition
defines optimal emissions e∗(s) as the level that equates marginal benefits to the chosen tax
s: b′(e∗) = s. The regulator’s first-order condition says that the ex post optimal tax should
equate the marginal damage from emissions and the marginal benefit from emissions:
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∗
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∗′(s)− [wnen
∗′(s) + wiei
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(
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∗
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∗
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)

⇒ s = D′
(
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∗
n(s) + wie

∗
i (s)

)
(4.14)

where the second line substitutes s for b′n(e
∗
n) and b

′
i(e

∗
i ) from the firms’ first-order conditions.

Increasing the fraction of low-pollution plant initially in the fleet decreases the ex post
optimal tax:

∂s

∂I0
=D′′(x)

[
∂wn
∂I0

e∗n(s) +
∂wi
∂I0

e∗i (s)

]

=D′′(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

(1− p)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

[e∗i (s)− e∗n(s)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0

≤ 0 (4.15)

where x ≡ wne
∗
n(s) + wie

∗
i (s). We know e∗n(s) ≥ e∗i (s) because they are each set to equate

marginal benefit to the same tax s. Marginal benefit is weakly lower with low-pollution
plant, so the low-pollution plant must emit less if its marginal benefit is to equal that of
the conventional plant. Finally, increasing the fraction of plant that adopts low-pollution
technology also decreases the ex post optimal tax:

∂s

∂p
=D′′(x)

[
∂wn
∂p

e∗n(s) +
∂wi
∂p

e∗i (s)

]

=D′′(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

(1− I0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

[e∗i (s)− e∗n(s)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0

≤ 0 (4.16)
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The ex post optimal tax is lower when there is more low-pollution plant in the fleet because
a lower tax can achieve the same emission level as with conventional plant. Having more
low-pollution plant in the fleet increases the emission reductions produced by a given tax
and so makes lower taxes look relatively more attractive.

Alternate proof of Proposition 6 using quadratic benefits and dam-

ages

We already saw that the regulator chooses to suppress investment with τ̂ − ǫ if and only if
Wwi=I0 > Wwi=1. Let benefits and damages be quadratic with a1 = 1, and, for convenience,
define n ≡ I0 + a2(1− I0). The regulator chooses to suppress investment if and only if:

0 >n2

{
−d2
a2b2

(τ̂ − b1)
2

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+n

{
2d1(b1 − τ̂)

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+

{
(τ̂ + s)(τ̂ − s)︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

+2d1(s− b1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

+
d2
a2b2

(s− b1)
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

}

≡K(n) (4.17)

The plausible range of I0 (i.e., I0 ∈ [0, 1]) implies that n ∈ [1, a2]. We need to learn about
the conditions under which K(n) < 0. Note that K(0) < 0 and K(n) is increasing in n:

∂K

∂n
= 2d1(b1 − τ̂ )−

d2
a2b2

2n(τ̂ − b1)
2 > 0 (4.18)

Therefore the regulator suppresses investment for low n (high I0) or not at all: if it doesn’t
suppress investment for I0 close to 1 (i.e., for n ≈ 1), then it never suppresses investment.
The intuition is that while convex pollution damages nonlinearly increase the social benefits
from investing as more firms invest, investment cost only increases linearly as more firms
invest. Thus, ∃ I0 ∈ [0, 1] such that the regulator suppresses investment if and only if
K(1) < 0, and K(1) < 0 if and only if the following condition holds:

(τ̂ + s)(d2 − a2b2) >2(b1d2 − d1a2b2) (4.19)

If we substitute for s(I0, 1) and for τ̂ , this condition becomes:

∆0 <
−a2b2(b1 − d1)

2(a2 − 1)

4(a2b2 − d2)2
≡ φ (4.20)

The regulator suppresses investment for some I0 ∈ [0, 1] if and only if ∆0 < φ, and the
regulator has the option of choosing such an equilibrium with suppressed investment if and
only if ∆0 ≥ ψ. However, note that φ = ψ. Therefore if ∆0 ≥ ψ so that investment is an
equilibrium with a tax of s(I0, 1), then the regulator will never choose to suppress investment
for any plausible I0.
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Proof of Proposition 7

Define s ≡ s(I0, 0) and assume s < τ̂ . The regulator compares welfare Wwi=1 from the
equilibrium with investment with welfare Wwi=I0 from the equilibrium without investment:

Wwi=I0 =(1− I0)πnoinv(s) + I0πlowpoll(s)−D((1− I0)e
∗
n(s) + I0e

∗
i (s))

+ s [(1− I0)e
∗
n(s) + I0e

∗
i (s)] (4.21)

Wwi=1 =(1− I0)πinv(τ̂) + I0πlowpoll(τ̂)−D(e∗i (τ̂ )) + τ̂ e∗i (τ̂ )

=(1− I0)πnoinv(τ̂ ) + I0πlowpoll(τ̂)−D(e∗i (τ̂ )) + τ̂ e∗i (τ̂ ) (4.22)

It prefers to stimulate investment if and only if:

Wwi=1 > Wwi=I0 (4.23)

Let a1 = 1 and define n ≡ I0 + a2(1− I0). The regulator chooses to stimulate investment if
and only if:

⇒ 0 >n2 (s− b1)
2 d2
a2b2︸ ︷︷ ︸

<0

+n [2d1(s− b1) + τ̂ 2 − s2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
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+

{
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a2b2

(τ̂ − b1)
2

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

≡ J(n) (4.24)

Substituting for s(I0, 0) and τ̂ , we find that the regulator stimulates investment if and only
if:

0 >
a2b2n(b1 − d1)

2

a2b2 − d2n︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+4


(d2 − a2b2n)

∆0

a2 − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+ (d1 − b1n)

√
−a2b2∆0

a2 − 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0


 (4.25)

The sum in brackets is < 0. The regulator therefore stimulates investment if and only if:

−a2b2n(b1 − d1)
2(a2 − 1)

4(a2b2 − d2n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

> (d2 − a2b2n)∆0︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+ (d1 − b1n)
√

−a2b2(a2 − 1)∆0︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

(4.26)

The first term on the right-hand side is positive while both the left-hand side and the
second term on the right-hand side are negative. Therefore a necessary condition is that the
rightmost term be less than the left-hand side, giving the first term in the following necessary
condition for stimulating investment:

max

{
n2(b1 − d1)

2

4(b1n− d1)2
Ψ, Ψ−

2d2n(b1 − d1)
2(a2 − 1)

4(a2b2 − d2n)2

}
< ∆0 ≤ Ψ (4.27)
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The second term in the maximization operator is the condition from Proposition 8 for it
being socially optimal for there to be no investment. The second inequality is the condition
from Table 4.1 for the regulator’s deciding between τ̂ + ǫ and s(I0, 0).

Finally, note that J(n) is globally concave in n for all ∆0 and that, at I0 = 1, J(n; ∆0 = Ψ)
is equal to 0. This means that when ∆0 = Ψ and all plants are already low-pollution, the
regulator is, reasonably, indifferent between stimulating investment or not because there are
no plants that might invest. However, also observe that J(n; ∆0 = Ψ) is increasing in I0 (i.e.,
decreasing in n) at I0 = 1. With the concavity of J(n), this implies that J(n; ∆0 = Ψ) < 1
for all n > 1 (i.e., for all I0 < 1). This in turn has two implications. First, for ∆0 near Ψ
and I0 6= 1, the regulator stimulates investment. Second, for ∆0 near Ψ, the range of I0 for
which the regulator stimulates investment is a connected set bounded below by the allowed
values of I0 (i.e., by I0 = 0). In order for this range of I0 not to be a connected set, the sign
of J ′(1) would have to be positive for the given ∆0, which is not the case for ∆0 sufficiently
close to Ψ.

Proof of Proposition 8

The social optimum is found by a regulator who can choose both emissions and investment.
If the regulator can choose investment, then the social optimum is obtained through a tax
chosen with investment taken as exogenous, for firms face no additional externalities. We can
therefore find the social optimum by finding the optimal investment probability and optimal
tax conditional on investment without considering whether firms would actually invest in
response to that tax:

max
p,s

{∫ I0

0

πlowpoll(s) dx+

∫ I0+[1−I0]p

I0

πinv(s) dx+

∫ 1

I0+[1−I0]p

πnoinv(s) dx

−D
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e∗i (s) dx+
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)

+ s
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0

e∗i (s) dx+

∫ 1

I0+[1−I0]p

e∗n(s) dx

]}

s.t. p ∈ [0, 1], s ≥ 0 (4.28)

We already solved the first-order condition for s in Proposition 1, so we can now just solve
the first-order condition for p and substitute the solution for s. Assuming a1 = 1, interior
solutions give the socially optimal probability of investment p∗ as that which solves:

∆0 =Ψ+
2d2(b1 − d1)

2(a2 − 1)

4(a2b2 − d2n)2
[−I0 + (1− I0)(−a2 + 2p∗(a2 − 1)] ≡ χ(p∗) (4.29)

χ(p∗) is monotonically increasing in p∗, meaning that greater investment cost decreases
socially optimal investment. This also means that values of p∗ ∈ (0, 1) form a connected set
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in ∆0. Values of ∆0 greater than χ(1) or less than χ(0) take on the nearest corner solution
for investment. When ∆0 = Ψ and I0 < 1, we have:

p∗∆0=Ψ =
I0 + a2(1− I0)

2(1− I0)(a2 − 1)
> 0 (4.30)

It is therefore socially optimal to invest with positive probability when ∆0 = Ψ.
Finally, we seek the condition under which it is socially optimal for all firms to invest even

when the regulator’s plausible ex post optimal tax would not produce any investment. This
condition occurs when p∗∆0=Ψ ≥ 1, which is equivalent to I0 ≥ (a2 − 2)/(a2 − 1). Therefore,
when a2 < 2 or I0 is sufficiently large, it is socially optimal for all firms to invest in some
situations unattainable with the ex post optimal tax s(I0, 1).

Proof of Corollary 9

If I0 > 0, we are done. Assume I0 = 0. We are looking for the condition under which
χ(0; I0 = 0) ≤ 0, because in that case it is socially optimal for some firms to invest for all
∆0 > 0. The sign of χ(0; I0 = 0) is the same as the sign of −(b2 + 2d2), which gives us our
result.

Proof of Proposition 10

Firms differ only according to their investment cost. Alternately, each firm has access to
one low-pollution technology at the same investment cost, and while each technology has
the same effect on the benefit from emitting, technologies differ according to their cost of
adoption. The distribution of investment costs for firms making an investment decision is
atomless and has cumulative distribution function F (c) with support in the positive real
numbers. Lemma 2 still applies to each firm, meaning that we can translate investment
costs into break-even taxes according to some function τ̂ = g(c). Note that g(c) is weakly
increasing in investment cost and so is invertible. For any tax τ and fraction 1 − I0 of
firms deciding whether to invest, the fraction of those firms that does invest is given by the
cumulative distribution function H(τ), defined as H(τ) = F (g−1(τ)). When the regulator
selects a tax, it knows the fraction of firms that will invest, and, in contrast to the model
with identical investment costs, this fraction changes smoothly with the tax rate.

The regulator’s problem is to choose the tax τ to maximize net social benefit, recognizing
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that the tax rate affects both emissions and the fraction of firms having low-pollution plant:

max
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(4.31)

Each firm’s first-order condition still defines optimal emissions e∗(τ) as the level that sets
its plant’s marginal benefits to equal the tax τ : b′(e∗) = τ . The ex post optimal tax s(I0, τ)
is analogous to the tax defined in Proposition 1, except now it is a function of the chosen ex
ante tax τ instead of the exogenous probability p of investing:

s(I0, τ) = D′

(∫ I0+(1−I0)H(τ)

0

e∗i (τ) +

∫ 1

(I0)+(1−I0)H(τ)
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)
(4.32)

The chosen ex ante tax determines the fraction of firms that invests. The regulator’s first-
order condition is:
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where the second equality substitutes τ for b′i(e
∗
i ) and b′n(e

∗
n) from each firm’s first-order

condition, substitutes x(τ) ≡
∫ I0+(1−I0)H(τ)

0
e∗i (τ) +

∫ 1

(I0)+(1−I0)H(τ)
e∗n(τ), and substitutes

wi(τ) ≡ [I0 + (1 − I0)H(τ)] as the fraction of low-pollution plant after investment has
occurred. This condition is composed of a few terms. The first is Ve(τ), or the value of the
effect of a unit change in tax on emissions when investment is held constant. The condition
Ve(s) = 0 defines the ex post optimal tax s(I0, τ). The second term, VI(τ), is the value
from the effect of a unit change in tax on the fraction of firms having low-pollution plant.
This term is itself composed of the change in the fraction of low-pollution plant, or w′

i(τ),
multiplied by the sum of the effect of increasing investment on firms’ pre-tax profits Vπ(τ)
and on damages VD(τ).

The optimal tax considers efficiency in investment and in emissions. It is set so that the
effect of a small tax change on fixed-investment emissions is offset by the effect on investment.
If w′

i(τ) = 0, then the optimal tax is the same as the ex post optimal tax because changing
the tax does not affect investment. This occurs when I0 = 1 or if H ′(τ) = 0. It is always
the case that VD(τ) ≥ 0 and Vπ(τ) ≤ 0, so the sign of the right-hand side in equation (4.33)
depends on whether investment has a stronger effect on pre-tax profits or on damages. If
the effect on damages is stronger, the optimal tax will be above marginal damage so that
Ve(τ

∗) < 0. If the effect on pre-tax profits is stronger, then the optimal tax will be set below
marginal damage so that Ve(τ

∗) > 0. If the tax were set to the level s that has Ve(s) = 0,
then VI becomes:

VI(s) =bi(e
∗
i (s))− bn(e

∗
n(s))− g−1(s) g−1′(s) + s [e∗n(s)− e∗i (s)]

=πinv(s, g
−1(s) g−1′(s))− πnoinv(s) (4.34)

This additional pre-tax profit due to the next firm’s investment is equal to 0 when g−1′(s) = 1,
in which case the ex post optimal tax also provides optimal investment incentives. However,
if g−1′(s) < 1, then the marginal firm’s investment cost does not increase as fast as the
tax rate and the ex post optimal tax obtains inefficiently low investment. If g−1′(s) > 1,
then the marginal firm’s investment cost increases faster than the tax rate, and the ex post
optimal tax provides too much incentive to invest. Therefore, the optimal tax τ ∗ is greater
than the ex post optimal tax s(I0, τ

∗) if the marginal firm’s investment cost responds weakly
to a change in the tax rate from s. This is because a higher tax rate can obtain more
investment at relatively low additional cost. However, the optimal tax τ ∗ is less than the
ex post optimal tax s(I0, τ

∗) if the marginal firm’s investment cost responds strongly to a
change in the tax rate from s. In this case, increasing the tax rate obtains more investment at
relatively high additional cost. In general, the ex post optimal tax need not produce socially
optimal investment because it does not account for the distribution of investment costs.
It is set based on emissions’ response to a tax change without considering how emissions
also respond to firms’ altered investments. Because the fraction of firms investing responds
smoothly to the chosen tax, the regulator does not face multiple equilibria as in the case
with homogeneous firms, but it will often not choose the ex post optimal tax when setting
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the tax ex ante because it still must worry about investment incentives.
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Chapter 5

The influence of negative emission

technologies and technology policies

on the optimal climate mitigation

portfolio1

Combining policies to remove carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere with
policies to reduce emissions could decrease CO2 concentrations faster than possi-
ble via natural processes. We model the optimal selection of a dynamic portfolio
of abatement, research and development (R&D), and negative emission policies
under an exogenous CO2 constraint and with stochastic technological change. We
find that near-term abatement is not sensitive to the availability of R&D poli-
cies, but the anticipated availability of negative emission strategies can reduce
the near-term abatement optimally undertaken to meet 2◦C temperature limits.
Further, planning to deploy negative emission technologies shifts optimal R&D
funding from “carbon-free” technologies into “emission intensity” technologies.
Making negative emission strategies available enables an 80% reduction in the
cost of keeping year 2100 CO2 concentrations near their current level. However,
negative emission strategies are less important if the possibility of tipping points
rules out using late-century net negative emissions to temporarily overshoot the
CO2 constraint earlier in the century.

1Thanks to Dan Kammen and to my co-authors at IIASA: Sabine Fuss, Jana Szolgayova, and Michael
Obersteiner.
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5.1 Introduction

International agreements advocate limiting global average temperature change to 2◦C or
less (MEF, 2009; UNFCCC, 2009). Because the world may have already used up half of
the resulting carbon budget since 1750 (Allen et al., 2009), staying within the remaining
carbon budget would prove challenging even with aggressive near-term abatement (e.g., van
Vuuren et al., 2007). This challenge is further exacerbated as countries delay abatement
(Clarke et al., 2009; Krey and Riahi, 2009). The dissonance between climate goals and
action has spurred recent interest in additional ways of managing temperature outcomes
(e.g., Keith, 2009; Lenton and Vaughan, 2009; Blackstock and Long, 2010; Kintisch, 2010).
First, geoengineering techniques might reduce the temperature increase resulting from a
CO2 emission path by, for instance, reflecting more incoming solar radiation back into space.
Second, large-scale use of negative emission technologies (NETs) can remove previously
emitted atmospheric CO2 and make an emission path partially reversible.2 One type of
NET is an air capture facility that directly removes CO2 from ambient air via chemical
reactions (e.g., Stolaroff et al., 2008). These technologies are still under development and
their cost is uncertain (Keith, 2009). A second type of NET combines carbon capture and
storage (CCS) technology with biomass-fired electricity generation (e.g., Rhodes and Keith,
2005; Uddin and Barreto, 2007). CCS is often discussed as a means of reducing the CO2

emissions from coal-fired power plants, but it can also be used to capture the CO2 that
biomass previously absorbed from the atmosphere. In many modeling studies, bioenergy
with carbon capture and storage (BECCS) makes low CO2 concentration targets possible
by turning the energy sector into a net carbon sink (e.g., Fisher et al., 2007; Clarke et al.,
2009; Azar et al., 2010; Edenhofer et al., 2010; van Vuuren et al., 2010b).

We model climate policy portfolios with options to reduce emissions, to directly fund
research and development (R&D) into low-carbon technologies, and to deploy NETs. The
goal is to assess how the presence of different policy options affects optimal emission paths
and policy costs. Most previous analyses of optimal policy portfolios have not included
negative emission options (e.g., Fischer and Newell, 2008; Gerlagh et al., 2009), and analyses
that considered NETs did not embed them in a setting with R&D options. Among these,
Keith et al. (2006) used an integrated assessment model to explore how possible air capture
of CO2 affects climate strategies motivated by the possibility of abrupt climate change. They
found that the future availability of air capture could reduce near-term abatement efforts but
increase net long-term abatement, potentially returning atmospheric CO2 concentrations to

2The captured CO2 would be moved to geological sequestration absent another use or form of storage
(e.g., Stephens and Keith, 2008). Importantly, geological sequestration of CO2 can pose its own risks, and
leakage can reduce the effectiveness of negative emission technologies (Benson et al., 2005; Damen et al., 2006;
van der Zwaan and Gerlagh, 2009). Other negative emission strategies include methods that use biological
activity to sequester atmospheric CO2 (Read, 2009; Woodward et al., 2009), such as applying biochar to
soils (Lehmann, 2007), sending crop residues to the deep ocean (Strand and Benford, 2009), and fertilizing
swathes of ocean to promote plankton blooms (Smetacek and Naqvi, 2008; Strong et al., 2009).
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pre-industrial levels within 200 years. Azar et al. (2006) and Azar et al. (2010) found that
bioenergy with carbon capture and storage can be quite valuable in enabling more ambitious
CO2 targets (such as 350 ppm) but is less valuable if CO2 targets are closer to 450 ppm.
Our model has less technological detail but more policy options, thereby providing insight
into how NETs may influence climate policy portfolios.

In addition to including NETs, we extend previous literature on the interaction between
optimal abatement and R&D policies in the presence of endogenous technological change.
Goulder and Mathai (2000) explored the implications of possible R&D investments and
of learning-by-doing on optimal carbon taxes and abatement in both a cost-effectiveness
and a benefit-cost setting.3 Recognizing that both processes for producing technological
change are important (Clarke et al., 2006), we include both channels in a cost-effectiveness
setting: technological change can occur through public R&D policies, and technological
change can also occur through the influence of abatement policies via learning-by-doing and
private R&D.4 Because it is important to explicitly model uncertainty when evaluating the
optimal strength of technology policy (Baker and Shittu, 2008), we make technological change
stochastic by adapting a three-point probability distribution (Baker and Adu-Bonnah, 2008).
Further, we model two types of technological progress: one that is more valuable at lower
levels of abatement, and one that is more valuable at higher levels of abatement (Baker
and Adu-Bonnah, 2008). Technological change can therefore have two different types of
impacts on abatement cost, and the realization of each type of technological change depends
stochastically on both public R&D and abatement.

We combine these technology policy options in a single stylized numerical model that also
includes options to reduce emissions and to research and deploy NETs. We do not predict
optimal policy paths but instead seek robust insights from a framework complex enough
to have multiple interacting policy options. We explore how these policy options influence
the portfolio that meets an exogenous CO2 constraint at the least expected cost. The
CO2 constraint is fixed and known in a given model run, but technological change depends
stochastically on previous abatement and R&D funding and policy choices can respond to
observed technological change. We next describe the model for optimally selecting a climate
policy portfolio in each of three periods over the 21st century. We then present the results of
solving it with stochastic programming for several parameterizations and constraints. The
results illustrate the implications of future negative emission options for optimal near-term
abatement and R&D efforts and for the cost of policy portfolios. They also demonstrate how
making policy avoid threshold effects from temporarily high CO2 levels affects the value and
timing of NET deployment.

3While Goulder and Mathai (2000) used induced technological change (ITC) to refer to the effect on future
abatement technology of both abatement and direct public R&D support, we reserve ITC to refer only to the
effect of abatement. We do not, however, restrict abatement to only affect technology via learning-by-doing.

4Our two channels are similar to the two-factor experience curves summarized by Clarke et al. (2008).
We do not consider how knowledge spillovers might affect the balance between R&D and abatement policies
in the presence of induced technological change (see Hart, 2008; Greaker and Pade, 2009).
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5.2 Model of policy portfolio optimization

We model a global decision-maker planning abatement, R&D funding, and NET deployment
over the 21st century. Combining several types of policy options in one model enables
interactions that might not be apparent otherwise. The decision-maker selects the most
cost-effective policy plan for meeting a predetermined emission goal. These policy plans
are contingent on low-carbon technological outcomes drawn from probability distributions
determined by R&D funding and by abatement. In reality, global climate policy emerges
from a game played among many decision-makers with complex objectives, but the case
with a single decision-maker provides one benchmark for establishing and assessing climate
policies.5 In order to gain intuition for how these policy options interact, we compare results
for three emission constraints and for four worlds: one world in which the only policy option
is to reduce emissions; one world in which abatement and public R&D are both available
options; one world in which abatement, public R&D, and NET research and deployment are
all available options; and a final world in which all these options are available but temporarily
overshooting the emission constraint is not allowed.

The objective is to select the dynamic policy portfolio that minimizes the cost of meeting
an exogenous constraint e∗ on cumulative CO2 emissions. The policy levers available to
the decision-maker are different levels of abatement {µt}

3
t=1, of NET deployment {κt}

3
t=1,

of carbon-free public R&D {α̂t}
3
t=1, of emission intensity public R&D {γ̂t}

3
t=1, and of NET

public R&D {φ̂t}
3
t=1 (Table 5.1):

min
µ1,κ1,α̂1,γ̂1,φ̂1

{
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(
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ᾱ

)
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(
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γ̄

)
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(
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)
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{
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ᾱ

)
+ h

(
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γ̄

)
+ j
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φ̄

)

+ β20E2

[
min
µ3,κ3

{µ3e3c(µ3, α3, γ3) + f(κ3, φ3)}
]}]}

(5.1)

5In a model with R&D, having multiple actors introduces the possibility of international spillovers, which
tend to reduce equilibrium R&D investment (Bosetti et al., 2008). NETs might have complex effects with
multiple actors. On the one hand, NETs introduce a means for one country to unilaterally take care of
another’s emissions, but on the other hand, they also increase the scope for free-riding on others’ emission
reductions.
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Table 5.1: Key to notation for decision variables and important parameters

Symbol Description

Decision variables

µt Abatement at time t
κt Negative emission technology (NET) deployment at time

t in Gt CO2

α̂t Target for time t+1 technology selected by time t public
R&D into carbon-free technologies

γ̂t Target for time t+1 technology selected by time t public
R&D into emission intensity technologies

φ̂t Target for time t+ 1 NET cost selected by time t public
R&D into NETs

Parameters

et Business-as-usual (BAU) emissions at time t (Gt CO2)
e∗ Maximum cumulative emissions over the century (Gt

CO2)
S Set of periods in which the cumulative emission con-

straint applies, which determines whether temporary
overshoots are allowed

να, νγ Effectiveness of abatement at inducing technological
change

ᾱ, γ̄, φ̄ Maximal possible technological advance
αt, γt, φt Realized time t technology outcomes
pα, pγ , pφ Probability of missing the technology target implied by

R&D and abatement
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subject to
s∑

t=1

(1− µt)et − κt ≤ e∗, ∀s ∈ S (5.2)

Transition probabilities: αt+1: see equations (5.3) through (5.5)

γt+1: see equations (5.6) through (5.8)

φt+1: see equations (5.9) through (5.11)

Time t expectations Et are over time t + 1 technology outcomes and depend on time t
technology, time t public R&D funding, and time t abatement (see appendix). In each
period, the decision-maker observes the current technology and optimizes accordingly. The
periods correspond to 2010-2029, 2030-2049, and 2050-2099, which roughly match the near-
term, intermediate-term, and long-term periods for which CO2 emission goals are often
discussed. Scenarios vary the planner’s access to certain types of policies by varying the
possible levels that each decision variable may take (Table 5.2). µt gives the fraction of
business-as-usual (BAU) emissions et abated in period t, and κt gives the quantity (Gt CO2)
of NETs deployed. Carbon-free technology reduces abatement cost by a fraction αt, and
emission intensity technology reduces non-abated emissions by a fraction γt (Baker and Adu-
Bonnah, 2008). Carbon-free technology is relatively more valuable at high levels of abatement
when abatement cost is correspondingly high. As an example, consider battery and renewable
generation breakthroughs for all-electric vehicles. Emission intensity technology is relatively
more valuable at lower levels of abatement when there are more non-abated emissions. As
an example, consider powertrain technology that enables gasoline-electric hybrid vehicles.
R&D into NETs can reduce the cost of deploying NETs by a fraction φt. The average cost of
abatement (c(·)) depends on the fraction of BAU emissions abated (µt) and on the outcomes
of previous R&D into carbon-free technologies (αt) and emission intensity technologies (γt).
The cost of NETs (f(·)) depends on the level of deployment (κt) and on the outcome of past
R&D efforts (φt). R&D funding (g(·), h(·), and j(·)) is determined by the chosen public
R&D targets, and the total technology target for a period is determined by the public R&D
target and by abatement policies’ induced technological change (ITC, see appendix). The
discount factor β converts costs from their value at the beginning of the period in which
they are incurred to their value in the prior year.

Abatement, R&D, and NET deployment is motivated by the cumulative CO2 emission
constraint e∗. Cumulative emissions are a robust indicator of total temperature change
(Allen et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2009; National Research Council, 2011). As CO2 con-
centrations are a conventional way of framing climate policy, we also convert each of these
cumulative emission constraints to a year 2100 CO2 concentration by assuming a constant
airborne fraction of 0.45 (Denman et al., 2007). We model three values for e∗ (Table 5.2):
88 Gt CO2 (390 ppm), 880 Gt CO2 (435 ppm), and 2900 Gt CO2 (550 ppm). If there are no
further CO2 emissions, these cumulative emissions ultimately produce temperature change
of 1◦C, 2.5◦C, and 6◦C, respectively, under the best estimate from National Research Council
(2011). If, instead, emissions continue past 2100 at a level that stabilizes the CO2 concen-
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Table 5.2: Policy options available in each scenario. Also, the three constraints on cumulative
CO2 emissions combined with each policy option scenario. See Table 5.1 for a key to the
notation.

Decision variables Parameters

{µ}3t=1 {κ}3t=1 {α̂, γ̂, φ̂}3t=1
a S e∗ b

Policy environment

Only abatement
{
0, 1

4
, 1
2
, 3
4
, 1
}

0 0 {3}

+R&D c
{
0, 1

4
, 1
2
, 3
4
, 1
}

0
{
0, ȳ

4
, ȳ
2
, 3ȳ

4
, ȳ
}

{3}

+R&D,NETs
{
0, 1

4
, 1
2
, 3
4
, 1
} {

0, e3
10
, e3

4
, e3

2
, e3
} {

0, ȳ
4
, ȳ
2
, 3ȳ

4
, ȳ
}

{3}

+R&D,NETs,Threshold d
{
0, 1

4
, 1
2
, 3
4
, 1
} {

0, e3
10
, e3

4
, e3

2
, e3
} {

0, ȳ
4
, ȳ
2
, 3ȳ

4
, ȳ
}

{1, 2, 3}

Constraint on year 2100 CO2
e

390 ppm 88

435 ppm 880

550 ppm 2900

a Values shown use y as a stand-in for the variable of interest. y should
be replaced by α, γ, and φ as appropriate.
b Gt CO2
c R&D to lower the cost of NETs is irrelevant when in a world in which
NETs are unavailable.
d A climate threshold occurring at e∗ rules out temporarily overshoot-
ing the cumulative emission constraint. This threshold is irrelevant in
scenarios without available NETs because cumulative emissions cannot
be reversed anyway.
e Implemented as a constraint on cumulative 21st century CO2 emis-
sions.
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tration at its year 2100 value, then the 550 ppm constraint corresponds to requiring a 90%
chance of keeping temperature change below 4◦C, the 435 ppm constraint corresponds to re-
quiring a 95% chance of keeping temperature change below 4◦C, and the 390 ppm constraint
corresponds to requiring a 90% chance of keeping temperature change below 2◦C (Lemoine,
2010a). BAU emissions et (in Gt CO2) come from scenario A2r in the International Institute
for Applied System Analysis (IIASA) GGI Scenario Database (see also Riahi et al., 2007).6

Summing over each period’s years yields:

e1 = 750, e2 = 1150, e3 = 4500

Assuming a constant airborne fraction of 0.45, the BAU path produces CO2 concentrations of
428 ppm in 2030, 493 ppm in 2050, and 749 ppm in 2100.7 All three modeled constraints could
be met solely by abatement; NET deployment and public R&D funding are not necessary
to meet the constraints.

We model two versions of each constraint on 21st century cumulative emissions (Ta-
ble 5.2): one that allows temporary overshoots provided the constraint is met at the end of
the century, and one that does not allow temporary overshoots during the century (compare
Clarke et al., 2009). To the extent that 21st century temperature change is determined by
21st century cumulative emissions, temporary overshoots are consistent with the tempera-
ture limit that motivates constraining cumulative emissions. In this case, we have S = {3}.
The freedom to temporarily overshoot the cumulative emission constraint only matters in
a world with NETs, because cumulative emissions otherwise cannot decrease. However, us-
ing NETs to temporarily overshoot a cumulative emission constraint could cause additional
irreversible changes or spur tipping points (O’Neill and Oppenheimer, 2004; Lenton et al.,
2008). It is therefore also of interest to consider a world with NETs but where climate science
indicates that a threshold would be crossed if cumulative emissions exceed e∗.8 In this case,
we have S = {1, 2, 3}, which requires the cumulative emission constraint to be met in each
period rather than only in the final period.

The appendix describes the three-point probability distributions that determine the tech-
nology outcomes (αt, γt, and φt) that apply to period t. It also describes how abatement
induces technological change and defines the cost functions for abatement, NET deployment,
and public R&D targets. Induced technological change here includes all private R&D and
learning-by-doing that occur in response to an abatement policy. It does not include tech-
nological change due to public R&D policies, which are decision variables, or to spillovers,

6Available at: http://www.iiasa.ac.at/Research/GGI/DB/
7Experiments using the lower BAU emissions from scenario B2 showed that our results are robust to

assumptions about the BAU path. The difference between BAU emission paths can represent different
assumptions about population growth, the distribution of worldwide economic growth, future consumption
habits, and BAU low-carbon technology adoption.

8In contrast to this firm constraint, Keller et al. (2004) and Lemoine and Traeger (2010) modeled tipping
points as affecting the climate system or climate damages in a future world. They considered the decision
about whether to risk crossing a possibly uncertain threshold, whereas we here take it as given that a
policymaker has decided not to cross a known threshold.
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which are not modeled (see Clarke et al., 2008). We solve the model by working backwards
through the graph of all possible states. Each of the 15 parameterizations (see Table 5.3 in
the appendix) is run under each of 9 combinations of the constraints on cumulative emissions
and available policy options (Table 5.2). Each model run yields the optimal policy portfolio
in each period conditional on previous technological outcomes and on previous abatement
and NET policies. Comparing model runs reveals the importance of R&D and negative emis-
sion options, of the CO2 constraint, and of other key parameters. It also refines intuition
about how policy options interact. Because the parameterizations are not fully calibrated
to empirical work, and because the correct process and distribution for technological change
cannot be known in advance, the model’s results should not be read for the recommended
level of various policy variables. The goal is instead to assess the robustness of optimal
portfolios and the crucial parameters for determining those portfolios.

5.3 Results: Portfolio cost, robust actions, and critical

parameters

Tighter climate constraints require more expensive policy portfolios, but the relative cost
of those portfolios depends strongly on the available policy options (Figure 5.1). R&D
options provide their greatest cost reductions in percentage terms for weaker CO2 constraints
while NETs provide their greatest cost reductions for stricter constraints. R&D options
provide their greatest percentage cost reductions for the weaker CO2 constraints because
these constraints permit greater flexibility in the timing of abatement and so allow abatement
to be adjusted to take advantage of R&D outcomes. In the base case parameterization,
including options to undertake R&D reduces the expected cost of meeting the 390 ppm
constraint by almost 25%, reduces the expected cost of meeting the 435 ppm constraint
by 55%, and reduces the expected cost of meeting the 550 ppm constraint by around 65%.
In contrast, NETs provide their greatest expected cost reductions for the strictest CO2

constraints because they then replace more expensive abatement. Including options to deploy
NETs reduces the expected cost of the 390 ppm constraint by almost a further 80%, reduces
the expected cost of the 435 ppm constraint by a further 35%, and does not further reduce
the expected cost of the 550 ppm constraint. In the base case parameterization with NETs,
the policy portfolio for the 390 ppm constraint costs about as much as the portfolio with
R&D options for the 435 ppm constraint and about twice as much as the abatement-only
portfolio for the 550 ppm constraint. However, when scientific findings lead policymakers to
require that the emission constraint never be crossed, NETs provide less value because there
is less flexibility to reallocate emissions over time.

Portfolio costs for the two more stringent constraints vary widely among parameteriza-
tions, as shown by the error bars in Figure 5.1. In all cases, the parameterizations that
produce the most expensive policy portfolios are the parameterization without discounting
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Figure 5.1: The present expected cost of the optimal policy portfolio in the base case sce-
narios. Error bars show the range across parameterizations. Costs are given as multiples of
the cost in the 435 ppm scenario with abatement as the only policy option.

and the parameterization that limits the maximal scope of technological advance. The lack
of discounting increases the present cost of late-century deep abatement, and limiting the
scope of technological advance increases the expected cost of late-century abatement and
NET deployment. In most cases, the two parameterizations that yield the lowest-cost pol-
icy portfolios are the parameterization with high discounting and the parameterization with
low-cost abatement, low-cost R&D, and low-cost NETs. However, the most stringent (390
ppm) CO2 constraint is a bit different. Here, if NETs are unavailable, the optimal portfolio
in the parameterization with low-cost abatement is cheaper than the optimal portfolio in
the parameterization with high discounting; if NETs are available and temporary overshoots
are allowed, the optimal portfolio in the parameterization with high discounting is cheaper
because so many of the costs result from the final period’s heavy use of NETs; and if tempo-
rary overshoots are not allowed, the optimal portfolio in the parameterization with low-cost
NETs is cheaper than the optimal portfolio in the parameterization with high discounting
because NETs must be used in earlier periods.

The presence of R&D and NET options can affect not just the cost of the policy port-
folio but also the optimal emission path. The lines with squares in Figure 5.2 show the
optimal emission path if the only policy option is to undertake abatement. The lines with
circles show the BAU emission path, which is scenario-independent. Each solid line repre-
sents the optimal gross emission path (i.e., before subtracting NETs’ removed emissions) in
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the modeled parameterizations, with the thickness of a line proportional to the number of
represented parameterizations. Comparing the solid lines to the one with squares shows how
including a set of policy options changes the emission path relative to a case in which the
only policy option is for abatement. Comparing solid lines across columns shows the effect
on optimal emissions of including additional policy options or climate threshold constraints.
Finally, comparing solid lines across rows shows the effect of the CO2 constraint on optimal
emissions.

Some have argued that technology policies should be the primary component of near-
term climate policy (e.g., Sandén and Azar, 2005; Montgomery and Smith, 2007),. Our model
would support this argument if making public R&D policies available shifted abatement from
earlier periods to later ones. Instead, the left column in Figure 5.2 shows that this model’s
planned abatement paths are relatively insensitive to the availability of public R&D options,
even though those options are exercised and do reduce portfolio costs. While Goulder and
Mathai (2000) found that the availability of R&D options should affect optimal abatement,
we find a small effect on abatement in part because we limit abatement to five discrete levels.
R&D’s expected effect on the cost of future abatement is high enough to justify undertaking
it, but it is not high enough to reshuffle the intertemporal allocation of abatement between
these five levels. In contrast, comparing the left column with the middle column shows that
NET options do affect optimal emission paths: with the 435 ppm CO2 constraint (middle
row), making NETs available allows more smoothing of emissions over time by offsetting the
most expensive late-century abatement, and with the 390 ppm CO2 constraint (bottom row),
NETs’ availability decreases both near-term and long-term abatement by enabling future
NET deployment to offset increased emissions from earlier periods.9 The graphs for the 550
ppm constraint do not change, reflecting the insensitivity of emissions to NET options with
a lax CO2 constraint. Finally, comparing the right column with the middle column shows
the influence of concerns about climate tipping points on optimal emission paths. Now the
scenarios with the 390 ppm constraint (bottom row) increase both abatement and NET
deployment in the first period so that CO2 concentrations do not temporarily overshoot
the target value. Therefore, while NET options can reduce optimal near-term abatement,
the magnitude of this effect is sensitive to whether emissions and CO2 concentrations may
temporarily overshoot their year 2100 constraints.

In a stylized model such as the present one, the details of the control variables are
less important than the big-picture story they represent. In Figure 5.3, we group cost-
minimizing policy outcomes according to the probability with which they produce at least
25% abatement in the first period, at least 50% abatement in the second period, 100%
abatement in the third period, public funding for carbon-free R&D in any period, public
funding for emission intensity R&D in any period, and deployment of NETs in any period.

9The quantities of NETs deployed are within the range of estimates of underground global CO2 storage
capacity (Benson et al., 2005). While NETs might not involve underground storage, captured CO2 from
fossil fuel plants could also compete with captured CO2 from negative emission facilities for end uses or
storage capacity.
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Figure 5.2: The planned gross emission paths (before subtracting NETs’ removed CO2)
under the three year 2100 CO2 constraints (rows) with different sets of available policy
options (columns) (Table 5.2). Each chart shows the business-as-usual path (circles) and the
base case planned path if the only available options are for abatement (squares). Each solid
line represents the planned actions in the presence of options beyond abatement, where a
planned action is the most likely action conditional on the previous most likely actions.
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A probability strictly between 0 and 1 reflects that optimal policies can depend on realizations
of stochastic technology. Interestingly, the probability of undertaking these broad categories
of actions generally splits into probabilities near 1 and near 0. This indicates that big-picture
actions are not sensitive to technological outcomes, instead being driven mostly by the CO2

constraint. The type of R&D funded depends on how much it may contribute to the broad
categories of actions favored by a given combination of CO2 constraint and available policy
options: carbon-free public R&D and emission intensity public R&D often substitute for
each other, with expectations of future abatement largely driving the choice between the
two types of technology forcing. In a subtle difference from the conclusions of Gerlagh et al.
(2009) and of the review by Baker and Shittu (2008), near-term abatement and public R&D
funding do not clearly substitute for each other with a given emission constraint and our
discretized policy levels. Rather, near-term abatement is primarily determined by whether it
is needed to keep future CO2 concentrations below the constraint, not by the availability of
R&D policies, which in turn are adopted without reducing near-term abatement. Near-term
abatement is affected more by the availability of NETs than by the availability of R&D
policies.

Some policy choices are not sensitive to climate targets or to parameters’ values. For
example, the optimal portfolio usually abates at least 50% of period 2 BAU emissions and at
least 75% of period 3 BAU emissions in nearly all parameterizations (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).
Furthermore, public funding for R&D is rarely above half of the maximal level.10 Unless
the CO2 constraint is a strict threshold or there is no discounting, NETs are almost never
used before period 3 or without previous NET R&D. A robust course of action therefore
plans for deep abatement from 2030-2100, includes public R&D support that is significant
but not a substitute for early abatement, and deploys NETs only after deep abatement and
in conjunction with ongoing deep abatement.

The outliers in Figure 5.3 tell their own interesting stories. First, carbon-free R&D is the
only category of action that often occurs with a probability strictly between 0 and 1. This
happens when NETs are available or when the CO2 constraint is at its least stringent (550
ppm). Each of these cases requires relatively low future abatement, leading the policymaker
to fund emission intensity R&D in period 1. Carbon-free R&D then occurs in period 2 if the
emission intensity R&D from period 1 did not have much success and period 1 abatement
did not induce much technological change. Second, cases with uncertain NET deployment
reveal the interaction of stochastic technology and abatement cost. Increasing the scope
for technological change decreases the probability of NET deployment to 0.9 with the 390
ppm constraint and to 0.1 with the 435 ppm constraint because it decreases the expected
cost of period 3 abatement. The parameterizations with limited control over technological
change and with low-cost abatement also decrease the probability of NET use with the

10The main exceptions with public R&D commonly at 75% of the maximal level are: period 2 carbon-free
R&D in scenarios with the 435 ppm CO2 constraint and unavailable NETs, period 2 emission intensity R&D
in scenarios with NET options and cheap R&D or cheap abatement, and period 2 NET R&D in scenarios
with the 435 or 390 ppm CO2 constraints.
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Figure 5.3: The probability of undertaking a type of action in each parameterization. For
each category of action, the three columns represent the 550 ppm CO2 constraint (left),
the 435 ppm CO2 constraint (middle), and the 390 ppm CO2 constraint (right). Each
probability is rounded to the nearest multiple of 0.1, and each circle has an area proportional
to the percentage of the parameterizations that produce that rounded probability (n=14
without NETs and n=15 with NETs). Probability calculations use, first, the probability of
each technology outcome conditional on previous actions and, second, the optimal actions
conditional on each set of technology realizations and previous emissions.
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435 ppm constraint. Relatedly, the two isolated parameterizations that generally produce
100% abatement in period 3 with the 435 ppm constraint are those with greater scope
for technological change and with low-cost abatement. These two parameterizations lead
optimal policy to forgo NET deployment in favor of increasing period 3 abatement.

The final insights from the outliers in Figure 5.3 concern the effect of ITC. In the three
parameterizations that make ITC stronger, abatement is more successful at producing tech-
nological change independently of public R&D policies. This pushes policy in at least three
directions. First, near-term abatement could increase as it now provides an additional ben-
efit. Second, near-term R&D could decrease since abatement has become relatively more
effective at producing technological change. Third, near-term abatement could decrease
while long-term abatement increases so as to take advantage of greater expected technolog-
ical change. We see the first two effects in our results. In a world with a 390 ppm CO2

constraint but without NETs, the parameterization with “perfect” ITC is the only one that
does not have public funding for carbon-free R&D. Furthermore, variations in the effec-
tiveness of ITC generally also account for the minor variation in the level of public R&D
funding. More interestingly, when the CO2 constraint is at its least stringent so that there
is more room to reallocate abatement over time, we see greater near-term abatement in the
parameterizations with better ITC. This occurs in order to improve technology for use in
later abatement efforts. In sum, we see stronger ITC decreasing R&D funding and increasing
near-term abatement, but this only happens under some conditions because ITC is not a
dominant factor in our parameterizations.

Finally, the policy environment and emission constraint determine many of the remain-
ing details about the optimal course of action, regardless of the parameter values examined.
In a world without NETs, one can almost perfectly predict each period’s abatement if one
knows the CO2 constraint and nothing else about the parameterization under consideration.
The availability of NETs tends to reduce the importance of the CO2 constraint for the de-
termination of abatement levels and abatement R&D decisions because NETs can make the
more stringent constraints’ abatement goals behave more like those needed for less stringent
constraints. In a world without NETs, the emission target selected for climate policy almost
completely determines immediate abatement and R&D decisions, and in a world with NETs,
the emission target determines whether NETs are relevant. Further the possibility of NET
use allows the precise level of period 3 abatement (as opposed to the broad categories in
Figure 5.3) under the two more stringent CO2 constraints to be contingent on abatement
R&D outcomes and on NET R&D outcomes. For instance, if abatement R&D is not success-
ful while NET R&D is successful, NET deployment can be scaled up and abatement can be
scaled down. Because they reduce the probability of undertaking the deepest levels of period
2 and period 3 abatement, available NETs reduce the incentive to invest in carbon-free R&D
and increase the incentive to invest in emission intensity R&D. NETs and emission intensity
R&D thus act as complements, both substituting for carbon-free R&D and for abatement.
Carbon-free R&D is driven by anticipation of deep abatement in the future, and abatement
is driven by the cumulative emission constraint. However, NETs effectively truncate abate-
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ment cost: they substitute for all abatement beyond their marginal cost, and they therefore
increase the value of R&D into emission intensity technology that more strongly affects cost
when abatement is lower.

5.4 Discussion: Policy implications

The emission paths (Figure 5.2) and the probability of future deep abatement (Figure 5.3)
show that cost-minimizing climate policy portfolios emphasize abatement of 50-100% by
2050 in nearly all parameterizations and under almost any combination of CO2 targets and
available policy options. These levels of medium-term abatement are consistent with the
most ambitious goals announced by major emitters (e.g., UNFCCC, 2011). The optimal
level of near-term abatement is sensitive to CO2 targets and to judgments about NETs’
cost, risk, and availability, but it is not sensitive to the availability of policies that aim to
directly spur clean energy R&D. Because the translation of emissions into temperature is
uncertain, announced 2◦C temperature limits can only be met with some probability (e.g.,
Meinshausen et al., 2009). If policymakers accept that the target may be met with less
than a 50% chance, then our middle emission constraint might be adopted. In this case,
announced 2◦C temperature limits imply that emissions over the next half-century should
be 50% lower than the BAU path. If policymakers require a greater than 50% chance of
meeting the 2◦C temperature limit, then our most stringent emission constraint is the more
relevant one. With this most stringent constraint, either maximal abatement effort must
begin immediately or the policymaker limits nearer-term emission reductions to around 50%
while planning for prodigious deployment of NETs later in the century (compare van Vuuren
and Riahi, 2011).

While the availability of technology policies generally does not affect abatement paths,
these policies can greatly reduce the cost of the optimal policy portfolio (Figure 5.1). Tech-
nology policies should emphasize carbon-free technologies if large-scale NET deployment is
not viable even as science and policy call for stricter emission constraints; technology policies
should emphasize emission intensity technologies if NETs are expected to play a large role
later this century. Technology policies are not guaranteed to succeed, but their payoffs are
asymmetric: failure leaves future abatement cost unchanged while success lowers it (Bosetti
and Tavoni, 2009). Importantly, the effect of technology policies and of NETs on the cost of
the policy portfolio has additional significance in a benefit-cost setting where a lower policy
cost for a given climate outcome can justify reducing endogenous cumulative emissions.

We only consider worlds with and without NETs, but policymakers in a world without
NETs might be able to purchase them. Two factors increase the value of purchasing a NET
option. First, if emission constraints are stringent, then we have seen that NETs significantly
reduce the cost of the optimal policy portfolio. Second, if the policymaker expects to learn
about climate change over time, then NETs’ ability to make emissions at least partially
reversible confers greater ability to take advantage of future learning (compare Pindyck,
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2002; Fisher and Narain, 2003). Different policy instruments provide different incentives for
NET development: a cap-and-trade program only values NETs as offsets and provides no
incentive for net negative emissions over a trading period, while a carbon tax can incentivize
net negative emissions if deployed NETs receive tax credits or carbon payments (i.e., if a
linear tax is linear over the whole range of emissions rather than only over positive emissions).
The importance of incentives for NET development depends in part on the value of obtaining
a NET option.

Three types of research could improve our model’s applicability. First, near-term inter-
disciplinary research into the possible costs, scale, and land use implications of NETs could
not only improve the current model but could enable future policy decisions to respond to
the new information about NETs (e.g., van Vuuren et al., 2009; Luckow et al., 2010; van
Vuuren et al., 2010a). In fact, R&D to reduce NETs’ cost from the baseline estimate almost
always precedes deployment of NETs in the current model, though it does not appear to
be necessary for such deployment. Because NET deployment is valuable for its ability to
substitute for abatement, our model’s results are necessarily sensitive to NETs’ capacity and
to the relative cost of abatement and of NET deployment. Second, different functions for
probabilistically connecting R&D support and abatement policies to technological outcomes
could provide more realistic representations of technological change. These connections could
be developed by expert elicitation (e.g., Baker et al., 2009) or by extrapolation from past
experience (e.g., Nemet, 2006). However, any such function will remain subject to substan-
tial structural uncertainty when applied to the attempt to shape future energy technology.
This observation leads to the third important research path: the portfolio selection model
might produce stronger and more detailed policy implications if, beyond its current consider-
ation of parametric uncertainty, it also accounted for structural uncertainty about functional
forms and probability distributions. This kind of sensitivity analysis would require either
a simpler model or a larger cluster of computers to run the current model, but especially
if evaluated with algorithms for supervised learning (Hastie et al., 2009), it could provide
a more complete depiction of the connection between policy outcomes and possible factors
governing abatement cost and technological change.

The climate and the economy are both complex systems whose evolution over century-
long timescales is subject to particularly difficult forms of uncertainty. However, because
CO2 accumulates in the atmosphere and investments in energy infrastructure tend to be long-
lived, the climate policies adopted over the next decades play a large role in determining how
much flexibility remains later in the century to respond to the realized climate and economy.
Any climate policy portfolio implicitly places bets on the climatic and economic systems,
but some portfolios imply more specific bets than do others and impose greater costs if their
bets turn out poorly. We have taken a step towards representing the policy implications of
different types of bets and towards determining which policies cohere with the broadest range
of bets. We find that deep intermediate- and long-term abatement is robust to the scenarios
considered here, but near-term abatement and R&D funding decisions depend on CO2 goals
and on the anticipated availability of NETs. NETs affect optimal abatement paths if the
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CO2 target is near or below present CO2 concentrations. In that case, these options can
greatly reduce the social cost of the policy portfolio, and they shift some near-term funding
for abatement and for carbon-free R&D into funding for R&D targeted towards emission
intensity technologies and towards reducing the cost of NETs. Future NET deployment can
greatly facilitate the achievement of stringent CO2 targets and can partially compensate
for excess emissions over the next years (Obersteiner et al., 2001). However, depending on
future large-scale NET use can be a brittle strategy: NETs and long-term CO2 storage carry
their own risks, and future use of NETs may not help with nearer-term climate thresholds
and other irreversible changes. The availability of NETs provides a valuable option to
partially undo previous emissions, but abatement also gains option value from increasing
future flexibility to forgo reliance on NETs if the technology or climate prove problematic in
the interim.

5.5 Appendix: Model parameterization

This appendix describes the parameterization of the portfolio selection model. It describes
the probability distributions for technological outcomes, the functional representation of
induced technological change (ITC), and the cost functions used in the objective function.

The state variables αt, γt, and φt record the technology outcomes that apply to period
t (Table 5.1). These outcomes are each drawn from a three-point probability distribution
similar to the one in Baker and Adu-Bonnah (2008). The main differences are that here
the distribution is anchored by the previous period’s realized outcome and that here the
targeted level of technology depends not just on the previous period’s R&D funding but
also on its abatement policy. Abatement can induce technological change via functions
ITCα : µt → [0, ᾱ] for carbon-free R&D and ITCγ : µt → [0, γ̄] for emission intensity R&D.
ITC may occur through private R&D or through learning-by-doing. The technology target
for a given period comes from summing the targets produced by abatement via ITC and
by public R&D, provided the total target does not exceed the exogenous maximal level.
The three possibilities are that technology does not change, that the technology target is
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attained, and that the technology target is surpassed to yield the best possible outcome:11

Pr[αt = αt−1] = pα(1−min[α̂t−1 + ITCα(µt−1), ᾱ]) (5.3)

Pr[αt = min(α̂t−1 + ITCα(µt−1), ᾱ)] = 1− pα (5.4)

Pr[αt = ᾱ] = pα(min[α̂t−1 + ITCα(µt−1), ᾱ]) (5.5)

Pr[γt = γt−1] = pγ(1−min[γ̂t−1 + ITCγ(µt−1), γ̄]) (5.6)

Pr[γt = min(γ̂t−1 + ITCγ(µt−1), γ̄)] = 1− pγ (5.7)

Pr[γt = γ̄] = pγ(min[γ̂t−1 + ITCγ(µt−1), γ̄]) (5.8)

Pr[φt = φt−1] = pφ(1− φ̂t−1) (5.9)

Pr[φt = φ̂t−1] = 1− pφ (5.10)

Pr[φt = φ̄] = pφφ̂t−1 (5.11)

The ITC functions allow us to see how beliefs about the effectiveness of abatement at
producing each type of technological change affect optimal policy. Unfortunately, the re-
lationship between ITC and public R&D cannot be specified using empirical results (Pizer
and Popp, 2008). Instead, we translate the fraction of emissions abated into the equiva-
lent of some fraction of maximal R&D funding. First, 0% abatement does not affect the
R&D targets. Second, we require “perfect” ITC to translate a given percentage abatement
into R&D targets that are the same percentage of their maximal levels. This implies that
µ = ITCα(µ)/ᾱ = ITCγ(µ)/γ̄ under perfect ITC. A parameter ν controls the effectiveness
of ITC and proxies for the severity of innovation market failures. If ν = 0, then ITC for
that technology is “perfect” in the sense that a percentage of full abatement produces an
equivalent percentage of the maximal technology target. If ν > 0, then ITC for that technol-
ogy is “imperfect” in the sense that a percentage of full abatement translates into a smaller
percentage of the maximal technology target:

ITCα(µt) = max(0, (µt − να)ᾱ) (5.12)

ITCγ(µt) = max(0, (µt − νγ)γ̄) (5.13)

When να and νγ are positive, abatement may not produce any ITC unless it reaches a suf-
ficiently high level. This representation enables us to vary the effectiveness of ITC across
scenarios and also to make ITC more effective for emission intensity technologies than for
carbon-free technologies. Under the assumption that emission intensity technologies rep-
resent incremental changes that are more responsive to carbon price signals, the base case
parameterization assumes that ITC is stronger for emission intensity technologies than for
carbon-free technologies.

It remains to define cost functions for abatement, NET deployment, and public R&D
targets. First, the cost of abatement depends on the level of abatement and on available

11In the case that α̂t−1 + ITCα(µt−1) > ᾱ, we have Pr[αt = ᾱ] = (1 − pα) + pαᾱ, implying that either
αt = ᾱ or αt = αt−1. An analogous caveat holds for the probability distribution for γ.
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technologies. c(µt, αt, γt) is the average cost in the base case of abating fraction µt of BAU
emissions et given R&D outcomes αt and γt:

c(µt, αt, γt) =

{
min

[
zt
µt
d (zt) , (1− αt)d(µt)

]
for base case abatement cost

min
[
zt
µt
d̃ (zt) , (1− αt)d̃(µt)

]
for low-cost abatement

(5.14)

where zt ≡ max [(µt − γt)/(1− γt), 0] as in Baker and Adu-Bonnah (2008). The top expres-
sion holds for the base case parameterization and for most others, but the two parameteriza-
tions with low-cost abatement use the bottom expression. Both expressions give abatement
cost with time t technology as a function of abatement cost with initial technology, but
they differ in the function (d(·) or d̃(·)) used to assign the cost with initial technology.
In either case, zero abatement costs nothing (d(0) = d̃(0) = 0), and the normalization is
d(1) = 100. The range of c(·) is [0,100]. The two terms inside the minimization operators
give the effect of emission intensity technologies and carbon-free technologies, and the use
of the minimization operator assumes that the cheapest type of technology is used at each
level of abatement (compare Blyth et al., 2009). Hoogwijk et al. (2008) reported the carbon
price yielding aggregate global abatement of 25% to be between $10/tCO2 and $40/tCO2

and the carbon price yielding aggregate global abatement of 50% to be between $60/tCO2

and some level well above $100/tCO2. We develop the base case and the low-cost average
cost representations by assuming that marginal costs follow a geometric progression at the
discretized points and increase linearly between those points.12 This yields the normalized
values:

Base case: d(0.25) = 2.4, d(0.50) = 8.4, d(0.75) = 28, d(1) = 100

Low-cost: d̃(0.25) = 2.4, d̃(0.50) = 6.0, d̃(0.75) = 12, d̃(1) = 27

When zt falls between the above discretization for µ, we define the cost function by assuming
average cost is linear between these discretized points. We only model endogenous techno-
logical change, so abatement cost does not change unless carbon-free or emission intensity
technology changes as described in equations (5.3) through (5.11).

A second type of cost function applies to deployment κt of NETs. We represent NETs as
having constant marginal cost, which is determined by adjusting the base case average cost
of an exogenous level x of period 1 abatement for the outcome φt of NET R&D:

f(κt, φt) = κt(1− φt) d(x) (5.15)

12More specifically, we develop the two marginal cost representations by assuming that: the carbon prices
reported in Hoogwijk et al. (2008) represent the marginal cost of abatement; abatement of 25% has a marginal
cost of $20/tCO2; abatement of 50% makes marginal costs either quintuple (base case) to $100/tCO2 or
triple (low-cost case) to $60/tCO2; higher levels of abatement follow the same geometric progression; and
the marginal cost of abating a given fraction of contemporary emissions is unaffected by previous periods’
abatement except through modeled technological change.
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Converted to non-normalized costs, x = 0.75 in a low-cost parameterization corresponds to
NETs costing $115/tCO2, which is near the low end of recent estimates, and x = 1 in the
base case parameterization corresponds to NETs costing $415/tCO2, which is above many
recent estimates (e.g., Rhodes and Keith, 2005; Keith et al., 2006; Uddin and Barreto, 2007;
Stolaroff et al., 2008; Keith, 2009; Pielke Jr., 2009).

Finally, a third type of cost function determines how much R&D funding it takes to select
a technology target. We assume that the funding that it takes to aim for the chosen public
target depends not on the level of the target but on the percentage of the maximal target
that it represents. We treat the cost of reaching a percentage of the maximal level of R&D
as being an exogenous fraction (specifically: yg, yhyg, or yj) of the base case cost for abating
the same percentage of period 1 emissions:

g

(
α̂t
ᾱ

)
= yg ∗ d

(
α̂t
ᾱ

)
∗
α̂t
ᾱ

∗ e1 (5.16)

h

(
γ̂t
γ̄

)
= yh ∗ g

(
γ̂t
γ̄

)
(5.17)

j

(
φ̂t
φ̄

)
=
yj
yg

∗ g

(
φ̂t
φ̄

)
(5.18)

We represent carbon-free R&D costs in terms of average abatement cost because this provides
a natural reference point while satisfying the desired property of decreasing returns, and we
define the cost of emission intensity R&D as some fraction yh of the cost of carbon-free R&D.
We make abatement cost and R&D cost of similar magnitude because, first, we are looking
at the cost of shifting the whole abatement cost curve and, second, we aim to gain more
insight than would be obtained by making R&D very cheap or very expensive.

The base case parameters in these functions and probability distributions are chosen to
represent values that accord with intuition about, for instance, emission intensity technology
being more responsive to abatement than is carbon-free technology. This model’s parameter-
izations are used as demonstrations to aid intuition and to provide a framework for assessing
the implications of different beliefs; the results should not be read as either predictive or
prescriptive. 14 alternative parameterizations reflect different beliefs about technological
change, cost functions, or discounting (Table 5.3). If all parameterizations produce similar
results, then we have more confidence that the results are robust to specific values. A more
thorough assessment of robustness should also include structural variation in, for instance,
the form of the cost functions, the form of the ITC functions converting abatement into
R&D targets, and the form of the probability distribution for technological change.
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Table 5.3: The 15 parameter scenarios explored with the numerical model. We run each
scenario with each possible combination of the three CO2 constraints, NET availability and
unavailability, and emission overshoots allowed and disallowed (Table 5.2).

Scenario Parameter values Base case values

Base case – –

Low-cost abatement d̃(·) d(·)
Low-cost R&D yg = yj = 0.25 yg = yj = 0.50
Low-cost emission intensity R&D yh = 0.50 yh = 1

Low-cost abatement, R&D, and NETs d̃(·), x = 0.75, yg = yj = 0.25 d(·), x = 1, yg = yj = 0.50
Limited scope for technology ᾱ = γ̄ = φ̄ = 0.25 ᾱ = γ̄ = φ̄ = 0.75
Greater scope for technology ᾱ = γ̄ = φ̄ = 0.95 ᾱ = γ̄ = φ̄ = 0.75
Limited control over technology pα = pγ = pφ = 0.75 pα = pγ = pφ = 0.25
High discounting β = 0.90 β = 0.95
No discounting β = 1 β = 0.95
Perfect ITC for both technologies να = νγ = 0 να = 0.50, νγ = 0.25
Better ITC for both technologies να = 0.25, νγ = 0 να = 0.50, νγ = 0.25
Better ITC for intensity technology νγ = 0 νγ = 0.25
No ITC να = νγ = 1 να = 0.50, νγ = 0.25
Low-cost NETs x = 0.75 x = 1
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Chapter 6

High temperature impacts are a

dominant uncertainty in the

evaluation of climate targets1

The unknown degree to which warming increases damages is more important for
the economic evaluation of 21st century climate targets than are temperature un-
certainty or abatement cost uncertainty. A quadratic damage function supports
a 450 ppm CO2 target if annual damages from 2.5◦C of warming are greater than
0.5% of global output, and it supports a 550 ppm CO2 target if they are greater
than 0.2% of global output. With cubic damages, the 450 ppm and 550 ppm
CO2 targets are supported if 2.5◦C of warming costs more than 0.2% and 0.1%
of global output, respectively.

Climate policy must confront at least three sources of uncertainty: uncertainty about the
warming produced by emission paths, uncertainty about the damages incurred by each de-
gree of warming, and uncertainty about the cost of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The
complexity of the climate and the economy limit our ability to model each system, and antic-
ipated structural changes in each system limit our ability to learn from history. The current
climate forcing experiment is without direct analogy in the earth record (Joos and Spahni,
2008; Archer et al., 2009), and climate policy aims to undertake a technology experiment
that is, by design, also without direct analogy (Hoffert et al., 2002; Popp, 2010). Scientists
fear that we are driving the climate system out of sample, and policy aims to do the same
for energy technology. If climate and technology remained within the bounds of experience,

1Thanks to Haewon McJeon for providing data.
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we could characterize uncertainty using knowledge gleaned from experience, but when either
is out of sample, we can only learn so much about the future from the past.

Uncertainty has played many roles in discussion of climate change: as an argument
against its relevance (Oreskes and Conway, 2010), as an argument for caution before com-
mitting to emission reductions (e.g., Economist, 1997; Bush, 2001), and as an argument for
emission reductions as insurance against extreme outcomes (e.g., Holdren, 2009; Economist,
2010). In the academic literature, uncertainty has complex effects on models of climate
policy, depending both on the types of irreversibility considered and on the structure of
uncertainty (Pindyck, 2007; Weitzman, 2009). Of particular note, integrated assessment
models’ estimated social cost of carbon are sensitive to several uncertain parameters, in-
cluding climate sensitivity, the shape of the damage function, the discount rate, and the
possibility of climate tipping points (Newbold and Daigneault, 2009; Ackerman et al., 2010;
Gerst et al., 2010; Lemoine and Traeger, 2010). Making the modeled policymaker aware of
parametric uncertainty and of the potential for learning about it further changes optimal
emissions (e.g., Kelly and Kolstad, 1999; Keller et al., 2004; Newbold and Daigneault, 2009).
We here consider how key uncertainties interact to affect the net benefits from 450 parts per
million (ppm) and 550 ppm targets for the carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration. By combin-
ing different beliefs about temperature change and damages with a set of technology futures,
we show that the net benefits of climate targets are primarily sensitive to uncertainty about
the damages caused by warming.

6.1 Three sources of uncertainty

The first source of uncertainty is about the magnitude of warming an emission path causes.
This uncertainty can be described by uncertainty about the strength of feedbacks in the
earth system (Roe and Baker, 2007). The direct effect of increasing CO2 is to trap outgoing
infrared radiation, requiring the earth’s surface to warm in order to restore the balance at the
top of the atmosphere between incoming solar energy and outgoing energy. If temperature
change were wholly determined by this effect, our uncertainty about its magnitude would
be trivial (Pierrehumbert, 2011). However, this change in surface temperature causes other
changes in the earth system that themselves affect temperature. For instance, warmer tem-
peratures melt sea ice, replacing white, reflective ice with dark, absorbing ocean. This effect
reduces the earth’s albedo and further increases surface temperature. In another example,
the atmosphere’s temperature controls the quantity of water vapor, a potent greenhouse
gas (Lacis et al., 2010). Importantly, these and other feedbacks may respond linearly to
temperature change but affect temperature nonlinearly (Roe, 2009).

The primary estimates of feedback strength come from climate models, which share
knowledge bases, parameterizations, code, and even creators (Tebaldi and Knutti, 2007).
Combining models’ estimates of feedback strength in a linear feedback framework produces
probability distributions like those in Figure 6.1 (Lemoine, 2010a). The dotted lines represent
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beliefs about temperature change derived from assuming, first, that one model’s performance
provides no information about other models’ performance and, second, that each model
includes all relevant feedbacks. This is an optimistic view of models and of our ability to
learn from them. In this case of minimized uncertainty, we would be sure that doubling
CO2 produces about 3◦C of temperature change. In contrast, the solid lines depict beliefs
about temperature change that follow from allowing that models might be biased in common
ways and might be incomplete. This skeptical view of models places more weight on extreme
temperature outcomes, allowing more than a 5% chance that doubling CO2 warms the surface
by more than 5◦C. The results of additional models might now tell us more about the models’
common structure than about the real-world processes they aim to represent. When models’
errors are correlated, we cannot use them to cross-validate each other.

The second source of uncertainty is the degree to which higher temperatures cause greater
impacts. Policy-optimizing integrated assessment models commonly represent warming as
reducing economic output by a fraction that increases with a polynomial of temperature (e.g.,
Nordhaus, 1992, 2008). This polynomial is usually assumed to be quadratic (e.g., Nordhaus,
2008), though some vary the exponent on temperature from 1 (linear) to 3 (cubic) (Dietz
et al., 2007). Once the functional form is assumed, its coefficients are estimated using
impact assessments for moderate levels of temperature change along with an adjustment
for the chance of extreme outcomes (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000; Hitz and Smith, 2004;
Dietz et al., 2007). Without observing how the earth system and the economy respond to
temperature increases of various speeds and magnitudes, it is impossible to know how to
extrapolate impacts from moderate temperature change to greater temperate change. Many
have argued for functional forms that make damages increase faster than does the common
quadratic polynomial (e.g., Weitzman, 2009), but the best form or mix of forms will remain
a matter of contention for the foreseeable future.

The third source of uncertainty is the cost of reducing emissions to achieve climate tar-
gets. Much of this cost will be driven by the cost of replacing electricity generation and
transportation infrastructure with lower-carbon substitutes (Barker et al., 2007; Davis et al.,
2010). However, the cost of reducing CO2 emissions depends both on technological possibil-
ities and on the policy path chosen (Hoffert et al., 2002). Because technological change is
endogenous, implementing policies today to reduce greenhouse gas emissions should improve
the technology available for future policies (Popp et al., 2009), which could strongly affect
the cost of future policy. When assessing the cost of reaching long-term climate targets, it is
crucial to consider how technology evolves aside from policy and in response to policy (Hal-
snæs et al., 2007), but this evolution is almost impossible to forecast. Two main methods for
describing the possibilities include surveying experts (e.g., Baker et al., 2009) and considering
historical experience for similar technologies (e.g., Nemet, 2006). However, neither method
is ideal for extrapolating to future technological change. Developing a probability distri-
bution from expert elicitation requires aggregating assessments about breakthroughs which
have not yet happened and may not have been conceived. On the other hand, developing
a probability distribution for future technological change by extrapolating from historical
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(a) 450 ppm in 2095 (b) 550 ppm in 2095

(c) 770 ppm in 2095 (BAU)

Figure 6.1: The distribution of temperature outcomes in 2095 using forcing and transient
feedback from GCAM (McJeon et al., in press) and using the “skeptical” and “optimistic”
distributions for equilibrium feedback strength (Lemoine, 2010a).
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experience either assumes a common structure for technological change across industries or
across time within an industry. Yet energy technologies face many challenges defined by
chemistry, biology, and physics, and the potential for progress in tackling these challenges is
not clearly linked to other industries’ successes with their own challenges or to past successes
in overcoming energy technologies’ previous barriers. Because technological change affects
the cost of reducing emissions from each sector, it is more feasible to sample from a range of
possible technology outcomes to obtain a range of abatement cost outcomes (e.g., McJeon
et al., in press) than it is to take the next step of attaching probabilities to these outcomes.

6.2 Evaluating climate policy under uncertain technol-

ogy, impacts, and science

When dealing with multiple uncertainties having ambiguous structures interacting via com-
plex systems, it is helpful to consider which types of world are compatible with different
actions rather than focusing on determining the optimal action given a set of beliefs (Lem-
pert and Schlesinger, 2000). The latter strategy assesses the optimality of actions under one
set of beliefs while the former assesses their brittleness across beliefs. We show how beliefs
about the sensitivity of the climate to emissions, the sensitivity of the economy to the cli-
mate, and the cost of reducing emissions combine to affect the payoffs from holding year 2100
CO2 concentrations to 450 ppm and 550 ppm, as opposed to allowing CO2 concentrations
to rise to around 770 ppm in year 2100 under the business-as-usual (or reference) scenario.

There are four main components to this analysis: the distribution for abatement cost,
the distribution for equilibrium temperature (i.e., for climate sensitivity), the translation of
equilibrium temperature change into temperature change in each period, and the translation
of each period’s warming into economic damages. Figure 6.2 is a graphical illustration for
a simpler static setting. To estimate abatement cost, we turn to a recent combinatorial
analysis of technology futures using the Global Change Assessment Model (GCAM) with
year 2095 CO2 limits of 450 and 550 ppm (McJeon et al., in press). This analysis does
not give a probability distribution; instead, its output indicates the frequency of abatement
cost outcomes among the chosen technological narratives. The present value of abatement
cost from 2005-2095 under technology future i for CO2 target x is µx,i (Figure 6.3). The
positive skew occurs because when technology breakthroughs partially substitute for each
other, obtaining either breakthrough alone may reduce abatement costs by as much as would
obtaining the combination. For instance, reducing the cost of nuclear power is less valuable
when renewable energy is also much cheaper and carbon can be easily captured from coal-
fired power plants.

In order to assess the benefits of each climate target, we translate the radiative forcing in
each period for a representative time series of the GCAM results into an effect on the world’s
economic output. Each period’s radiative forcing would produce equilibrium temperature
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Figure 6.2: A simplified schematic of the calculation of break-even output loss L (in the
oval). The two dashed arrows indicate the variables inferred by solving the boxed equation.
This figure depicts a static setting, but the actual calculation aggregates benefits over the
21st century and allows for time-varying forcing and transient feedbacks.

Figure 6.3: The distribution of abatement cost µx,i from McJeon et al. (in press) for year
2095 CO2 targets of 450 ppm and 550 ppm. There are 384 abatement cost outcomes for each
target.
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change determined by the strength of aggregate feedbacks (Roe, 2009). These aggregate
feedbacks have cumulative distribution G(f̂), as determined by each of two distributions from
Lemoine (2010a): an “optimistic” distribution that assumes climate models are complete and
conditionally independent, and a “skeptical” distribution that allows climate models to be
incomplete and to share biases. These feedbacks determine equilibrium temperature change,
but the ocean heat sink moderates the temperature change actually realized over the 21st
century. We represent this ocean heat sink as a time-varying negative feedback fx,t (Baker
and Roe, 2009) and calibrate its strength to the temperature outcomes produced by the
implementation of the climate model MAGICC in GCAM. The transient negative feedback
fx,t, a sampled aggregate feedback f̂ , and time t radiative forcing Rx,t along CO2 path x
determine time t temperature change:

Tx,t =
λRx,t

1− f̂ − fx,t
(6.1)

The parameter λ gives the temperature change per unit of radiative forcing in the reference
system upon which feedbacks operate and is approximately 0.315 K (W m−2)−1 (Soden et al.,
2008). Figure 6.1 gives the distribution of temperature in the year 2095 under each CO2

target.
We translate each temperature change time series into economic impacts for comparison

to the cost of abatement. Following the convention in integrated assessment models, we
represent damages D as reducing global economic output Yt by a fraction determined by a
polynomial of order b with coefficient a.2 We take damages to be a function of temperature
and the unknown coefficient a for a given polynomial of order b, with no damages occurring if
temperature does not change from pre-industrial levels (e.g., Nordhaus, 2008). The economic
output remaining after accounting for climate damages is:

Ŷx,t(f̂ , a) =
Yt

1 +D(a, Tx,t)
=

Yt
1 + a[Tx,t]b

(6.2)

We explore the implications of using commonly assumed quadratic damages (b = 2) and of
using a cubic function (b = 3) that further increases damages at high temperatures.

The benefit of adopting a climate target is reducing the damage from temperature change,
which here means reducing the output lost due to higher temperatures. The present value
of this benefit from 2005-2095 is:

Bx(f̂ , a) =
2095∑

t=2005

1

(1 + r)t−2005

[
Yt − Ŷx,t(f̂ , a)

]
(6.3)

2In the GCAM runs used in McJeon et al. (in press), output varies between emission paths due to changing
use of energy services. However, this is not considered to be a reliable part of the model and should not be
combined with the reported abatement cost (personal communication).
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The real annual discount rate of r = 0.05 matches that used to calculate µx,i (McJeon

et al., in press). We seek the value of a that equalizes the expected benefit E[Bx(f̂ , a)]
from achieving target x to each sampled abatement cost µx,i. At this “break-even” value,
an optimizing global policymaker would be indifferent between achieving climate target x or
not when abatement cost is known to be at the sampled value µx,i. The expected benefit is
calculated for a given functional form for damages and for a given distribution for aggregate
feedbacks. The break-even value âx,i is defined implicitly by:

µx,i =

∫
Bx(f̂ , âx,i) G

′(f̂) df̂ (6.4)

If the true value for a is greater than its break-even value âx,i, then target x provides net
benefits in expectation. In order to assess the plausibility of the resulting damage function
coefficients, we translate them into the fraction of global output that would be lost annually
from temperature change of 2.5◦C:

L(âx,i) = 1−
1

1 + âx,i[2.5]b
(6.5)

The distributions for L reveal which beliefs about climate damages and technology are con-
sistent with 450 and 550 ppm targets for the year 2100. If the actual output loss from 2.5◦C
of temperature change is expected to be above the distribution for L, then the CO2 target
looks generally attractive, and if it is expected to be below the distribution for L, then the
CO2 target looks generally unattractive.

6.3 Results: Break-even output loss

We assess which beliefs about climate damages equalize the expected benefit of 450 ppm and
550 ppm climate targets to the cost of abatement in each technological future. Figure 6.4
plots the distribution of L for each climate target and for quadratic and cubic damage
functions. Within a plot, outcomes that have a greater break-even output loss (i.e., out-
comes farther to the right) correspond to futures with less progress in abatement technology.
Economic studies have generally estimated that about 1-2% of output is lost from 2.5◦C
of warming, with many of the omitted factors and potential surprises tending to further
increase damages (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000; Tol, 2009).

The results for break-even output loss provide three insights. First, the curvature of the
damage function is a crucial assumption. When the damage function is quadratic, the break-
even output loss for 2.5◦C of warming ranges from 0.2% to 1.2% for a 450 ppm target and
from 0.03% to 0.5% for a 550 ppm target. Both of these ranges are below economic estimates
(Tol, 2009), indicating that stabilizing the CO2 concentration at these levels in 2095 should
provide sufficient benefits to cover its costs. With a cubic damage function that increases
the loss from the highest temperature outcomes, the ranges are both lower and narrower:
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(a) CO2 target: 450 ppm, Damages: quadratic (b) CO2 target: 450 ppm, Damages: cubic

(c) CO2 target: 550 ppm, Damages: quadratic (d) CO2 target: 550 ppm, Damages: cubic

Figure 6.4: The damages L from 2.5◦C of warming (as a percentage of global output) that
would equalize each abatement cost µx,i in Figure 6.3 to the expected benefits E[Bx(f̂ , a)]
over the next 90 years of adopting CO2 target x for 2095 (n = 384). If the damages from
2.5◦C of warming are believed to be less than the break-even level required by a given
abatement cost, then the CO2 target does not pay for itself in expectation over this time
horizon, but if damages are thought to be greater, then the CO2 target does pay for itself in
expectation.
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with a floor under 0.01% for either target and with a maximum of 0.3% for the 450 ppm
target and of 0.1% for the 550 ppm target. More convex damages make the break-even
output loss largely insensitive to abatement cost, requiring little damages from moderate
warming to justify either CO2 target. The greater impacts at high temperatures dominate
the cost-benefit analysis, and the uncertainty in the assumed shape of the damage function
is more important for optimal policy than is uncertainty about abatement technology.

Second, fat-tailed distributions for climate sensitivity have received much attention in the
recent literature as an argument for greater emission reductions (e.g., Weitzman, 2009), but
while the two distributions give similar results, we find that it is actually the thinner-tailed
distribution that supports the analyzed climate policies at less severe damage functions. The
reason for this result is twofold. First, the thicker-tailed distribution does place more weight
on higher temperature outcomes, but because it allows the group of models to be biased high
or low, it also shifts probability mass to lower temperature outcomes. Second, the effect of
the ocean’s heat capacity in moderating transient warming reduces the influence of extreme
feedback outcomes on temperature over the next decades (Baker and Roe, 2009), which
decreases the influence of the temperature outcomes in the positive tail of the fatter-tailed
“skeptical” distribution. While greater confidence in models’ ability to capture all relevant
processes in a representative way decreases the probability of extreme temperature outcomes
(Figure 6.1), these extreme outcomes matter less over the next decades than does the central
tendency of the distribution.

The third insight from Figure 6.4 is that the 550 ppm target is consistent with damage
functions that would not be severe enough to support the 450 ppm target. Even if estimated
damages support the 550 ppm target, the additional abatement cost required for the 450
ppm target might more than offset the additional reduction in damages. The 450 ppm target
is supported for damage functions that are less severe than common estimates, and the 550
ppm target is supported for a still-wider range of damage functions. However, because this
analysis is restricted to 21st century effects, much of the additional abatement cost of the
more ambitious target is counted while the additional climate benefits largely occur beyond
the time horizon of the analysis.

6.4 The interaction of policy options with uncertainty

The results indicate the importance for climate policy evaluations of assumptions about the
shape of the damage function. If multiplicative damages increase faster than the square
of temperature, then the expected benefits of adopting a 450 ppm CO2 target are in the
same range as the cost of reducing emissions. Damage uncertainty has a greater impact
than does abatement cost uncertainty, which has a greater impact than do the assumptions
about climate models used to estimate temperature uncertainty. However, three important
caveats apply. First, we follow the abatement cost calculations in using a consumption
discount rate of 5%. Because of the long timescales involved and the uneven distribution
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of costs and benefits over time, alternate assumptions would shift the distribution of break-
even damages. Second, the feedback framework assumes that the climate system responds
smoothly to increasing forcing, and the damage calculations assume that society responds
smoothly to increasing temperature, but more abrupt or discontinuous changes are possible
(Alley et al., 2003; Overpeck and Cole, 2006; Lenton et al., 2008). Third, this paper only
calculates abatement cost and climate benefits out to the year 2095, but both abatement and
warming continue beyond that date. While the cost of abatement might decrease over time
as technology improves and low-carbon infrastructure is built, the benefits of a lower CO2

concentration should increase beyond 2095 as damages from higher temperatures continue
into the future and as the earth system more fully responds to additional CO2 forcing (i.e., as
the transient feedback becomes less negative). These two factors tend to bias our calculation
of break-even output loss to the high side, thereby making climate policy look less attractive
than it would appear in a more complete model.

Given the difficult nature of the uncertainty involved, climate policy should be seen as a
hedge against a range of outcomes rather than as set using finely calculated probabilities. We
have shown that the benefits of climate policy are dominated not by temperature uncertainty
but by uncertainty about the degree to which damages increase with temperature. Further,
while adopting a climate target exposes the global economy to abatement cost uncertainty, we
have also shown that the range of abatement cost outcomes is less important than the impact
of plausible assumptions about damages at high temperatures. Indeed, more convex damage
functions make policy less sensitive to abatement cost uncertainty. Models of optimal climate
policy should therefore focus more on uncertainty about the functional form for damages,
and climate policy negotiations should focus both on avoiding worlds that expose society to
high temperatures and on mitigating the consequences of high temperature outcomes.

Emission reductions are valuable for protecting society against the possibility that high
temperatures cause much higher damages. Ambitious climate policy protects against sur-
prisingly high damages while taking advantage of potential surprises in technological change.
Forgoing emission reductions leaves society exposed to high damage outcomes while gam-
bling that stalled technology would make abatement unsupportably expensive. Other policy
options also offer means of skewing bets. Funding low-carbon research and development in-
creases the chance that low-cost abatement technology is available when needed. Developing
negative emission technologies gives the world the ability to reduce CO2 concentrations, help-
ing to mitigate high damage outcomes by getting rid of historical emissions. And research
into geoengineering could provide a means of stalling the most extreme damage scenarios
until negative emission technologies can return CO2 concentrations to safer levels. Because
each policy option stacks the deck in a different way, combining them in a portfolio should
further decrease exposure to bad climatic outcomes while increasing exposure to positive
technological outcomes.
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